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A TUTORIAL ON LINEAR QUADRATIC OPTIMAL GUIDANCE FOR MISSILE
APPLICATIONS
MIN-JEA TAHK
D EPARTMENT OF A EROSPACE E NGINEERING , KAIST, KOREA
E-mail address: mjtahk@kaist.ac.kr
A BSTRACT. In this tutorial the theoretical background of LQ optimal guidance is reviewed,
starting from calculus of variations. LQ optimal control is then introduced and applied to
missile guidance to obtain the basic form of LQ optimal guidance laws. Extension of LQ
optimal guidance methodology for handling weighted cost function, dynamic lag associated
with the missile dynamics and the autopilot, constrained impact angle, and constrained impact time is also described with a brief discussion on the asymptotic properties of the optimal
guidance laws. Furthermore, an introduction to polynomial guidance and generalized impactangle-control guidance, which are closed related with LQ optimal guidance, is provided to
demonstrate the current status of missile guidance techniques.

1. I NTRODUCTION
The purpose of this tutorial is to provide fundamentals of guidance laws based on linear
quadratic (LQ) optimal control theory that have been developed for missile applications since
the 1960s. The scope of the tutorial is restricted to the works done by the author and his
ex-students, and other previous works on guidance laws are not considered unless necessary.
Technical details of the topics discussed here can be found in the accompanying papers published in this special issue of the journal.
Loosely speaking, guidance laws are algorithms calculating the control commands that the
vehicle follows to achieve the mission objectives. In missile applications, the set of the objectives depends on the purpose of the missile system although the fundamental objective is
to hit the target with zero miss distance. For example, an air-to-air missile may be designed
to just hit a highly-maneuvering agile aircraft while an anti-tank missile needs to hit a slowly
moving tank with a certain range of impact angles. Furthermore, the means to acquire the target information and to produce forces and moments required for vehicle control can limit the
range of applicable guidance algorithms. With an infrared seeker, the missile cannot measure
the target range (the distance from the missile to the target) so that some LQ optimal guidance
laws cannot be applied unless the target range is estimated by using a tracking ﬁlter. Due to
the diversity of missile seekers, actuators, operational environments, target types, and mission
objectives, various guidance algorithms have been studied to accommodate the speciﬁc needs
Received by the editors August 17 2015; Revised August 24 2015; Accepted in revised form August 24 2015;
Published online September 24 2015.
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of each missile system. To prevent the readers from being distracted, the discussion of this tutorial is focused on the terminal homing phase, for which feedback guidance laws based on LQ
optimal control theory have been successfully applied. Mid-course guidance required when the
target is beyond the operational range of the on-board seeker will not be much discussed here
since it needs different mathematical approaches such as trajectory optimization for which LQ
optimal guidance is not useful.
This tutorial starts with a brief introduction of optimal control theory and LQ optimal control given in Section 2. LQ optimal guidance, which is a direct application of LQ optimal
control to missile guidance is also described. Section 3 treats various topics associated with
practical applications, showing how LQ optimal guidance can meet speciﬁc needs and provide
practical solutions. Guidance laws associated with weighted cost function, dynamic lag, impact angle control, and impact time control are discussed one by one. Asymptotic properties
of the guidance gain are also explained to demonstrate the importance of accurate time-to-go
estimation for integrated guidance. Section 4 is about polynomial guidance and generalized
impact-angle-control guidance, which are closely related with LQ optimal guidance. The motivation of polynomial guidance and the analysis results on generalized impact-angle-control
guidance are brieﬂy discussed. Section 5 provides concluding remarks.
2. O PTIMAL H OMING G UIDANCE
In this section, the fundamentals of LQ optimal guidance are provided for the readers who
are not familiar with optimal control theory. LQ optimal guidance is a direct application of
LQ optimal control which has a solution in the feedback form. Although the calculation of
the feedback gains needs numerical integration for general cases, analytic solutions have been
obtained for many cases of practical importance.
2.1. Optimal Control Theory. In general, optimal guidance laws are referred to as guidance
laws derived from optimal control theory, which is founded on calculus of variations. Johann
Bernoulli is known to be the ﬁrst mathematician to consider the brachistochrone curve problem,
a simple problem of calculus of variations, but Euler and Lagrange contributed extensively to
lay the foundations of calculus of variations. The necessary condition for optimality, known as
the Euler-Lagrange equation, is expressed as
 
d ∂L
∂L
−
=0
(2.1)
∂x dt ∂ ẋ
where L(t, x, ẋ) is the functional to be optimized.
Given a dynamic constraint on x , for example, we have an optimal control problem formulated as follows:
 tf
L(x, u, t)dt
(2.2)
Minimize J = φ(xf ) +
t0

subject to

ẋ = f (t, x, u),

x(t0 ) = x0

(dynamic constraints)

(2.3)
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(2.4)

Let the dimensions of the state, control, and constraint vectors be n, m, p, respectively; that
is,
x : n × 1,

u : m × 1,

ψ :p×1

And deﬁne augmented functions H and G as
H  L + λT f,

G  φ + μT ψ

(2.5)

where λ and μ are multipliers for the dynamics and the constraints, respectively. Then the
Euler-Lagrange equation for the optimal control problem becomes
(i)

ẋ = Hλ , x(t0 ) = x0

(ii)
(iii)

λ̇ = −Hx ,
0 = Hu

(iv)

ψ(xf ) = 0

(n

λ(tf ) = Gxf

D.E’s with B.C’s)

(2.6)

(n D.E’s with B.C’s)
(m algebaric equations)

(2.7)
(2.8)

(p

algebraic equations)

(2.9)

The optimal solution (x∗ (t), λ(t), u∗ (t), μ) is obtained by solving these four equations,
which is a two-point boundary value problem (TPBVP). Derivation of the Euler-Lagrange
equation for optimal control can be found in [1]. Note that the Euler-Lagrange equation is
valid only for a weak minimum. Weierstrass was the ﬁrst to provide the necessary condition
for a strong minimum, which is a special case of Pontryagin’s maximum(minimum) principle.
2.2. Linear Quadratic Optimal Control. Two-point boundary value problems associated
with optimal control problems do not allow analytical solutions for most cases. However,
if the system f (t, x, u) is linear and L(t, x, u) is a quadratic function of x and u , then the
Euler-Lagrange equation reduces to a ﬁnal value problem. This problem is called LQ optimal
control and its solution can be obtained by integrating three differential equations backwards
from the ﬁnal time.
Consider an LQ optimal control problem with terminal constraints shown below:

1 tf T
(x Ax + uT Bu)dt (quadratic cost)
(2.10)
Minimize J =
2 t0
subject to

ẋ = F x + Gu,
ψ ≡ Dxf − c = 0

x(t0 ) = x0

(linear dynamics)

(linear terminal constraints)

(2.11)
(2.12)

Then the optimal control is derived as [1]
u∗ = −B −1 GT (S − RQ−1 RT )x − B −1 GT RQ−1 c

(2.13)
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where matrices S(t), R(t), Q(t) satisfy the following differential equation, respectively;
Ṡ = −A − F T S − SF + SGB −1 GT S,
Ṙ = −(F − GB

−1

T

T

G S) R,

Q̇ = RGB −1 GT R,

S(tf ) = 0

(2.14)

T

(2.15)

R(tf ) = D

Q(tf ) = 0

(2.16)

Since the solution of feedback form is available, the LQ controllers described above can ﬁnd
many practical applications subject to terminal constraints.
2.3. LQ Optimal Homing Guidance for Intercept. The purpose of homing guidance in missile applications is to intercept (or hit) the target as accurately as possible. This requirement can
be formulated as a linear terminal constraint shown in (2.12). Furthermore, the missile-target
dynamics can be simpliﬁed as a linear system if the missile and the target maintain their speed
constant. Finally, we can choose A = 0 in (2.10) by assuming that the state variables during
the ﬂight is not important. Then, (2.14) reduces to S(t) ≡ 0 and the optimal control u∗ (t) is
simpliﬁed as
u∗ = B −1 GT RQ−1 RT x − B −1 GT RQ−1 c

(2.17)

where R(t) satisﬁes
Ṙ = F T R,

R(tf ) = DT

(2.18)

and Q(t) is obtained from (2.16).
Now we consider a simple two-dimensional guidance geometry shown in Fig. 1 to derive
the optimal guidance law as described in [1, 2]. In this ﬁgure, the Z-axis is chosen to be
aligned with the direction of the target velocity. It is assumed that the closing velocity, the Xcomponent of the missile velocity, is constant and the line-of-sight (LOS) angle σ is small. Let
z and v denote the relative position and velocity of the target with respect to the missile along
the Z -axis. Then, the state variable associated with the homing kinematics can be deﬁned as

T
(2.19)
x= z ν
and the equation of motion is obtained as




0 1
0
ẋ =
x+
0 0
at − am

(2.20)

where at and am denote the Z-axis acceleration of the target and missile, respectively. Note
that at = 0 for a non-maneuvering target.
Let u  aM and at = 0 , then the optimal guidance problem is formulated as follows:

1 tf 2
u dt
(2.21)
Minimize J =
2 t0
subject to (2.20) and ψ ≡ zf = [1

0] xf = 0

(2.22)

The rationale for the cost function (2.21) is that excessive missile lateral maneuvers are not
desirable since they reduce the missile speed drastically, degrading the intercept performance.
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F IGURE 1. Simpliﬁed Homing Guidance Geometry
The quadratic form of (2.21) is chosen to utilize the beneﬁt of the LQ formulation. Note that
c = 1, B = 1 and D = [1 0]. Hence, (2.16) and (2.18) can be easily integrated as


1
1
, Q(t) = − t3go
(2.23)
R(t) =
tgo
3
where tgo  tf − t, which is called the time to go. Substituting (2.23) into (2.17), we obtain
the LQ optimal guidance law stated as
u∗ =

3
(z + νtgo )
t2go

(2.24)

The guidance law of (2.24) requires the time-to-go information which is not readily available
from passive seekers such as infrared or vision sensors. However, (2.24) can be rewritten as a
function of variables that are directly measured by passive seekers: For small LOS angles, we
see that σ ≈ z/R where R is the range to go. Since the missile velocity is assumed constant
and the LOS angle is small, the missile velocity along the X-axis is also assumed constant.
Then, the range to go is expressed as R = Vc tgo where Vc is the closing velocity, and the LOS
angle can be written in terms of z and tgo as
z
(2.25)
σ=
Vc tgo
Then differentiation of (2.25) gives that
σ̇ =

1
(z + νtgo )
Vc t2go

(2.26)

and comparison of (2.24) and (2.26) shows that
u∗ = 3Vc σ̇

(2.27)

It is very interesting that the optimal guidance law of (2.27) takes the form of classical
proportional navigation (PN) known as
uP N = N Vc σ̇

(2.28)
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where the navigation constant (or the guidance gain), N , was previously chosen from 3 to 5
by experience. Proportional navigation has been widely used since the birth of guided missile
technology in the 1950’s. Note that LQ optimal guidance proves by theory that proportional
guidance of N = 3 is optimal in the LQ sense for the intercept of non-maneuvering targets [3].
Generally speaking, a missile operated in the atmosphere relies on the aerodynamic forces
for lateral (perpendicular to the velocity vector) maneuvers. In the 3-dimensional space, we
can deﬁne two wind angles, angle of attack and sideslip angle, to denote the direction of the
velocity vector with respect to the X-axis of the missile body. The accelerations produced by
the angle of attack and the sideslip angle are called normal acceleration and lateral acceleration, respectively, or just lateral accelerations, collectively. The motion associated with normal
acceleration is called longitudinal motion and that associated with lateral acceleration called
lateral motion or directional motion. For axis-symmetric missiles, the dynamic characteristics
of the longitudinal motion and the directional motion are identical so that two independent
guidance laws of the same structure are used for 3-dimensional guidance. For example, one
channel (pitch channel) of the guidance algorithm handles the guidance in the vertical plane
while the other channel (yaw channel) is responsible for the guidance in the horizontal plane.
(The directions of normal and lateral accelerations may not be aligned with the vertical and
horizontal directions, depending on applications.)
2.4. LQ Optimal Homing Guidance for Intercept with Speciﬁed Impact Angle. The LQ
optimal guidance law discussed above can be extended to handle the terminal impact-angle
constraint by a simple modiﬁcation in the problem formulation: Suppose that we want the
missile to approach to the target with σ(t) = 0 as tgo → 0 . This objective can be achieved
by imposing σ(tf ) = 0 and σ̇(tf ) = 0, and (2.25) and (2.26) translate these conditions to
z(tf ) = 0 and ν(tf ) = 0. The new terminal condition on the state gives


1 0
D=
(2.29)
0 1
then R(t) and Q(t) are integrated as


1 0
,
R(t) =
tgo 1


Q(t) = −

t3go /3 t2go /2
t2go /2 tgo


(2.30)

Finally, the optimal guidance law for intercept and zero relative impact angle is obtained in
feedback form as
1
u∗ = 2 (6z + 4νtgo )
(2.31)
tgo
For stationary targets, this guidance law can be expressed in terms of angle variables as
u∗ =

1
(6σ − 4γ)
tgo

where γ is the ﬂight path angle of the missile relative to the target; γ = −ν/Vc .

(2.32)
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3. E XTENSION OF O PTIMAL G UIDANCE L AWS
In this section various extensions of the basic LQ optimal guidance laws described above
are introduced. First, we discuss guidance laws for which the cost function is weighted by
the time to go or some arbitrary function of the time to go. The next topic is about how to
handle the dynamic lag produced by the missile’s dynamics and the autopilot, which is the
controller to produce the lateral acceleration as commanded by the guidance law. Then various
extensions of LQ optimal guidance for the control of impact angle, impact time, or both of
them are introduced. The last topic of this section is integrated guidance which merges the
autopilot design with the guidance law design.
3.1. Weighted Cost Function. The quadratic cost function of (2.21) is a simple integration
of the control energy over the engagement time interval. However, excessive missile maneuver
near the impact point may not be desirable since the target information from the seeker is not
much reliable at a very close range. Furthermore, the time to go information may not be very
accurate due to various reasons so that a guidance law written in terms of the time to go can
produce large steering errors if this is the case. To circumvent this difﬁculty we may modify
the cost function as

1 t f u2
dt, k ≥ 0
(3.1)
J=
2 t0 tkgo
Since large weights given by 1/tkgo discourage the control activities near the impact, we can
expect the optimal guidance command u∗ (t) to converge to 0 as tgo → 0.
Cho [4] considered this problem for the ﬁrst time to obtain the closed-form solution expressed as
1
(3.2)
u∗ = 2 [(k + 2)(k + 3)z + 2(k + 2)νtgo ]
tgo
Note that the exponent k is a parameter that the designer can freely choose to shape the missile
trajectory. Ryoo et al. [5] extended the guidance problem subject to time-to-go weighted cost
functions to include impact angle constraints. Furthermore, Lee et al. [6] was successful to
derive the solution of the LQ guidance problem with arbitrary weighting functions given as

1 tf
W (t)u(t)2 dt
(3.3)
J=
2 t0
It is surprising that the optimal guidance command for arbitrary weighting functions is still
written in the simple form of the basic LQ guidance laws:
u∗ =

k1 (tgo )
k2 (tgo )
z+
ν
2
tgo
tgo

(3.4)

although k1 (tgo ) and k2 (tgo ) are to be calculated by backward integration of three differential
equations associated with the weighting function. Recent application of this development for
trajectory shaping of anti-tank missiles can be found in Ryu et al. [6]. In this work, the weight
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function is chosen to put more control energy during the initial climbing phase and the terminal
homing phase while restricting maneuvers in the middle.
3.2. Dynamic Lag. In Section 2 we assume that the acceleration command generated by the
guidance law is realized instantly without any dynamic lag or time delay. In reality, it is not
possible at all so that there will be guidance errors if the dynamic lag produced by the autopilot,
which is the commonly-used terminology for the controller of missile systems, and the missile
dynamics are not properly addressed in the guidance law design. To the author’s knowledge,
Cottrell [8] was the ﬁrst to treat this problem to derive the optimal guidance law in feedback
form. The lag model used in this study is a ﬁrst-order model expressed as
ȧM =

1
(u − aM )
τ

(3.5)

where aM is the realized lateral acceleration, u the commanded lateral acceleration, and τ the
time constant of the dynamic lag. Later Ryoo et al. [9] have proposed a generalized formulation
of optimal guidance with impact angle constraints for a constant-speed missile with an arbitrary
system order, showing that the optimal guidance command is expressed as a linear combination
of the step and the ramp responses of the missile acceleration. In Section 3.5, we will include
the dynamics of the missile (and the autopilot, if necessary) in the guidance problem to show
the effect of the missile dynamics on the guidance gains.
While the optimal guidance laws based on various dynamic lag models are optimal under
reasonable assumptions, they have two drawbacks in practical implementation. First, the feedback of the additional states associated with the dynamic lag is required. As the degree of the
dynamic lag model increases, the number of the state variables to be measured or observed
increases. Second, very accurate estimation of the time to go is required. It is because that the
optimal guidance gain is no longer constant but a function of the time to go for this class of the
optimal guidance laws. Speciﬁcally, the guidance gains experience rapid changes when tgo is
of the order of the time constant of the dynamic lag. Since the guidance commands produced
during this period is critical, inaccurate estimation of tgo may result in degradation of the guidance performance rather than improvements. This observation leads to the study of developing
accurate and reliable time-to-go estimation techniques, as observed in a number of works. For
example, Tahk et al. [10] have suggested a recursive time-to-go computation method for proportional navigation which can compensate time-to-go errors due to the path curvature, which
are dependent on the initial heading error. Ryoo et al. [11] have proposed two methods of timeto-go calculation for impact-angle-control guidance laws by approximating the curved path as
a 3rd-order polynomial function. As a matter of fact, the time to go depends on the guidance
law; for example, proportional navigation and an impact-angle-control guidance law will produce different time-to-go history even if the initial conditions are exactly same. Therefore, any
new guidance law should be proposed with a proper time-to-go estimation method if the time
to go is used for guidance command generation.
Alternative approach to treat the dynamic lag is to exclude the dynamic lag from the formulation but design the guidance law in such a way that the guidance command becomes 0 or
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very small near the intercept point. This approach relies on trajectory shaping to avoid excessive maneuvers at the ﬁnal phase of homing guidance, resulting in guidance performance less
sensitive to the time-to-go errors. Polynomial guidance to be discussed in Section 4 is used for
such purpose.
The extreme opposite of the trajectory shaping such as polynomial guidance is integrated
guidance that will be discussed in Section 3.5. Conventionally, the guidance law assumes that
the missile has an autopilot system for realization of the acceleration commands generated
by the guidance algorithm. In other words, the guidance law and the autopilot are designed
separately. However, it can be beneﬁciary to treat them simultaneously if the dynamic lag is
large or a very small miss distance is required to achieve the mission objectives. Since the full
dynamic model of the missile (and the autopilot if used) is included in the formulation of LQ
optimal control, the full state feedback is required for integrated guidance.
3.3. Impact Angle Control. Impact angle control is important for many missile applications.
Anti-tank missiles try to hit the top part of the hostile tank where the armor is a lot thinner
than the front and lateral sides. By doing so, the kill probability of a single shot can be maximized. For anti-ship missiles, attacking the target ship along the least defended direction is
crucial since the modern ship defense systems have a good capability of neutralizing incoming missiles. For certain hard targets, hitting the target with a right angle to the surface is a
requirement. Or target visibility of the seeker can be heavily dependent on the impact angle.
Since the impact angle is an important parameter for the effectiveness of missile systems,
there have been numerous studies on guidance laws that can satisfy the impact angle requirements. As demonstrated in Section 2.4, an LQ optimal guidance law can be derived for impact
angle control by simply adding an extra terminal condition on the missile velocity. Examples
of recent studies on impact-angle-control guidance laws based on LQ optimal control can be
found in [5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13]. Polynomial guidance to be discussed in Section 4 basically
includes impact angle control as found in [14, 15, 16, 17]. Previous studies also include a
class of generalized impact-angle-control guidance laws studied in [18, 19, 20]. Impact angle
control is also an important topic in the study of other guidance methodology such as sliding
mode control. One recent example can be found in [21].
Impact-angle-control guidance laws are also useful in the mid-course phase of missile guidance. For long-range missile applications, the missile needs to approach the hand-over region,
where the transition from the mid-course phase to the terminal homing phase takes place, with
a set of proper conditions on the ﬂight path angle and the look angle (the angle between the
X-axis of the missile and the LOS) for the seeker to ﬁnd the target without difﬁculty. Since
impact angle control can produce a highly curved trajectory, the target may not be within the
ﬁeld of view (FOV) of the seeker when the seeker is turned on. Jeon et al. [22] have proposed
the optimal impact-angle-control guidance law that takes care of the seeker FOV, and then Park
et al. [23] studied the same problem including the ﬂight path angle constraint.
3.4. Impact Time Control. Until the salvo attack of multiple missiles is seriously considered,
the impact time of the intercept engagement was not an issue. If many missiles are going to
attack a single target heavily defended by various defense systems, however, the arrival time
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of each missile can be an important parameter in view of weapon effectiveness. Suppose that
a close-in weapon system (CIWS) of the target vessel has a very high kill probability against
hostile anti-ship missiles. Sending several missiles one after another in a serial fashion will
not be quite successful in this situation. But if several missiles are attacking the same target
simultaneously, the CIWS gun may have to allow some of the missiles to penetrate the defense
system to reach the ship since the gun is only able to engage with a single target at a time.
The ﬁrst published study on impact time control has been conducted by Jeon et al. [24]. In
this study, a bias uF is introduced to the guidance command as
u = uB + uF

(3.6)

and the control energy of uB is optimized for an arbitrary constant uF by applying the LQ
optimal guidance technique. For target intercept with zero miss, the optimal solution turns out
to be
1
u∗ = uP N − uF
2

(3.7)

Note that the intercept condition is automatically satisﬁed for any uF . Thus, we can utilize
the freedom in choosing uF to meet the impact time requirement. The magnitude of uF can
be determined from the relationship between the estimated time-to-go error of PN and its sensitivity to uF . The impact-time-control guidance law consists of two feedback paths; one for
conventional PN and another for time-to-go correction.
The use of a bias term has been again adopted by Lee et al. [25] for derivation of the
guidance law for impact time control together with impact angle control. To obtain more degree
of freedom to satisfy the impact angle constraint, the state vector is augmented to include
the lateral acceleration and the lateral jerk (time derivative of acceleration) is deﬁned as the
guidance command. By assigning a suitable impact angle to each missile, this guidance law
can make the ship defense more vulnerable to a salvo attack.
If the missile is equipped with a certain propulsion system, the arrival time can be controlled by adjusting the thrust level. However, it can be done more easily by trajectory shaping
proposed in these studies while the speed is kept constant. Strictly speaking, however, the
impact-time-control guidance laws are not control energy optimal since the control energy of
uB is optimized instead of uB + uF .
It is noted that an alternative approach for impact time control of salvo attacks has been
proposed by Jeon et al. [26], which relies on the communication between the missiles during
the engagement. In this method, the missiles use PN for guidance but the guidance gains are
continuously tuned to synchronize the arrival times. The larger the guidance gain, the shorter
the ﬂight time since the missile turns to the target earlier.
3.5. Integrated Guidance. For integrated guidance, the state vector includes three groups of
state variables; xk for the kinematics of the engagement, xt for the target dynamics, and xm
for the target dynamics. The homing kinematics is already given by (2.19) and (2.20). Now
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suppose that the target dynamics is modeled as
ẋ = Ft xt + Gt ut
a t = Ht x t

(3.8)

where ut , the maneuver input of the target, is usually modeled as a white noise process. This
assumption is justiﬁed since ut is neither known nor predictable in real homing engagements.
Similarly, the missile dynamics is represented by
ẋm = Fm xm + Gm um
a m = Hm x m

(3.9)

where um is the guidance command input. Note that um is either the lateral acceleration
command or the control surface deﬂection command. The former case requires an autopilot
system.
The overall system dynamics for homing guidance is then represented as
ẋ = F x + Gu + Lw

(3.10)

where u = um , w = ut and the state variable x is deﬁned as
T

x = x k xt x m
The matrices F, G, L are given as
x=


Fk =

0 1
0 0


,


⎡

x k xt x m

(3.11)

T
⎤

(3.12)

Fk Fct Fcm
⎣
0 Ft
0 ⎦
F =
0
0 Fm




0
0
, Fcm =
,
Fct =
Ht
−Hm
⎡
⎡
⎤
⎤
0
0
G = ⎣ 0 ⎦ , L = ⎣ Gt ⎦ ,
Gm
0

Then, LQ optimal guidance discussed in Section 2 is applied with the cost function of (2.21)
and the terminal condition

T
RfT xf = 0, Rf = 1 0 0 · · · 0
(3.13)
for zero miss distance. The optimal guidance command is obtained in a straight manner as
described in Section 2:
u = GT RQ−1 RT x

(3.14)

Ṙ = −F R,

(3.15)

T

R(tf ) = Rf

Q̇ = RT GGT R,

Q(tf ) = 0

(3.16)
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Let ZEM denote the zero-effort miss, which is deﬁned as the miss obtained by setting the
guidance command to zero from the current time to the terminal time. Using (3.15), we can
show that
T
xm
ZEM = RT x = RkT xk + RtT xt + Rm

(3.17)

Deﬁne a scalar variable p(t) as
p = GT R = GTm Rm

(3.18)

and denote Q(t) as q(t). Then, (3.16) is rewritten as
T
Gm GTm Rm ,
q̇ = RT GGT R = Rm

q(tf ) = 0

(3.19)

or
q̇ = p2 ,

q(tf ) = 0

(3.20)

The guidance gain Λ(t) is deﬁned as
Λ
p
=
2
tgo
q

(3.21)

Then, the optimal guidance command is expressed as
u∗ =

Λ
p
(ZEM ) = 2 (ZEM ).
q
tgo

(3.22)

Closed-Form Solution of the Optimal Homing Guidance:
The solution to the optimal homing guidance problem is obtained by integrating (3.15) and
(3.16). A tedious calculation gives p(t) and q(t) as [27]
−2 T T
−1 T T
) Hm + tgo GTm (Fm
) Hm
p(tgo ) = GTm [I − eFm tgo ](Fm
1
−3
(I − eFm tgo )Gm
q(tgo ) = −k22 tgo − k1 k2 t2go − k12 t3go − 2k2 Hm Fm
3
−3 Fm tgo
−4
+ 2k1 {Hm Fm
e
+ Hm F m
(I − eFm tgo )}Gm
T

(3.23)
(3.24)

−2
−2 T
+ (Hm Fm
)X(Hm Fm
)
−1 G and k = H F −2 G , and the matrix X satisﬁes
where k1 = Hm Fm
m
2
m m
m
T

T
Fm X + XFm
= Gm GTm − eFm tgo Gm GTm eFm tgo

(3.25)

The optimal guidance gain Λ(tgo ) is directly computed form the solutions of p(tgo ) and
q(tgo ). It is noted that p(tgo ) and q(tgo ) are irrelevant to the target dynamics, and so is Λ(tgo ).
However, ZEM is dependent on the target dynamics as well as the missile dynamics. For small
LOS angles, the optimal guidance command can be expressed as


Tx
RtT xt + Rm
m
∗
u = Λ(tgo ) σ̇Vc +
(3.26)
t2go
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It is observed that the ﬁrst term of the optimal guidance law of (3.31) takes the form of
proportional navigation but the guidance gain is, however, time varying. The closed-form
solution of the optimal guidance law does not require iterative numerical methods but requires
the evaluation of matrix exponential functions and a Lyapunov equation solver.
Optimal Guidance Gain for Inﬁnitely Large Time-To-Go:
Form (3.23) it is seen that
−1
Gm )T tgo
p∞ = GTm Rm∞ ≈ (Hm Fm

(3.27)

where the subscript ∞ denotes the limit value of the variable for the case tgo → ∞. The
steady-state gain from u to aM of the missile dynamics is deﬁned as
−1
Gm
ks = −Hm Fm

(3.28)

Then, it is easy to see that
1 2 3
q∞ ≈ − kss
tgo
3
→ ∞, the optimal guidance command can be approximated as
p∞ ≈ −ks tgo ,

As tgo

u∗∞ =

p∞
3
T
−1 T
(Z + νtgo + Rm
x )≈
(z + νtgo + (Hm Fm
) xm tgo )
∞ m
q∞
ks t2go

(3.29)

(3.30)

The guidance gain is given as
3
(3.31)
ks
If an autopilot system is employed, then ks = 1 and we have PN of a Λ∞ = 3 as expected.
Optimal Guidance Gain for Very Small Time-To-go:
t
Note that eFm tgo can be expressed as a series of tgo for an arbitrarily small time-to-go.
Λ∞ =

1 t
1 t
t
t
eFm tgo = I + Fm
tgo + (Fm
tgo )2 + (Fm
tgo )3 + · · ·
2
6
Substitute (3.32) into (3.23) to obtain that
∞

po = GTm Rmo = −
i=1

1
μi t(i+1)
(i + 1)! go

(3.32)

(3.33)

i−1 G which is identiﬁed as the i-th Markov parameter of
where μi is deﬁned as μi = Hm Fm
m
the missile dynamic model represented by (Fm , Gm , Hm ) [28]. Suppose that μk is the ﬁrst
nonzero Markov parameter. Then, we can show that, as the time-to-go goes to zero,

Λo =

po 2
[2(k + 1) + 1](k + 1)!
tgo ≈
qo
μk tkgo

(3.34)

For the transfer function of the missile dynamics expressed as
Tm (S) =

b1 sn−1 + b2 sn−2 + · · · + bn
sn + a1 sn−1 + a2 sn−2 + · · · + an

(3.35)
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the coefﬁcients of the numerator of Tm (S) are related to the Markov parameters as follows
[28];
b1 = μ1 ,

b2 = μ2 + a1 μ1 ,

b3 = μ3 + a1 μ2 + a2 μ1 · · ·

(3.36)

Eq. (3.36) implies that if the pole excess number of Tm (S) is k , then μk is the ﬁrst nonzero
Markov parameters. Thus, the larger the pole excess number is, the faster the guidance gain
increases, as shown in (3.34). Also, the sign of the optimal guidance gain is determined by the
sign of μk .
Tail-controlled and canard-controlled missiles are most common for the air-to-air missile
application. For tail-controlled systems, the transfer function is non-minimum phase, and the
ﬁrst Markov parameter is negative. Hence, the sign of the optimal guidance gain changes to
a negative value as the time to go decreases to 0. For canard-controlled systems, the optimal
control gain is always positive since the transfer function is minimum phase.
4. P OLYNOMIAL G UIDANCE
In this section, the basic idea of polynomial guidance techniques is described and recent
studies are introduced. Generalized impact-angle-control guidance laws that are closely related
with polynomial guidance are also discussed.
4.1. Time-to-go Polynomial Guidance. The idea of time-to-go polynomial guidance was developed early 2007 for missile guidance with zero terminal angle of attack [14]. To maximize
the effectiveness of the warhead, a certain class of missile systems requires that the angle of
attack at the impact time is zero. This requirement can be rigorously handled only if the rotational dynamics of the vehicle is included in the problem formulation and the angle of attack
is one of the state variables. Fortunately, the constraint on the terminal angle of attack can
be replaced by a constraint on the terminal maneuver acceleration if the rotational motion of
the vehicle near the target is minimal. The terminal acceleration can easily be made zero by
applying the time-to-go polynomial guidance method for which the missile lateral acceleration
is assumed to take the form of
n
(4.1)
aM = c m t m
go + cn tgo
Note that the zero terminal acceleration condition is already satisﬁed as long as m and n are
positive and the coefﬁcients cm and cn are ﬁnite. These coefﬁcients are determined to satisfy
the conditions on terminal miss and velocity; for example, z(tf ) = 0 and ν(tf ) = 0 . Once
these coefﬁcients are calculated, we can express the missile acceleration aM in a feedback form
aM =

k1
k2
z+
ν
2
tgo
tgo

(4.2)

where the gravity is neglected for simplicity. It is interesting to observe that the missile acceleration takes the same form as the LQ guidance laws. The feedback gains k1 and k2 are
dependent to m and n as shown below.
k1 = (m + 2)(n + 2),

k2 = (m + n + 3)

(4.3)
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The values of k1 and k2 for several combinations of m and n are given in Table 1. Note that
the time-to-go polynomial guidance law with m = 0 and n = 1 is identical to the LQ optimal
guidance law for impact angle control shown in (2.31).
TABLE 1. Examples of Polynomial Guidance Laws
Polynomial Type
m = 0, n = 1
m = 1, n = 2
m = 2, n = 3
m = 2, n = 3

k1 k2
Remarks
6 4
aM (tf ) = 0
12 6
aM (tf ) = 0
15 7
aM (tf ) = 0
20 8 aM (tf ) = ȧM (tf ) = 0

The merit of time-to-go polynomial guidance is that the trajectory shaping can be done easily
by testing several combinations of m and n. Furthermore, the guidance performance is less
sensitive to the time-to-go estimation error if the lateral acceleration and its time derivatives
are designed to converge to zero as tgo goes to 0. Extensive analysis of the characteristics
of time-to-go polynomial guidance has been conducted by Lee et al. [15]. In this work, the
maximum acceleration command, the range of the look angle (the angle between the missile’s
X-axis and the LOS) are analyzed in details, a method for selection of the polynomial type is
proposed, and time-to-go estimation is addressed. Inspired by the method used in [24], Kim
et al. [16] have extended polynomial guidance to control impact time as well as impact angle,
using an additional constant in the form of the lateral command;
n
aM = cm tm
go + cn tgo + cl

(4.4)

where cl is determined to meet the impact-time requirement. Another study on time-to-go
polynomial guidance is observability enhancement for passive seekers [17]. Since the range
information is not provided by a passive seeker, the missile needs to exert additional lateral
maneuvers to improve target observability. Adding a term proportional to z as
aM =

k1
k2
z+
ν + k3 z
t2go
tgo

(4.5)

it is possible to produce continuous oscillatory motions in the lateral position. This type of
perturbations prevents the LOS rate from converging to zero quickly.
Time-to-go (or range-to-go) polynomial guidance is not based on LQ optimal guidance but
a polynomial guidance law is a solution of an LQ optimal guidance problem as proved by Lee
et al. [18]. Further discussion on this issue is given in the next section.
4.2. Generalized Impact-Angle-Control Guidance Laws. Time-to-go polynomial guidance
laws take the form of
k1
k2
u∗ = 2 z +
ν
(4.6)
tgo
tgo
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and the LQ optimal guidance laws considered in Section 2 are reduced to the same form.
Even for arbitrary weighting functions the LQ guidance laws can be expressed by this form
although k1 and k2 are no longer constant. Lee et al. [18] have studied the inverse problem
of ﬁnding the cost function associated with the guidance law of (4.6). This study proves that
there exists an LQ optimal guidance problem for any arbitrary combination of k1 and k2 . The
cost function of the corresponding LQ problem has quadratic penalties on the states as well
as on the control. Furthermore, this study analyzes the domain of (k1 , k2 ) that produces zero
miss and zero terminal impact angle, and then investigates the characteristics of the optimal
trajectory. Table 2 provides the summary on the trajectory shapes determined by the choice of
k1 and k2 .
From (4.3) and Table 2 we observe that a polynomial guidance law belongs to Category 1 if
the following conditions are satisﬁed:
mn ≥ 0,

(m − n)2 > 0,

m+n>0

(4.7)

Note that the conditions of (4.7) are satisﬁed if m and n are two different nonnegative numbers. In addition, we also observe that the generalized impact-angle-control guidance laws of
Category 2 and 3 cannot be obtained as long as m and n are real numbers.
TABLE 2. Trajectory Shapes of Generalized Impact-Angle-Control Guidance
Category
1
2
3

Domain
Trajectory Shape

2
k2 +1
2(k2 − 1) ≤ k1 <
, k2 > 3
Polynomial
2

2
k1 = k22+1 , k2 > 3
Polynomial + Logarithmic

2
Polynomial + Logarithmic +Trigonometric
k1 > k22+1 , k2 > 3

The analytical solutions of generalized impact-angle-control guidance with dynamic lag has
been obtained by Lee et al. [19, 20]. The solution of the LQ optimal guidance law for impact
angle control is ﬁrst obtained in [19], and then extended for the class of generalized impactangle-control guidance law in [20]. The analytic solutions can be utilized for investigating
the divergent behavior of the guidance loop near the impact time and for selecting suitable
guidance laws to minimize the terminal miss produced by the dynamic lag.
5. C ONCLUSION
LQ optimal guidance for missile systems is one of the most successful applications of optimal control theory. It has been able to meet various mission objectives such as zero miss
(perfect intercept), speciﬁed impact angle, and speciﬁed impact time in an energy efﬁcient way
by using a simple feedback control structure. Although there still exist many unsolved problems associated with time-varying velocity, constrained maneuver capability, and constrained
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seeker FOV, LQ optimal guidance and its extensions are being utilized to obtain practical solutions through simpliﬁcation and approximations. Due to the richness of its theory, ﬂexibility,
and application experience, LQ optimal guidance methodology is expected to remain as the
most viable tool for missile guidance in the future.
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A BSTRACT. Optimal impact angle control guidance law and its variants for intercepting a maneuvering target are introduced in this paper. The linear quadratic(LQ) optimal control theory
is reviewed ﬁrst to setup framework of guidance law derivation, called the sweep method. As
an example, the inversely weighted time-to-go energy optimal control problem to obtain the
optimal impact angle control guidance law for a ﬁxed target is solved via the sweep method.
Since this optimal guidance law is not applicable for a moving target due to the angle mismatch
at the impact instant, the law is modiﬁed to three different biased proportional navigation(PN)
laws: the ﬂight path angle control law, the line-of-sight(LOS) angle control law, and the relative ﬂight path angle control law. Effectiveness of the guidance laws are veriﬁed via numerical
simulations.

1. I NTRODUCTION
Impact angle control in a guidance problem has drawn a lot of attentions due to its wide
applications in unmanned aerial vehicles(UAVs) and missiles. Tactics of missiles such as approaching the most vulnerable side of a ship or a tank and maximizing radar cross section(RCS)
of an air target can easily be achieved by impact angle control laws. Vertical attack of a surfaceto-surface missile from air to a ground target is very important to maximize the warhead effect
as well as to minimize miss distance due to navigation error inherently embedded in the vertical channel of the inertial navigation system. The impact angle control laws make it possible
to easier path planning of unmanned aerial vehicles(UAVs) by freely designating the passing
angles of waypoints.
Kim and Grider[1] proposed an optimal guidance law to vertically guide a re-entry vehicle to a designated ground point and this is the ﬁrst attempt to control ﬂight path angle of an
aerial vehicle. The rendezvous problem is a sort of impact angle control problem and Bryson
and Ho[2] showed it could be solved by the optimal control theory, where the velocity component normal to the speciﬁed rendezvous course was to be nulliﬁed by the proposed guidance
law. In the previous works of this author in [3, 4], optimal guidance laws with impact angle constraints have been derived based on the linear quadratic(LQ) optimal control theory.
Ohlmeyer[5] also proposed an optimal impact angle control law called the generalized vector
Received by the editors August 6 2015; Revised August 24 2015; Accepted in revised form August 24 2015;
Published online September 24 2015.
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explicit guidance(GENEX). Here, the same cost function as that of [4] is minimized and zero
effort miss(ZEM) and zero effort terminal velocity are considered as the terminal constraints.
As an application of the optimal impact angle control laws for UAVs, the real-time energy
optimal path planning method has been proposed by the author in [6].
LQ optimal control theory deals with the optimal control problem of minimizing a LQ cost
function with linear system and linear constraints. The sweep method[2], the solution approach
to Euler-Lagrange necessary conditions for LQ optimal control, provides a design framework
for optimal state feedback control which includes backward integration of differential Riccati
equations. Actually, the theory of LQ regulator design is an extended version of the sweep
method for inﬁnite time horizon control problems. The sweep method is well posed for deriving
new guidance laws. In this paper, hence, the sweep method is systematically reviewed and the
optimal guidance law proposed in [4] is derived via the sweep method as an example.
One of the problems of impact angle control laws previously studied is that they cannot
be directly applied to intercept a maneuvering target. Most impact angle control laws include
the ﬂight path angle and the line-of-sight(LOS) angle(or relative position of the missile to the
target) as the state variables. For a ﬁxed target, the ﬂight path angle and the LOS angle are
the same at the impact instant. However, if the target is moving or maneuvering, both angles
are not coincident with each other at the impact instant because the ﬂight path angle is deﬁned
without consideration of target’s motion while the LOS angle is deﬁned relative to the target
position. To apply the impact angle control laws to intercept a maneuvering target, they should
be modiﬁed to be a biased proportional navigation(PN) which consists of the conventional PN
term and the impact angle control term. In this paper, three variants of optimal impact angle
control law is proposed in the sense of the ﬂight path angle control, the LOS angle control, and
the relative ﬂight path angle control against a maneuvering target.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the sweep method based on the LQ optimal
control theory is reviewed. Optimal impact angle control guidance law studied in [4] is derived
again based on the sweep method and the variants are introduced in Section 3. Numerical
examples for understanding characteristics of the guidance laws are provided in Section 4.
Finally, the concluding remarks are in Section 5.
2. R EVIEW OF LQ O PTIMAL C ONTROL - T HE S WEEP M ETHOD
In this section, the sweep method[7-9] to provide a framework of derivation of guidance
laws as the solution of LQ optimal problem is reviewed.
2.1. Nonlinear optimal control problem. Consider the problem of ﬁnding an optimal control, a continuously differentiable function u : [t0 , tf ] → R, which minimizes the cost function
for a ﬁxed tf
 tf
J = ϕ(x(tf ), tf ) +
L(x, u, t)dt.
(2.1)
t0

subject to the differential equations
ẋ = f (x, u, t),

x(t0 ) = x0

(2.2)
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and the terminal constraints
ψ(x(tf ), tf ) = 0.

(2.3)

Here, x ∈ Rn and u ∈ Rr denote the state vector and the control vector, respectively. And, f
is the n real functions; ϕ and L are scalar functions; ψ is the p real functions where p < n − 1.
Each of functions has continuous partial derivatives in x and u.
2.2. Euler-Lagrange necessary conditions. Hamiltonian to augment the nonlinear system
equations to the integral cost with the Lagrange multipliers λ ∈ Rn to augment the system
constraint to the integral cost is deﬁned by
H(x, u, λ, t) = L(x, u, t) + λT f (x, u, t).

(2.4)

And the endpoint equation to augment the terminal constraints to the terminal cost with the
multipliers ν ∈ Rp is deﬁned by
G = ϕ(x(t), t) + ν T ψ(x(t), t).

(2.5)

If u∗ minimizes (2.1) subject to (2.2) and (2.3), u∗ should satisfy the control equation
∂H ∗ ∗
(x , u , λ, t) = 0
∂u

(2.6)

where x∗ is the optimal state vector. The co-state equations to deﬁne the dynamics of the
Lagrange multiplier is
−λ̇T =

∂H ∗ ∗
(x , u , λ, t),
∂x

λT (tf ) =

∂ψ ∗
∂ϕ ∗
(x (tf ), tf ) + ν T
(x (tf ), tf ).
∂x
∂x

(2.7)

As (2.2) and (2.7) are introduced, these necessary conditions called the Euler-Lagrange equations are “weak” in the sense that there is no bound on control input and form a two-point
boundary value problem.
2.3. LQ optimal control problems. Now consider an LQ optimal control problem: For a
given tf , ﬁnd u(t) which minimizes

 tf 
1 T
1 T
1
T
T
x Qx + u Cx + u Ru dt
(2.8)
J = x(tf ) Sf x(tf ) +
2
2
2
t0
subject to
ẋ = Ax + Bu,

x(t0 ) = x0

(2.9)

with
Dx(tf ) = E

(2.10)

where Sf ≥ 0, Q ≥ 0, C ≥ 0, and R > 0 are weighting matrices with proper dimensions.
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2.4. Euler-Lagrange equations. By the deﬁnition, Hamiltonian of the above optimal control
problem is given by
1
1
H = xT Qx + uT Cx + uT Qu + λT (Ax + Bu)
2
2
∗
Let u be the optimal control. Then, from Pontryagin’s minimum principle,
λ̇ = −

∂H T
= −AT λ − Qx − C T u∗ ,
∂x

λ(tf ) = Sf x(tf ) + DT ν

(2.11)

(2.12)

and
∂H T
= 0 = Cx + Ru∗ + B T λ
∂u
Substituting (2.11) into (2.13), we have

(2.13)

u∗ = −R−1 Cx − R−1 B T λ

(2.14)

Also, substitute (2.11) into (2.12) and combine with (2.9) to obtain
 
 
ẋ
x
=H
λ
λ̇

(2.15)

with
x(t0 ) = x0 and λ(tf ) = Sf x(tf ) + DT ν
where


H=

A − BR−1 C
−BR−1 B T
T
−1
−Q + C R C −(A − BR−1 C)T

(2.16)

.

(2.17)

Note that H is not the Hamiltonian. There is a state transition matrix ΦH for H such that
Φ̇H (t, t0 ) = H(t)ΦH (t, t0 ),

ΦH (t0 , t0 ) = I

(2.18)

Since ΦH (tf , t0 ) = ΦH (tf , t)ΦH (t, t0 ),
Φ̇H (tf , t0 ) = 0 = Φ̇H (tf , t)ΦH (t, t0 ) + ΦH (tf , t)Φ̇H (t, t0 )

(2.19)

Substituting (2.18) into (2.19) and rearranging, we have a backward differential equation
Φ̇H (tf , t) = −ΦH (tf , t)H(t),

ΦH (tf , tf ) = I

It is easy to show that ΦH has the symplectic property so that




0 I
0 I
T
ΦH (t, t0 ) =
.
ΦH (t, t0 )
−I 0
−I 0
Let ΦH be denoted by


ΦH (t, t0 ) 

φ11 (t, t0 ) φ12 (t, t0 )
φ21 (t, t0 ) φ22 (t, t0 )

(2.20)

(2.21)


.

(2.22)
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Now we deﬁne



Φ̄H (t, t0 ) 

=
Since


Φ̄H (t, t0 )

0
I
−I 0

φ̄11 (t, t0 ) φ̄12 (t, t0 )
φ̄21 (t, t0 ) φ̄22 (t, t0 )




=

I
−Sf
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0
I

ΦH (t, t0 )

φ11 (t, t0 )
φ12 (t, t0 )
φ21 (t, t0 ) − Sf φ11 (t, t0 ) φ22 (t, t0 ) − Sf φ12 (t, t0 )



Φ̄TH (t, t0 )

=

=

I
−Sf
0
−I

0
I





0 I
−I 0

I
SfT − Sf

I −SfT
0
I

(2.23)




,



(2.24)

Φ̄H is also symplectic if Sf is symmetric. Thus,
φ̄11 (t, t0 )φ̄T12 (t, t0 ) = φ̄12 (t, t0 )φ̄T11 (t, t0 )
φ̄21 (t, t0 )φ̄T22 (t, t0 ) = φ̄22 (t, t0 )φ̄T21 (t, t0 )

(2.25)

φ̄11 (t, t0 )φ̄T22 (t, t0 ) − φ̄12 (t, t0 )φ̄T21 (t, t0 ) = I
Moreover,
Φ̄˙ H (tf , t) =



I
−Sf

0
I




Φ̇H (tf , t) = −

I
−Sf

0
I


ΦH (tf , t)H(t)
(2.26)

= −Φ̄H (tf , t)H(t)
with


Φ̄H (tf , tf ) =

I
−Sf

0
I




ΦH (tf , tf ) =

I
−Sf

0
I


(2.27)

2.5. Determination of ν , λ(t0 ), and x(tf ). The solution of (2.15) is given by
 




φ11 (t, t0 )x0 + φ12 (t, t0 )λ(t0 )
x(t)
x(t0 )
=
= ΦH (t, t0 )
λ(t0 )
φ21 (t, t0 )x0 + φ22 (t, t0 )λ(t0 )
λ(t)
Then
x(tf ) = φ11 (tf , t0 )x0 + φ12 (tf , t0 )λ(t0 ),

(2.28)

λ(tf ) = φ21 (tf , t0 )x0 + φ22 (tf , t0 )λ(t0 ).

(2.29)

For the time being, we use φij instead of φij (tf , t0 ) for brevity. Using (2.16) and (2.28), we
have
λ(tf ) = Sf x(tf ) + DT ν
= Sf [φ11 x0 + φ12 λ(t0 )] + DT ν

(2.30)
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Compare (2.30) with (2.29) to obtain
(φ22 − Sf φ12 )λ(t0 ) = −(φ21 − Sf φ11 )x0 + DT ν

(2.31)

φ̄22 λ(t0 ) = −φ̄21 x0 + DT ν.

(2.32)

or
Assume that φ̄22 is invertible. Then
−1 T
λ(t0 ) = −φ̄−1
22 φ̄21 x0 + φ̄22 D ν

(2.33)

Substituting (2.33) into (2.28) and considering φ11 = φ̄11 , φ12 = φ̄12 , we have
−1 T
x(tf ) = (φ̄11 − φ̄12 φ̄−1
22 φ̄21 )x0 + φ̄12 φ̄22 D ν
−1 T
= φ̄−T
22 x0 + φ̄12 φ̄22 D ν

(2.34)

where the second equality in (2.34) is obtained from a symplectic property given by
−1
φ̄−T
22 = φ̄11 − φ̄12 φ̄22 φ̄21 .

(2.35)

Replacing x(tf ) in (2.10) by (2.34) gives
−T
T
E = Dφ̄12 φ̄−1
22 D ν + D φ̄22 x0 .

(2.36)

Eqs. (2.33) and (2.36) can be written as



 
λ(t0 )
x0
−φ̄−1
(tf , t0 )φ̄21 (tf , t0 )
φ̄−1
(tf , t0 )DT
22
22
.
=
T T
T
ν
E
[φ̄−1
Dφ̄12 (tf , t0 )φ̄−1
22 (tf , t0 )D ]
22 (tf , t0 )D

(2.37)

In order to obtain λ(t0 ) and ν, we have to know all the terms of the state transitions matrix.
2.6. Determination of differential equations. Now deﬁne
S(tf , t) = −φ̄−1
22 (tf , t)φ̄21 (tf , t)
T
F (tf , t) = φ̄−1
22 (tf , t)D

(2.38)

T
G(tf , t) = Dφ̄12 (tf , t)φ̄−1
22 (tf , t)D .

Expand (2.26) with (2.27) to obtain
φ̄˙ 11 (tf , t) = −φ̄11 (tf , t)(A − BR−1 C) − φ̄12 (tf , t)(−Q + C T R−1 C), φ̄11 (tf , tf ) = I
φ̄˙ (t , t) = φ̄ (t , t)BR−1 B T + φ̄ (t , t)(A − BR−1 C)T , φ̄ (t , t ) = 0
12

f

11

f

12

f

12

f

f

φ̄˙ 21 (tf , t) = −φ̄21 (tf , t)(A − BR−1 C) − φ̄22 (tf , t)(−Q + C T R−1 C), φ̄21 (tf , tf ) = −Sf
φ̄˙ (t , t) = φ̄ (t , t)BR−1 B T + φ̄ (t , t)(A − BR−1 C)T , φ̄ (t , t ) = I.
(2.39)
22

f

21

f

22

f

22

f

f

˙
Differentiating φ̄22 (tf , t)φ̄−1
22 (tf , t) = I and using φ̄22 (tf , t) in (2.39), we have
 −1

−1
T
−1 T
φ̄22 (tf , t)
φ̄˙ −1
22 (tf , t) = − (A − BR C) − S(tf , t)BR B

(2.40)
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d 
˙ −1
˙ −1
φ̄12 (tf , t)φ̄−1
22 (tf , t) = φ̄12 φ̄22 + φ̄12 φ̄22
dt


= φ̄11 BR−1 B T + φ̄12 (A − BR−1 C)T φ̄−1
22


− φ̄12 (A − BR−1 C)T − S(tf , t)BR−1 B T φ̄−1
(2.41)
22


−T
−1 T −1
−1 T −1
= φ̄11 − φ̄12 φ̄−1
22 φ̄21 BR B φ̄22 = φ̄22 BR B φ̄22

By differentiating (2.38) to have
−1 ˙
Ṡ(tf , t) = −φ̄˙ −1
22 φ̄21 − φ̄22 φ̄21


= S(tf , t)BR−1 B T − (A − BR−1 C)T S(tf , t)
− S(tf , t)(A − BR−1 C) + (C T R−1 C − Q)


T
−1
T
−1 T
F (tf , t)
Ḟ (tf , t) = φ̄˙ −1
22 D = − (A − BR C) − S(tf , t)BR B
 T
d 
−T
−1 T −1 T
φ̄12 (tf , t)φ̄−1
Ġ(tf , t) = D
22 (tf , t) D = D φ̄22 BR B φ̄22 D
dt
= F T (tf , t)BR−1 B T F (tf , t).

(2.42)

The boundary conditions of (2.42) are given by
S(tf , tf ) = −φ̄−1
22 (tf , tf )φ̄21 (tf , tf ) = Sf
T
T
F (tf , tf ) = φ̄−1
22 (tf , tf )D = D

G(tf , tf ) =

T
Dφ̄12 (tf , tf )φ̄−1
22 (tf , tf )D

(2.43)
=0

2.7. Determination of control equation. Now (2.37) can be rewritten as



 
S(tf , t0 )
F (tf , t0 )
λ(t0 )
x0
=
ν
E
F T (tf , t0 ) G(tf , t0 )

(2.44)

Assuming that G is invertible,
ν = G−1 (tf , t0 )[E − F T (tf , t0 )x0 ]

(2.45)

Thus,
λ(t0 ) = S(tf , t0 )x0 + F (tf , t0 )ν
= S̄(tf , t0 )x0 + F (tf , t0 )G−1 (tf , t0 )E

(2.46)

where

S̄(tf , t0 ) = S(tf , t0 ) − F (tf , t0 )G−1 (tf , t0 )F T (tf , t0 )
Since (2.46) is valid for any t0 < tf for which G(tf , t0 ) is invertible, we can write
where

(2.47)

λ(t) = S̄(tf , t)x(t) + F (tf , t)G−1 (tf , t)E

(2.48)

S̄(tf , t) = S(tf , t) − F (tf , t)G−1 (tf , t)F T (tf , t)

(2.49)
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Substituting (2.48) into (2.14), we have



u∗ = −R−1 Cx − R−1 B T S̄x + F G−1 E
= −R−1 (C + B T S̄)x − R−1 B T F G−1 E

(2.50)

The above result can be summarized as follows.
2.8. Summary of the sweep method. Consider an LQ optimal control problem: Find u(t)
which minimizes (2.8) subject to (2.9) with the terminal constraints of (2.10). Then, the optimal
control u∗ is given by
u∗ = −R−1 (C + B T S̄)x − R−1 B T F G−1 E

(2.51)

where
S̄ = S − F G−1 F T
Ṡ = −(A − BR−1 C)T S − S(A − BR−1 C) − (Q − C T R−1 C)
+ SBR−1 B T S, S(tf , tf ) = Sf
Ḟ = −[(A − BR

−1

C) − SBR
T

−1

T

B ]F, F (tf , tf ) = D

(2.52)
T

Ġ = F T BR−1 B T F, G(tf , tf ) = 0
2.9. The simpliﬁed sweep method - Terminal constraint only. Most widely used LQ optimal control formulation in guidance problems involves the minimization of control effort with
terminal constraints. In this case, the generalized optimal control problem is greatly simpliﬁed:
Find u(t) which minimizes

1 tf T
u Ru dt
(2.53)
J=
2 t0
subject to ẋ = Ax + Bu, x(t0 ) = x0 with Dx(tf ) = E.
Then, the solution to this LQ optimal control problem is given by
u∗ = R−1 B T F G−1 (F T x − E)

(2.54)

where
Ḟ = −AT F, F (tf , tf ) = DT

(2.55)

Ġ = F T BR−1 B T F, G(tf , tf ) = 0

(2.56)

3. I MPACT A NGLE C ONTROL L AW AND I TS VARIANTS
In this section, the optimal impact angle control guidance law in [4] is brieﬂy introduced to
show how to derive a guidance law via the sweep method explained in the previous section.
Consider the planar homing engagement geometry as shown in Fig. 1 where M and T represent the missile and the target, respectively. The target is assumed to be ﬁxed. The relative
distance and the LOS angle of the target with respect to the missile are represented by R and
σ, respectively. The speed and ﬂight path angle of the missile are respectively denoted by VM
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and γM . The acceleration command u is normal to the missile velocity. Let γf be the desired
impact angle of the missile to the target. Under the assumption that VM is constant, we have
u
.
(3.1)
γ̇M =
VM

F IGURE 1. The planar homing engagement geometry
Note that z represents the lateral distance from the reference line. Hence,
ż = VM sin γM .

(3.2)

Assuming that γM is small during the ﬂight, we obtain the linearized equations of motion as
follows
(3.3)
ż ≈ VM γM
VM γ̇M = aM .
(3.4)
Consider a following optimal control problem: Find the optimal control u that minimizes the
performance cost

1 tf u2 (t)
J=
dt, m ≥ 0, tgo = tf − t,
(3.5)
2 0
tm
go
subject to the kinematics constraints given by (3.3) and (3.4). And the terminal constraints are
z (tf ) = 0

(3.6)

γM (tf ) = γf .
(3.7)
Note that tf in (3.5) denotes the ﬁnal time when the missile reaches to the target. Now we
introduce the following state vector to solve the above LQ optimal control problem
  

z
z
x=

.
(3.8)
v
VM γM
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Then, the matrices and weightings in (2.54)-(2.56) are given by


0 1
0 0





ẋ = Ax + Bu where A =
, B=




1 0
0

Dx(tf ) = E where D =
, E=
0 1
vf

0
1



.
0
VM γf


,

(3.9)

and
1
, m ≥ 0.
(tf − t)m

R=

(3.10)

From D in (2.55), we know that the size of F is 2×2. Deﬁne F  [fij ] , i, j = 1, 2, then
⎧ ˙
f11 = 0, f11 = 1 (f11 (tf ) = 1)
⎪
⎪
⎨ ˙
f12 = 0, f12 = 0 (f12 (tf ) = 0)
Ḟ = −AT F, F (tf ) = DT ⇒
⎪
f˙ = −f11 = −1, f21 = tf − t (f21 (tf ) = 0)
⎪
⎩ ˙21
f22 = −f12 = 0, f22 = 1 (f22 (tf ) = 1)


1
0
⇒ F =
, where tgo  tf − t
tgo 1

.

(3.11)
The right hand side of (2.56) is calculated as
T

F BR

−1


T

B F =

=

1 tgo
0 1



0
1

tm+1
tm+2
go
go
m+1
tgo
tm
go


tm
go



0 1







1
0
tgo 1




=

tgo
1


tm
go



tgo 1



(3.12)

Deﬁne G  [gij ], i, j = 1, 2, and solve (2.56) to obtain

G=

1
1
− m+3
tm+3
− m+2
tm+2
go
go
1
1
− m+2
tm+2
− m+1
tm+1
go
go


(3.13)

or
G

−1

(m + 2)
= − m+3
tgo



(m + 3)(m + 2)
−(m + 3)(m + 1)tgo
−(m + 3)(m + 1)tgo (m + 2)(m + 1)t2go


(3.14)
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Finally, from (2.54) the optimal guidance law is derive as


u∗ = R−1 B T F G−1 F T x − E


 (m + 3)(m + 2)
(m + 2) 
−(m + 3)(m + 1)tgo
tgo 1
=−
−(m + 3)(m + 1)tgo (m + 2)(m + 1)t2go
t3go


  
1 tgo
z
0
(3.15)
×
−
0 1
v
vf


 z + tgo v
(m + 2) 
2
(m
+
3)t
−(m
+
1)t
=−
go
go
v − vf
t3go
=−
or

1
[(m + 2)(m + 3)z + 2(m + 2)tgo v + (m + 1)(m + 2)tgo vf ]
t2go



z
VM
(m + 2)(m + 3)
+ 2(m + 2)γM + (m + 1)(m + 2)γf
u =−
tgo
tgo VM
∗

(3.16)

The time-to-go is simply calculated by range over range rate, i.e., tgo = R/Ṙ.
The optimal impact angle control law given in (3.16) is derived under the approximations of
small ﬂight path angle and small LOS angle. The ﬁrst term in the bracket can be easily changed
to the LOS angle and by doing so the effect of the small angle approximations are reduced so
that the capture region of the law can be greatly expanded. The performance of the guidance
law is varied according to which of the reference line to deﬁne the angles is selected and the
detailed topics are found in [10].
From the geometry,
z
z
z
(3.17)
σ = − sin = − ≈ −
R
R
VM tgo
or
(3.18)
z = −VM tgo σ.
Substitute (3.18) into (3.15) to obtain the angular form of the optimal impact angle control
law[4]
VM
u∗ (t) =
(Nσ σ − Nγ γM − Nf γf )
(3.19)
tgo
where
Nσ = (m + 2)(m + 3)
Nγ = 2(m + 2)

(3.20)

Nf = (m + 1)(m + 2).
The gain sets according to m are shown in Table 1. Special concern for m = 0 is required,
because it provides the pure energy optimality of the guidance law. For m > 0, the weighting
in (3.5) is growing to inﬁnity as tgo approaches zero. To have a ﬁnite cost, the control should
be zero as tgo approaches zero.
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TABLE 1. Examples of the gain set according to m
m
0
1
2

Nσ
6
12
20

Nγ
4
6
8

Nf
2
6
12

3.1. Flight path angle control against a maneuvering target. The optimal impact angle
control law given in (3.19) is simple enough but it requires the measurements of the LOS
angle as well as the ﬂight path angle. The ﬂight path angle can be typically obtained by the
INS(inertial navigation system) measurement while there are no sensor systems to directly
provide the LOS angle. If the target’s location is known, the LOS angle can be geometrically
calculated by combining with the missile’s location. If the target acquisition sensors such as
RF(radio frequency) or IR(infra-red) seekers, we requires a state estimator to obtain the LOS
angle.
Another important weakness in application of the law given in (3.19) is that it cannot intercept a maneuvering target even for a constant speed without maneuver. For a ﬁxed target, the
LOS angle and the ﬂight path angle are always same as the desired impact angle at the impact
instant. If the target is moving or maneuvering, however, σ and γM are not same each other
at the impact, because σ is a state variable of the missile relative to the target so that it can
vary according to the target’s velocity vector, while γM is a state variable only for the missile
regardless of target’s motion. It means that angle mismatch will occur at the impact instant and
the guidance command eventually blows up if (3.19) is applied to a maneuvering target.
To solve this problem we change the form of the optimal impact angle control law. From
(3.17) and (3.18), the LOS rate becomes.
VM γM tgo + z
żVM tgo + zVM
γ −σ
=−
=− M
(3.21)
σ̇ = −
2 t2
2
V
t
tgo
VM
M go
go
or
(3.22)
σ = γM + tgo σ̇.
Substitute (3.22) into (3.19) to obtain
u∗ (t) = Nσ VM σ̇ +

Nf VM
(γM − γf ).
tgo

(3.23)

As introducing the LOS rate to the guidance law instead of the LOS angle, angle mismatch
disappears so that it is possible to intercept the maneuvering target. Note that the above optimal
impact angle control law is a biased PN where the ﬁrst term in the right hand side of (3.23) is
the conventional PN to intercept a target and the second term is to satisfy the desired impact
angle.
3.2. LOS angle control against a maneuvering target. Sometimes we need to intercept the
target with a desired LOS, for example, to maintaining the target within a ﬁeld of view(FOV)
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of the seeker of the missile. It is recommended that the missile is guided to the target with a
small LOS angle. The ﬂight path angle control is not adequate for this purpose because the law
given in (3.23) intercepts the target without consideration of target maneuver. From (3.22),
γM = σ − tgo σ̇.

(3.24)

Substituting (3.24) into (3.19), we have
Nf VM
(σ − γf )
(3.25)
tgo
For the physical matching of the angle control term, the LOS angle control guidance law can
be rewritten
Nf VM
(σ − σf )
(3.26)
u∗ (t) = Nγ VM σ̇ +
tgo
Note that the guidance gain for the PN term in (3.26) is given by Nγ but different from Nσ of
(3.23). Referring to Table 1, small gain is required for the LOS angle control when it compared
to the ﬂight path angle control law given in (3.23). Also, as illustrated in Fig. 2 we note that
γM (tf ) = σ(tf ) = 0 if target maneuvering is introduced.
u∗ (t) = Nγ VM σ̇ +

F IGURE 2. Difference between ﬂight path angle and LOS angle at the impact
instant for a maneuvering target
3.3. Relative ﬂight angle control against a maneuvering target. In some applications like
the interception of a ballistic target, maintaining the speciﬁed impact angle relative to the target’s ﬂight direction is important to magnify the radar cross section(RCS) and to enhance kill
probability by hitting the sweet spot. If Δγ denotes the relative ﬂight path impact angles of the
missile to the target’s velocity, the desired terminal ﬂight path impact angle can be given by
γf = γT + Δγ
The desired terminal ﬂight path impact angle given in (3.27) is applied to (3.23) or
N f VM
u∗ (t) = Nσ VM σ̇ +
(γM − γT − Δγ).
tgo

(3.27)

(3.28)
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In (3.28), the target ﬂight path angle at impact instant γT should be predicted but it is not
possible in real application because future target maneuver is not determined. Hence, we assume that the current target ﬂight path angle is maintained until the impact instant.

F IGURE 3. Deﬁnition of the relative ﬂight path impact angle
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4. N UMERICAL E XAMPLES
In this section, the performance of the proposed guidance laws for intercepting a maneuvering target is veriﬁed via numerical simulations in the planar engagement scenarios. The speeds
of the missile and the target are 250m/s and 100m/s, respectively, and remain constant during
the engagement. The target laterally maneuvers with 1g. The guidance gains are set by m = 0
in Table 1 so that the guidance laws have pure energy optimality.
Figure 4 shows the simulation results under the application of the ﬂight path angle control
law given in (3.23) with various ﬂight path impact angles. As shown in Fig. 4(c), all the ﬂight
path angle constraints are satisﬁed with slight impact angle errors due to the target maneuver.
These errors cause that the guidance commands blow up as shown in Fig. 4(b). For γf = −60o ,
the missile detours far away compared to other impact angle cases.

F IGURE 4. Simulation results for the ﬂight path angle control law
From Fig. 5, we observe that the simulation results for the LOS angle control law in (3.26)for
various LOS impact angles. As shown in Fig. 5(d), the LOS impact angle constraints are
satisﬁed with no errors and command divergence is not observed from Fig. 5(b). The variation
range of ﬂight path angle at the impact instant is from -40 degrees to 45 degrees as shown in
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Fig. 5(c). It means that the LOS angle control in this scenario is not severe as much as the
previous case for ﬂight path angle control.

F IGURE 5. Simulation results for the LOS angle control law
In Fig. 6, the comparison of ﬂight path angle control of γf = 0o and LOS angle control of
σf = 0o where the missile always intercepts the target with the same direction regardless of
the target motion if the ﬂight path angle control is applied. Under the application of LOS angle
control, the ﬂight path angles at the impact instant are different each other even though impact
LOS angles are the same as already explained in Fig. 2.
We can see in Fig. 7 the simulation results for the relative ﬂight path angle control for
various impact angles given in (3.28). We observe from Figs. 7(a) and (d) that the guidance
purpose to intercept target with the relative ﬂight path impact angle is satisﬁed. Tendency of
divergence in guidance command as shown in Fig. 7(b) is caused from the fact that there are
slight errors in impact angles.
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F IGURE 6. Comparison of the ﬂight path angle and LOS angle control laws

F IGURE 7. Simulation results for the relative ﬂight path angle control law
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Each guidance law has a limited capture condition even if there’s no error sources such as
response lag and command limit. It is thought that such a limited capture condition comes from
the inadequate time-to-go calculation method. In this paper, the time-to-go is simply calculated
by range over range rate since the target maneuver is introduced. It means that this method does
not reﬂect the curved nature of ﬂight path so that real time-to-go may be little bit different from
the calculated one.
5. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, the sweep method based on the LQ optimal control theory as a framework
to derive guidance laws is reviewed in detail. The three variants of the optimal impact angle
control guidance law to intercept a maneuvering target are newly introduced. The ﬂight path
angle control law is capable of intercepting a mobile target on the ground with a given ﬂight
path angle, typically vertical angle to maximize the warhead effect, regardless of target motion.
The LOS rate and target range for time-to-go calculation are the only required for implementation of this law. The LOS angle control law is useful for maintaining the target in the FOV
of the seeker of the missile since it can deliver a missile to an aerial target with a desired LOS
angle at the impact instant. The LOS rate, LOS angle, and target range should be given as
measurements for application of this law. The relative ﬂight path angle control law has a lot of
applications especially in anti-ballistic missiles, however, it requires target’s ﬂight path angle
as well as the LOS rate. Not detail discussed in this paper, each of the proposed guidance laws
to intercept a maneuvering target has its own limitation on capture condition which depends on
the time-to-go calculation method. How to expand the capture region is remained as the further
study.
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A BSTRACT. Two major simultaneous attack strategies have been introduced, as one of cooperative attack of multiple missiles. One strategy is an undesignated time attack, in which the missiles communicate among themselves to synchronize the arrival times by reducing the mutual
differences of times-to-go of multiple missiles during the homing. The other is a designated
time attack, in which a common impact time is commanded to all members in advance, and
thereafter each missile tries to home on the target on time independently. For this individual
homing, Impact-Time-Control Guidance (ITCG) law is required. After introducing cooperative proportional navigation (CPN) for the ﬁrst strategy, this article presents a new closed-form
ITCG guidance solution for the second strategy. It is based on the linear formulation, employing base trajectories driven by PNG with various navigation constants. Nonlinear simulation
of several engagement situations demonstrates the performance and feasibility of the proposed
ITCG law.

1. I NTRODUCTION
A group of well-organized low-cost multiple vehicles might be far superior to a single hightechnology and high-cost UAV in effectiveness. Tactical missile systems as well as UAVs
provide more capabilities when they are organized as a coordinated group than when they are
operated independently. Modern anti-ship missiles need to be able to penetrate the formidable
defensive systems of battleships such as anti-air defense missile systems and close-in weapon
system (CIWS). CIWS is a naval shipboard weapon system for detecting and destroying incoming anti-ship missiles and enemy aircraft at short range. These defensive weapons with
powerful ﬁre capability and various strategies seriously intimidate the survivability of the conventional anti-ship missiles. Hence, anti-ship missile developers have made great efforts to
develop a high-performance missile system with ultimate sea-skimming ﬂight and terminal
evasive maneuvering capabilities despite a huge cost. On the other hand, cooperative attack
strategies have been studied to enhance survivability of the conventional ones. Here, a cooperative attack means that multiple missiles attack a single target or multiple targets cooperatively
or, in a speciﬁc case, simultaneously [1, 2]. Clearly, it is difﬁcult to defend a group of attackers bursting into sight at the same time, even though each member is the conventional one in
Received by the editors August 6 2015; Revised August 24 2015; Accepted in revised form August 24 2015;
Published online September 24 2015.
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performance. So the simultaneous attack of multiple missiles is a cost-effective and efﬁcient
cooperative attack strategy.
A simultaneous attack of a group of missiles against a single common target can be achieved
by two ways. The ﬁrst approach is an undesignated time attack, in which the missiles try to
synchronize the arrival times communicating among themselves. In this case it does not matter
what the ﬁnal ﬂight time is. In other words, the missiles with larger times-to-go try to take
shortcuts, whereas others with shorter times-to-go take detours to delay the arrival times. The
second approach is a designated time attack, in which a common impact time is commanded
to all members in advance, and thereafter each missile tries to home on the target on time
independently. The ﬁrst needs online data links throughout the engagement but the second
concept requires determination of a suitable common impact time before homing.
Despite a number of studies on guidance problems related to time-to-go [3-7], studies on
guidance laws to control impact time for a simultaneous attack are still rare. Proportional
navigation (PN) is a well-known homing guidance method in which the rate of turn of the
interceptor is made proportional with a navigation ratio N to the rate of turn of the line of sight
(LOS) between the interceptor and the target. The navigation constant N is a unit-less gain
chosen in the range from 3 to 5 [8]. Although PN with N = 3 is known to be energy-optimal,
an arbitrary N > 3 is also optimal if a time-varying weighting function is included into the cost
function of the linear quadratic energy-optimal problem [9, 10]. In general, the navigation ratio
is held ﬁxed. In some cases, however, it can be considered as a control parameter to achieve a
desired terminal heading angle [11]. Although PN results in successful intercepts under a wide
range of engagement conditions, its control-efﬁciency is not optimal, in general, especially for
the case of maneuvering targets [12]. Augmented proportional navigation, a variant of PN, is
useful in cases in which target maneuvers are signiﬁcant [8]. Biased proportional navigation is
also commonly used to compensate for target accelerations and sensor noises or to achieve a
desired attitude angle at impact [13]. Even if PN and its variants are already well known and
widely used, they are not directly applicable to many-to-one engagements.
For the undesignated time attack strategy, the homing guidance law named cooperative proportional navigation (CPN) was introduced [14]. CPN implements the concept in which the
missiles synchronize the arrival times by reducing the mutual differences of times-to-go of
multiple missiles during the homing. It has the same structure as conventional PN except that
it has a time-varying navigation gain that is adjusted based on the onboard time-to-go and
the times-to-go of the other missiles. CPN uses the time-varying navigation gain as a control
parameter for reducing the variance of times-on-target of multiple missiles.
For the designated time attack strategy, a completely different type of guidance law is required from the designated time attack strategy. For this, an impact-time-control guidance law
(ITCG) for anti-ship missiles was developed in [1] and, as an extension of this study, a guidance
law to control both impact time and angle (ITACG) was presented in [15, 16]. In addition, the
other form of impact time guidance laws was introduced in [17], in which the law has a form
of a logical summation of the conventional PN law and an additional term of an impact-time
error multiplied by some gain.
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In this article, we introduce two representative guidance laws for a simultaneous attack of
multiple missiles. For comprehensive explanation, CPN is ﬁrst introduced as a preliminary
study for the undesignated time attack, based on [14]. Then we propose a more general ITCG
law than that of the previous study in [1], which is more general in that this study employs base
trajectories driven by PNG with various navigation constants while the previous study did with
only one navigation constant.
2. BACKGROUND ON COOPERATIVE ATTACK STRATEGIES
2.1. Cooperative Attack Strategies. A cooperative attack in naval warfare means that multiple missiles attack their common target cooperatively to achieve their common goals. Figs. 1
and 2 illustrate the simultaneous attack for two missiles. Note that the terminal impact times,
T1f and T2f , should be the same. Mutual on-line communication of maneuvering information is of course required for accomplishing their common goal, simultaneous approach, in a
desirable manner. One can consider the case in which the desired or aiming impact-time for
multiple missiles is commonly speciﬁed beforehand. This paper names this speciﬁc situation
as a designated time attack. For example, Fig.1 represents the designated time attack for two
missiles. Note that current maneuvering of a missile does not have an effect on the maneuver of the other missile at all and unique information shared with each other is a designated
impact-time, Td . Each missile tries to home on the given target in an individual manner.
Next let us consider the situation in which the desired or aiming impact-time for multiple
missiles is not speciﬁed in advance. Since the common impact-time is not speciﬁed, every
missile may try to reduce the difference of the expected impact-time from the others. The
undesignated time attack for two missiles is illustrated in Fig.2. Here the current maneuvering
of a missile does have an effect on the maneuvering of the other missile and thus information
is supposed to be exchanged with each other continuously during the homing.

F IGURE 1.
Designated time attack.

F IGURE 2.
Undesignated time attack.
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2.2. Time-To-Go Approximation. To ﬁnd the time-to-go expression associated with an initial
range-to-go and a heading angle to LOS, we consider the inertial coordinate system shown in
Fig.3. The origin of the coordinate system lies on the initial position of missile. Here, the x
axis is directed to the target position and the y axis is normal to x axis. The governing equations
are given by
ẋ = VM cos γM ,

ẏ = VM sin γM ,

γ̇ = aM /VM

(2.1)

where the dot denotes the differentiation with respect to time. Under the assumptions of small
γM angle, constant speed VM , and acceleration command aM normal to velocity, substituting
x/VM with time t leads to
y  = γM ,


2
γM
= aM /VM

(2.2)

where the prime represents the derivative with respect to the downrange x. Since the line-ofsight angle σ can be approximated as −y/(xf − x), the PN command aM is
aM (x) = N VM σ  = −

2
2
N VM
N VM
y
y
−
(xf − x)2
(xf − x)

(2.3)

Substitute (2.3) into (2.2) to get
y  +

N
N
y +
y=0
(xf − x)
(xf − x)2

(2.4)

where the initial conditions are given by y(0) = 0 and y  (0) = 0 . The solution of this Cauchy
equation can be easily obtained as




γM0
x N −1
(xf − x) 1 − 1 −
y(x) =
(2.5)
N −1
xf
Also differentiating (2.5) with respect to x yields




γM0
x N −1
1−N 1−
γM (x) = −
N −1
xf
The length of the trajectory of (2.5), s, is given by
 xf 
1 + y 2 dx
s = VM t f =
0

If y  (= γM ) is assumed to be small, (2.7) can be approximated as


 xf
2
γM
1 2
0
(1 + y )dx = xf 1 +
V M tf ≈
2
2(2N − 1)
0
Thus,
xf
tf ≈
VM


1+

2
γM

0

2(2N − 1)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)


(2.9)
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where tf can be regarded as a time-to-go estimation at initial time.

F IGURE 3. Guidance geometry for time-to-go calculation
2.3. Guidance law for Undesignated Time Attack.
2.3.1. Cooperative Proportional Navigation. Consider the homing guidance geometry of a
missile attacking a stationary target as shown in Fig.4. The target is modeled stationary. The
missile speed VM is assumed to be constant during the engagement. Let us suppose that the
missile uses well-known PN for homing as
aM = N VM σ̇

(2.10)

where N denotes the navigation constant and σ̇ the rate of line-of-sight angle, respectively.
Then a ﬂight path angle is calculated from
γ˙M = aM /VM = N σ̇

(2.11)

The rate of the line-of-sight can be obtained as
V sin ρ
σ̇ = − M
(2.12)
r
where r is a range-to-go and ρ = γM − σ . Thus the governing equations in this homing
problem can be expressed in terms of two states of r and ρ as
ṙ = −VM cos ρ

(2.13)

(N − 1)VM sin ρ
(2.14)
r
Assume that ρ is small and deﬁne a time-to-go for straight ﬂight along LOS as t̂goL = r/VM
, then the time-to-go of PN with navigation constant N can be approximated from (2.9) as
ρ̇ = −

t̂go = t̂goL (1 + δ)

(2.15)

where δ = ρ2 /(2(2N − 1)) represents an increment of the time-to-go by the initial heading
angle ρ . If N remains constant for an entire homing, the time-to-go associated with normally
used N = 3 ∼ 5 is not much widely distributed. Note that the sensitivity of time-to-go to
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N decreases as N increases. Further, t̂go → t̂goL as N → ∞, so cannot be reduced less than
γ/VM even though N → ∞. Thus a time-invariant N may not be an effective design parameter
for timing control. For this reason, a time-varying gain beyond the normally used navigation
gain, especially even a negative gain, should be allowed.

F IGURE 4. Homing guidance geometry of i-th missile.
Now suppose that m missiles participate in a cooperative attack. Figure 5 shows the guidance geometry on many-to-one engagement scenario. Here the speed VM of one missile is also
assumed to be constant during the engagement, but not necessarily to be the same as the speeds
of the other missiles. Although each missile has different initial conditions, their common aim
is to reach the target at the same instance. To achieve their common goal, conceptually, a missile far away from the target should try to home on the target as faster as possible and another
missile relatively near the target should delay the impact-time by making a detour intentionally.
Therefore, each missile is supposed to share its acceleration not only for a homing on the target
but also for timing control with the others by this cooperative strategy.
The problem being posed here is to ﬁnd a time-varying navigation gain N i of PN as
ai = N i VMi σ̇i

(2.16)

in order that a group of missiles participating in a cooperative attack can achieve a simultaneous
attack in a cooperative manner, where the subscript i represents the i-th missile. First, consider
a time-varying navigation gain N with a form of
N i (t) = N (1 − Ωi (t)),

i = 1, . . . , m

(2.17)

where N is navigation constant and Ωi (t) is a time-varying gain ratio. Then the problem of
ﬁnding a time-varying navigation gain N i is transformed to that of ﬁnding a time-varying gain
ratio Ωi (t). Next, let us deﬁne a relative time-to-go error as
⎛
⎞
m
1
(2.18)
t̂goj (t)⎠ − t̂goi (t)
ε̂i (t) = ⎝
m−1
j=1,j=i
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F IGURE 5. Guidance geometry on a many-to-one engagement scenario.
where, from (2.15),
ri (t)
t̂goi (t) ≈
V Mi



ρ2i (t)
1+
2(2N − 1)


(2.19)

The relative time-to-go error is the difference between a time-to-go of one missile and a
mean of times-to-go of the others. It can also be written as
m
(tgo (t) − t̂goi (t))
(2.20)
ε̂i (t) =
m−1
where
tgo (t) =

1
m

m

t̂goj (t)
j=1

which is the mean of times-to-go of all missiles. Then a variance,
multiple missiles is expressed as
2

(t) =

1
m

(2.21)
2

(t), of times-to-go of

m

(tgo (t) − t̂goj (t))2

(2.22)

j=1

Note that all 
missiles have the same times-to-go, i.e., they might home on the target simultaneously,if 2 (t) at any time during the homing. So the variance can be regarded as a
performance indicator for a cooperative attack of multiple missiles employing PN with navigation constant of N . For convenience this paper call it the -variance. It is a central idea of
this paper that a simultaneous attack can be achieved by means of decreasing the -variance by
the time-varying navigation gain N i (t) of (2.17) and further making N i (t) itself become N as
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ri → 0 during the homing. If the time-varying navigation gain N i (t) of (2.19) is applied, the
governing equations can be written as, from (2.13) and (2.14),
r˙i (t) = −VMi cos ρi (t)
ρ̇i (t) = −

(N − 1)VMi sin ρi (t) N VMi sin ρi (t)
+
Ωi (t)
ri (t)
ri (t)

(2.23)
(2.24)

where the terminal conditions are given by ri (tf t ) = 0.
Now, we consider a homing guidance law, called CPN, in a very concise form as
Ωi (t) = Kri (t)ε̂i (t)

(2.25)

Note that N i → N as ri (t) → 0 , since Ωi (t) → 0 as ri (t) → 0 . For a positive gain K,

the proposed law of (2.25) subject to (2.23) and (2.24) makes the N -variance 2 (t) of (2.22)
decrease during the homing [14].
The CPN law makes a compromise with two independent purposes: the homing of one
missile via well-known conventional navigation constant, and the reduction of the N -variance
via trajectory reshaping by the gain ratio. Two purposes can be compromised from the fact that
the trajectory reshaping is effective only when the range-to-go is long enough, i.e., at initial
homing stage, but the homing takes precedence of trajectory reshaping near the target since
CPN becomes conventional PN as the range-to-go reduces from (2.25). Note that CPN can be
implemented without predetermination of the desired impact-time, and the law has a ﬂexibility
to allow a missile group with different speeds respectively to carry out a cooperative attack.
And also CPN requires no additional information to normal PN for implementation except
time-to-go calculations of missiles and the range-to-go of own missile.
2.3.2. Numerical Simulation. Suppose that four (m = 4) missiles attack a single target equipped
with CIWS. The initial conditions of each missile are given in Table 1. Initial ranges-to-go are
13 km, 13 km, 12 km, and 12 km, respectively. Missile has a speed from 270 to 300 m/s,
respectively, as shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1. Engagement scenario for four missiles
Parameters
Missile 1
Missile 2
Missile 3
Missile 4
Position (km)
(1.74, 6.50) (0.20, 2.26) (1.18, −2.08) (2.16, −6.00)
Heading (deg)
0
15
30
45
Velocity (m/s)
270
280
290
300
Target Position (km)
(13, 0)
(13, 0)
(13, 0)
(13, 0)
To apply the proposed law to this scenario, the gain K is properly chosen as K = 40/(r0 tgo0 )
where the subscript 0 denotes an initial time and the superscript bar represents the mean value.
Initial times-to-go calculated by (3.16) are distributed from 40.3 to 49.5 sec as can be seen in
the second column of Table 2.
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TABLE 2. Simulation results (unit: sec)
t̂go0 tf (P N ) tf (CP N )
Missile 1 49.5
49.5
48.3
Missile 2 47.3
47.3
46.7
Missile 3 41.9
41.9
47.5
Missile 4 40.3
40.3
47.5
t
44.7
47.5
go (mean) 44.7
(std.) 3.8
3.8
0.6
The mean value of times-to-go is 44.7 sec and the standard deviation is 3.8 sec. These values
are quite consistent with the simulation results of the third column of Table 2. Figure 6 shows
the ﬂight trajectories of four missiles compared with PN-homing cases. CPN can guide four
missiles to home on the target nearly at the same time where the mean value of impact-times
is 47.5 sec and the standard deviation is only 0.6 sec as shown in the last column of Table 2.
Figure 7 depicts the navigation gains. Each missile tries to reduce cooperatively the difference
of times-to-go at early stage and then homes on the target with normal navigation constant of
N = 3.

F IGURE 6.
Cooperative attack by CPN

F IGURE 7. Navigation gains.

Figure 8 shows the time history of the standard deviation of the difference of times-to-go.
One can see that the compromise between timing control and terminal homing occurs around
15 sec in this scenario. Figure 9 shows the time histories of acceleration commands of four
missiles
3. G UIDANCE L AW FOR D ESIGNATED T IME ATTACK
3.1. Problem Statement. Let us consider a typical cooperative attack scenario. Although
each missile has a different missile-to-target range and an initial heading angle, their common
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F IGURE 8.
Standard deviation of the
difference of times-to-go.

F IGURE 9.
Acceleration commands.

aim is to reach the target simultaneously. Two assumptions are mentioned here for realistic
cooperative attack situations: The ﬁrst one is that each of the missiles has a relatively similar
range-to-target with each other. The second is that an initial velocity vector of each missile
points towards not far away from the target. Under these assumptions, the discrepancies of the
impact times by PNG are not to be so conspicuous. Thus in this work it is assumed that the
designated impact time (Td ) for cooperative attack is determined as
Td ≥ maxi {T̂i } for any i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}

(3.1)

where T̂i is the estimated impact time of the i-th missile guided by PNG. Here the trajectory
generated by PNG is regarded as a base trajectory. It is reasonable to choose Td to be equal
or larger than the maximum of {T̂i ’s} since a part of missiles may not satisfy the impact time
requirement otherwise. It can be easily understood that while one can always increases the
ﬂight time by make a detour from the nominal path in principle, it is restricted to decrease the
path length too much for reducing the ﬂight time.
Let us consider the homing guidance geometry of one of the missiles against the single target
as shown in Fig.4. The target is modelled stationary. And it is assumed that the missile speed
is constant through the engagement and the autopilot lag is negligible. In Fig.4, X, Y , and γM
denote the missile positions and ﬂight path angle in the inertial reference frame, respectively.
The subscripts 0 and f represent the initial and ﬁnal times, respectively. Note that the terminal
time is designated as Td in (3.1), then the governing equations in this homing problem are given
by
Ẋ = VM cos γM ,

X(0) = X0 ,

Ẏ = VM sin γM ,

Y (0) = Y0 ,

γ̇M = aM /VM = (aB + aF )/VM ,

X(Tf ) = Xf
Y (Tf ) = Yf
γM (0) = γM 0

(3.2)
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where the terminal miss distance constraints are as X(Tf ) = Xf and T (Tf ) = Yf . The missile
is controlled by the acceleration command, aM , which is perpendicular to missile velocity.
Here the acceleration command is composed of two different commands: the ﬁrst one is a
feedback command aB for reducing the miss-distance, and the second one is an additional
command aF for adjusting the impact time.
First, we will solve an optimal control problem in which the control effort

a2B
1 Tf
J=
dt
(3.3)
2 0 (Tf − t)m
is minimized subject to (3.2) under the assumption that the feed-forward command aF is constant. And then, we will determine the additional command,aF , which makes the length of
homing route equal to the required range-to-go, i.e., the multiple of the missile speed and the
designated time-to-go.
3.2. Solution of Optimal Problem for Feedback Command. The linearized state equations
can be written as
  

 

 
0
dy/dx
0 1
y
0
+
uB +
=
uF
(3.4)
1
dγM /dx
0 0
γM
1
where the downrange x is the independent parameter, and γM is assumed to be small. Each
variable is non-dimensionalized as
t = T /Tf ,

x = X/(VM Tf ),

uB = aB /(VM /Tf ),

y = Y /(VM Tf ),

uF = aF /(VM /Tf )

As a cost corresponding to (3.3), we consider the following cost as

u2B
1 xf

J =
dx
2 x0 (xf − x)m

(3.5)

Boundary conditions of each state variables are also non-dimensionalized as
x(0) = X0 /(VM Tf ) = x0 ,
y(x0 ) = Y0 /(VM Tf ) = y0 ,

x(1) = Xf /(VM Tf ) = xf ,
y(xf ) = Yf /(VM Tf ) = yf ,

Since VM is constant, VM Tf means the length of the ﬂight trajectory at the ﬁnal time, so
 Sf
 Sf 
VM Tf =
dS =
dX 2 + dY 2


0

Xf

=



0

1+



(dY /dX)2 dX

X0

Xf

=



1 + tan2 γM dX

(3.6)

X0

Dividing the both sides of (3.6) by VM Tf and non-dimensionalizing X yields
 xf 
1 + tan2 γM dx
1=
x0

(3.7)
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Therefore, the constraint on impact time under the assumption of the small γM angle can be
expressed with respect to downrange as
 xf 
2 (x)dx
1 + γM
(3.8)
1=
x0

γ2

in LHS is an approximation of tan2 γM representing the curvature of trajectory. This
relation is of importance since the given impact-time constraint is changed into the length
constraint of trajectory so that we can treat the intractable independent variable more easily in
an indirect manner.
This linear optimization problem can be solved analytically by applying the minimum principle [10]. Let us write the Hamiltonian H for the problem as
M

H=

u2B
1
+ λy γM + λγ (uB + uF )
2 (xf − x)m

(3.9)

where λy and λγ are the co-states. The optimality condition ∂H/∂uB = 0 gives the optimal
acceleration command
uB = −(xf − x)m λγ = −νy (xf − x)m+1

(3.10)

where νy is a constant to be determined to satisfy the ﬁnal conditions. Integration of (3.4) leads
to


x2
(m + 3) yf − γM0 xf − uF 2f
(3.11)
νy = −
xm+3
f
Hence, the feedback guidance command at the initial time can be expressed as a function of
uF :
uB = (m + 3)

(yf − γM0 xf )
x2f

−

m+3
uF
2

(3.12)

The continuous-time feedback law is then obtained as
m+3
uF
(3.13)
uB = uP −
2
where uP ≡ (m + 3)(ygo − γM xgo )/x2go , xgo ≡ xf − x and ygo ≡ yf − y. Note that uP of
(3.13) is the linear approximation of PNG with the navigation constant of N = m + 3.
3.3. Determination of the Additional Command. We start from the condition of (3.8), which
says that the range-to-go has to be equal to the multiple of the constant missile speed and the
time-to-go speciﬁed by Td , which is the difference between the designated impact time and
the current time. The heading angle, γM can be expressed as a polynomial of x from (3.4) and
(3.13)
νy xm+2
νy (xf − x)m+2
f
+ uF x + γM0 −
γM (x) =
m+2
m+2

(3.14)
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Taylor series expansion of (3.8) over γM with the higher order terms neglected yields
 xf 
 xf
1 2
2
tgo =
1 + γM (η)dη ≈
1 + γM
(η)dη
(3.15)
2
x0
x0
where tgo is the designated time-to-go. Substituting (3.14) into (3.15) and integrating (3.15)
yields


x2f γM0 uP
12(m + 4)(2m + 5)
1 2
6uP uF
2
x
+
γ
1
+
+
uF +
f
(m + 3)(m + 1)
2 M0
m+3
(m + 1)2 x3f

x3f u2P
12(m + 4)(2m + 5) tgo
−
=0
(3.16)
−
(2m + 5)(m + 3)
(m + 1)2
x3f
Letting uF be zero in (3.16) results in the useful approximation of the time-to-go of PNG,
t̂go , as follows:


1 2
1
1
x2f γM0 uP −
x 3 u2
t̂go = 1 + γM0 xf +
(3.17)
2
m+3
(2m + 5)(m + 3) f P
Then (3.16) is written as


6uP
12(m + 4)(2m + 5) (t̂go − tgo )
2
uF +
=0
uF +
(m + 3)(m + 1)
(m + 1)2
x3f
The solutions of (3.18) with respect to uF are given by

2
3uP
12(m + 4)(2m + 5) εT
3uP
±
+
uF = −
(m + 3)(m + 1)
(m + 3)(m + 1)
(m + 1)2
x3go

(3.18)

(3.19)

where εT is an impact time error, i.e., εT = tgo − t̂go . It is natural to choose the sign in
expression of (3.19) as to nullify when εT = 0, which means an achievement of the goal of
impact time control guidance. Recall that a zero uF implies PNG with navigation constant
(m + 3) from (3.13). Thus we obtain the additional command as
3uP
(m + 3)(m + 1)

2
3uP
12(m + 4)(2m + 5) εT
+
+ s(uP )
(m + 3)(m + 1)
(m + 1)2
x3go

uF = −

where s(·) is kind of a sign function deﬁned by
⎧
⎪
⎨+1 x > 0
s(x) = ±1 x = 0
⎪
⎩
−1 x < 0

(3.20)

(3.21)
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Combining (3.13) with (3.20) yields the acceleration command, which is the proposed ITCG
law based on the linear formulation, as follows:

2
2m + 9
1
12(m + 4)(2m + 5)
3uP
uP − s(uP )
+
εT
(3.22)
uB + uF =
2m + 6
2
(m + 3)
x3go
As the missile approaches the target, the control command may blow up as (3.22) implies
that the sensitivity of uF to the time-to-go error is inversely proportional to xgo . To circumvent
this undesirable property of ITCG, ITCG is switched to PNG once the calculated impact time
error is reduced below a certain threshold. A small impact time error means that the rangeto-go by PNG is approximately equal to that of ITCG. So conversion to PNG yields smooth
homing with acceptable impact time errors.
The expression on ITCG with physical units corresponding to (3.22) for nonlinear simulation
in the time domain is as follows:

12(m + 4)(2m + 5)VM5
2m + 9
1
VM σ̇ − s(σ̇) (3VM σ̇)2 +
εT (3.23)
aM = aB + aF =
3
2
2
Rgo

2 + Y 2 . Employing (2.9), we can get a different
where εT = T go − T̂go and Rgo = Xgo
go
simple form of t̂go from (3.17) by setting the axis of Fig.3 to be consistent with the current
LOS in Fig.5. So from (2.9), the time-to-go estimate is given by


(γ − σ)2
rgo
(3.24)
t̂go ≈ 1 + M
2(2N + 1)

2 , and σ is a LOS angle. So the time-to-go estimation
where N = m + 3 , rgo = x2go + ygo
with physical units can be expressed as


Rgo
(γ − σ)2
1+ M
(3.25)
T̂go =
VM
2(2N + 1)
Since this approximation becomes accurate when the angle between the missile velocity and
LOS is reduced, the accuracy of estimation increases as a missile approaches to a target. If we
set N = 3, i.e. m = 0 in (3.23), then (3.23) is equal to the result given in [1] as

240VM5
3
1
aM = (3VM σ̇) − s(σ̇) (3VM σ̇)2 +
εT
(3.26)
3
2
2
Rgo
In conclusion, we suggest (3.23) as a general ITCG law based on base trajectories driven by
PNG with navigation constant of N = m + 3.
3.4. Numerical Examples. In order to investigate the characteristics of the proposed law,
nonlinear simulations are performed. The target is ﬁxed by 10km from the missile. Initial
heading angle is 30deg and the speed of missile is 300m/e. In the case of PN with N = 3,
the impact time is observed in simulation to be about 34.28 sec as shown in Fig.10, which is
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almost the same as the approximated impact time (34.25 sec) of (3.25). Note that this is quite
different from the designated impact time of 40 sec.
In the case of ITCG, however, the impact time is observed to be about 40.0 sec, quite equal
to the desired impact time. The solid-line in Fig.5 depicts the trajectory by ITCG, producing
much longer route than PNG. Figure 10 also compares the heading angle proﬁles of PNG and
ITCG. The heading angle increases at the beginning and then decreases for ITCG, while it
decreases monotonically for PNG.

F IGURE 10. Trajectories by ITCG.
Figure 11 shows clearly that the impact-time error decreases from the early stage with ITCG
while it does not with PNG. As a result, it is observed in Fig.12 that ITCG employs more
control energy than PNG.

F IGURE 11.
Time-to-go and impact time
errors.

F IGURE 12.
Acceleration Commands.
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Figure 13-15 illustrate the case of ITCG by (3.23) and (3.25) based on PNG with N=2, 3,
4, 5, respectively. They all satisfy the impact time requirement. As N becomes larger, ITCG
employs more control energy at initial stage as expected from the PNG trajectories.

F IGURE 13.
Range-to-go
by ITCG (N=2 5).

F IGURE 14.
Trajectories
by ITCG (N=2 5).

F IGURE 15. Acceleration commands by ITCG (N=2 5).
Suppose that four missiles attack a single target with different initial conditions, respectively,
as shown in Table 1 (in Section 2). Each missile has the different speed, from 270 up to 300
m/s, respectively, and the designated impact time is determined as 50 sec, which is selected to
be slightly larger than the maximum of estimated impact times by PNG (N = 3). Figure 16
illustrates the cooperative attack trajectories of four missiles by PNG and shows large discrepancies in the impact time of each missile. In this scenario, it is observed that the dispersion
of impact time is about 9.2 seconds. On the other hand, ITCG explicitly demonstrates that it
can drive the four missiles to hit the target nearly simultaneously at the desired impact time.
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In this example, ITCG reduces the impact time dispersion within about 0.1 seconds around the
designated value

F IGURE 16. Cooperative attack by ITCG.
4. C ONCLUSION
This paper introduces two important simultaneous attack strategies of multiple missiles and
corresponding homing guidance laws. For comprehensive explanation, the CPN (cooperative
proportional navigation) guidance law is ﬁrst introduced as an undesignated impact time strategy, which can achieve a simultaneous attack by decreasing the t-go variance cooperatively till
the intercept. As main result in this article, the new ITCG (Impact-time-control guidance) law
is presented for the designated time attack strategy. This law guides a missile to the stationary
target at the predetermined designated-impact-time. As multiple missiles share their common
designated-impact-time at homing starting point at once, they can achieve cooperative simultaneous attack independently by the proposed law. The proposed law is regarded more general
form of ITCG than that of the previous study, in that it employs base trajectories driven by
PNG with various navigation constants while the previous study did with only one navigation
constant. The performance and the feasibility of the laws are demonstrated through nonlinear
simulations of various engagements.
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A BSTRACT. In this article, a more generalized form of the impact time and angle control guidance law is proposed based on the linear quadratic optimal control methodology. For the purpose on controlling an additional constraint such as the impact time, we introduce an additional
state variable that is deﬁned to be the jerk (acceleration rate). Additionally, in order to provide
an additional degree of freedom in choosing the guidance gains, the performance index that
minimizes the control energy weighted by an arbitrary order of time-to-go is considered in this
work. First, the generalized form of the impact angle control guidance law with an additional
term which is used for the impact time control is derived. And then, we also determine the
additional term in order to achieve the desired impact time. Through numbers of numerical
simulations, we investigate the superiority of the proposed guidance law compared to previous guidance laws. In addition, a salvo attack scenario with multiple missile systems is also
demonstrated.

1. I NTRODUCTION
The guided ﬂight vehicle systems such as the missile systems and the unmanned aerial vehicle(UAV) systems have been designed to intercept a target or to pass a numbers of waypoints
in order to spy on the movement of the enemy. Also, it is well-understood that the primary
goal of the guided weapon systems is to effectively intercept a designated target. To this end,
a guidance law to carry the missile systems to a target is needed, and proportional navigation
guidance(PNG) or optimal guidance law(OGL) have been received a great attention for the
terminal homing guidance laws. Not only there have been extensive studies on these guidance
laws but also these guidance laws have been successfully applied to various missile systems
during the course of several years [1, 2]. Also, the guidance laws providing the terminal constraints on the ﬂight path angle as well as the interception have been also studied by using the
concept of the optimal control and the biased PNG in [3, 4, 5]. These days, those guidance laws
are accepted for the effective terminal guidance laws of the anti-tank or -ship systems because
of their essential properties.
Meanwhile, in general, the air density is varied according to change of the operating altitude. Accordingly, the drag force and the efﬁcient of the control energy can be different in that
Received by the editors August 8 2015; Revised August 24 2015; Accepted in revised form August 24 2015;
Published online September 24 2015.
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case. Additionally, in the end of the homing phase, the employing guidance laws should appropriately produce its guidance command in order to achieve the main goal of the guidance law
even though they sacriﬁce some control energies. Most established guidance laws have been
devised from the control energy minimization standpoint, while a guidance law that allows us
to distribute the control effort evenly during the entire ﬂight has also been studied in [6] from
this perspective.
In addition, the survivability enhancement has become an important requirement of the missile systems because the defense systems have been grown recently. To minimize the reﬂection
of the radar signal or the heat energy such as the stealth technique is one of effective ways to
enhance the survivability of the missile against the defense systems because such technique
can signiﬁcantly reduce the chances of detection from the tracking radar.
From the ﬂight control standpoint, in order to enhance the survivability against the defense
systems, a single vehicle capable of evasive maneuver has been also studied. However, this
approach generally spends a lot of the control energies as well as makes the achievement of
the intercept so difﬁcult in the vicinity of a target because the evasive maneuver may try to
increase the miss distance in that time [7]. In another approach, using a group of missile
systems is also considered. This strategy can increase the survivability by means of saturating
the resource of the defense systems. In this approach, although a multiple missile systems
simultaneously attack a single target, each missile system is implicitly working to achieve the
goal. Additionally, this approach cannot guarantee the improving of sufﬁcient survivability,
when the limited numbers of the missile systems are engaged.
In general, a high value target such as the battle ship has a strong defense system called
the close in weapon system(CIWS) that can ﬁre a several thousands of bullets within just one
second. However, due to the limitation of install space, CIWS cannot defense all direction
in general. Therefore, even though the battle ship is protected by a strong defense system, it
can be neutralized by means of simultaneous attack with different approaching angles using a
group of missile systems.
Based on this idea, in most recent, a new guidance law neutralizing the resource of the
defense system has been suggested. In [8], Jeon et. al. have devised the guidance law to
control the terminal impact time in the operations of the multiple missile systems, which is
called the impact time control guidance(ITCG). ITCG is consists of two command terms: the
ﬁrst term is well-known PNG command to minimize the miss distance and the second term is
proposed to control the ﬂight time of the missile. In addition, Lee et. al. have proposed the
guidance law to control the impact time and the impact angle simultaneously, called impact
time and angle control guidance(ITACG, [9]). In this paper, the authors have introduced an
additional state variable such as jerk to provide additional degree of freedom. In reference
[10], a homing guidance law to control the impact time for multiple missile systems was newly
proposed. Unlike the previous works related this issue, the concept of an explicit cooperation
has been taken in this paper to achieve the main goal.
In the previous version of ITACG, it is not allowed to adjust its guidance gain properly. As
mentioned before, this is not a desirable structure for shaping the guidance command in order to
take into account the efﬁciency of the control energy. Accordingly, in this paper, we propose an
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extended version of ITACG that can provide the desired impact time and angle in conjunction
with capable of shaping its guidance command appropriately. To this end, in the derivation
process of ITACG, we use a different cost function that can provide the additional degree of
freedom in shaping the guidance command. Namely, the optimal impact angle control is ﬁrst
derived using the concept of jerk and the performance index weighted by the time-to-go. And
then, based on this result, a more general form of ITACG is suggested in this paper.
This paper is structured in ﬁve sections as follows. In Section 2, we ﬁrst review of IACG.
Then, in Section 3, the proposed guidance law is discussed. The performance of the proposed
guidance law is shown in Section 4. Finally, we conclude our study.
2. C ONVENTIONAL I MPACT A NGLE C ONTROL L AW
In this section, we review on the conventional impact angle control guidance law for the
readers who are not familiar with that concept of the guidance law. Let us consider a planar
homing engagement scenario as shown in Fig. 1. We assume that the missile ﬂies with a
constant speed VM and the target is almost stationary. In this ﬁgure, the position of the missile
is expressed by the notation as (X, Y ) in the inertial frame and the variable γM denotes the
ﬂight path angle. The X-axis is deﬁned in a way that leads to a small value of the terminal
ﬂight path angle. And, aM represents the missile acceleration command to change the velocity
vector, which is normal to VM as shown in Fig. 1. Other variables in this engagement geometry
are self-explanatory.

F IGURE 1. Guidance geometry
In this homing geometry, the equations of motion for the homing problem can be written by
dY /dt = VM sin γM

(2.1)

dX/dt = VM cos γM

(2.2)

dγM /dt = aM /VM

(2.3)
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where t is the ﬂight time. The boundary conditions for the impact angle control are given as
follows:
X(t0 ) = X0 , Y (t0 ) = Y0 , γM (t0 ) = γM,0
X(tf ) = Xf , Y (tf ) = Yf , γM (tf ) = γM,f
In these descriptions, the subscript 0 and f denote the initial time and the terminal time, respectively. Note that the desired value of the ﬂight path angle at the terminal time is prescribed
before the engagement in this problem. As stated in the introduction, in this paper, we derive
more general form of ITACG by extending the work on [9]. Here, the generalization means
that the guidance law can provide more options of choosing guidance gains in order to achieve
the speciﬁed guidance objective. In this section, we consider a generalized impact angle ﬁrst.
And then, by introducing the jerk term, a new impact angle control guidance law capable of
shaping its guidance gains as well as providing additional degree of freedom in controlling the
impact time. Based on this result, we ﬁnally derive the generalized guidance law to control
both impact angle and time. Compared to [9], the proposed guidance law in here can also
provide addition options for choosing its guidance gain to the designer.
In order to derive the generalized impact angle control, we suppose the optimal control
problem with the following cost function [6]:
Find time-to-go weighted aM (t) which minimizes

1 tf 1
aM (s)2 ds
(2.4)
J=
2 t 0 tN
go
subject to Eqs. (2.1) to (2.3). The reason why we use the performance index as shown in Eq.
(2.4) is to reduce the demanded guidance command as the missile approaches the target, which
is desirable from the standpoint of saving some operational margin to cope with unexpected
situation near the target. It is noted that this cost function is often used to design the guidance
law because it can provide an effective guidance law in the vicinity of the target.
Hereafter, we assume a small value of γM which is allowed by means of choosing a proper
reference frame. Then, we can linearize Eqs. (2.1) to (2.3) as
   

  
y
0 1
y
0
=
+
a
(2.5)

γM
0 0
γM
1
where y denotes the lateral separation in the linearized kinematics. The prime  represents
the derivatives of variables with respect to x which denotes the non-dimensionalized relative
range between the missile and the target in the linearized formulation. By introducing this
transformation, in this paper, each variable is non-dimensionalized to relieve the complexity in
the derivation of the proposed guidance law as
x = X/Lf , y = Y /Lf
a = aM /(VM /tf ), τ = t/tf
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where Lf (≡ VM tf ) denotes the total length of ﬂight. a is a non-dimensionalization of aM .
Also, the boundary conditions can be now expressed as
y(x0 ) = y0 , γM (x0 ) = γM,0
y(xf ) = yf , γM (xf ) = γf
In a similar way, the cost function corresponding to Eq. (2.4) is rewritten as

1
1 xf
a(s)2 ds.
J¯1 =
2 x0 (xf − s)N

(2.6)

The ﬁnal solution of this optimal guidance problem, known as the time-to-go weighted optimal guidance law in the non-dimensionalized form can be determined as follows:
(N + 1)(N + 2)γf
(N + 2)(N + 3)ygo 2(N + 2)γM
a=
−
−
(2.7)
x2go
xgo
xgo
where ygo = yf − y, xgo = xf − x. Note that this guidance law cannot satisfy the desired
impact time explicitly. This guidance law has an interesting feature the command as shown in
Eq.
to the conventional impact angle control guidance law with the gains of
 (2.7) is identical

6 −4 −2 in the case of N = 0.
3. G ENERALIZED IACG AND ITACG L AWS
Hereafter, we discuss the generalized versions of IACG and ITACG laws. To provide an
additional degree of freedom for the impact time control, we introduce an additional state
variable which is the rate of the acceleration command (i.e., jerk) and is deﬁned to be the
control input.
daM /dt = G(t)

(3.1)

where G(t) = g(t) + g0 . And, the parameter g0 is deﬁned to be an arbitrary constant while
g(t) is given by a function of time. In that case, additional initial condition is needed as
aM (t0 ) = aM,0

(3.2)

where aM,0 represents the initial acceleration command. Then, let us look at the following
optimal guidance problem in consideration on the impact angle constraint: ﬁnd g(t) which
minimizes the following performance index.

1
1 tf
J2 =
g(s)2 ds.
(3.3)
2 t0 (tf − s)N
subject to Eqs. (2.1) through (2.3) and Eq. (3.1).
Note that the impact time control guidance law generally takes a detour at the initial time to
enlarge the ﬂight time as much as the desired value. The reason why we introduce this performance index is to takes a detour as fast as possible in the beginning of the homing phase. Then,
the obtained guidance law can produce a small acceleration command in the terminal phase.
We can predict that the obtained guidance law may generate a huge acceleration command as
the parameter N increases. Additionally, note that the performance index as shown in Eq. (3.3)
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is associated with g(t) only. Hereafter, we ﬁrst derive the optimal impact angle control law that
minimizes the quadratic performance index with a free design parameter g0 . After that, we
determine g0 to satisfy the impact time constraint also, i.e., tf = td where td represents a prescribed impact time. The issue on how to satisfy the impact time will be discussed in the end of
this section. Let the control command with the non-dimensionalized input variable be deﬁned
as [9]
Ξ = η + η0

(3.4)

where the parameters η and η0 are new non-dimensionalized variables, which are deﬁned as
Ξ = G/(VM /t2f ), η = g/(VM /t2f ) and η0 = g0 /(VM /t2f ), respectively. In addition, the initial
condition of the acceleration is given by a(x0 ) = a0 in the non-dimensional form. In a similar
way as shown in Eq. (2.5), under the assumption of small γM , linearizing Eqs. (2.1) to (2.3)
with Eq. (3.1) yields the augmented governing equation as follows:
ξ  = Aξ + BΞ
where ξ =



y γM

a

T

. The matrix A and B are given by
⎡
⎤
⎡ ⎤
0 1 0
0
⎣
⎦
⎣
A = 0 0 1 , B = 0 ⎦.
0 0 0
1

(3.5)

(3.6)

3.1. Derivation of generalized IACG and ITACG. To obtain the control input, as shown in
Eq. (3.4), that minimizes the considering performance index as given in Eq. (3.3) subject to
Eq. (3.5), we deﬁne the Hamiltonian H as follows:
H=

1
1
η 2 + λy γ + λγM a + γa (η + η0 )
2 (xf − x)N

(3.7)

The ﬁrst-order necessary conditions to accomplish the optimality involve the following adjoint equations are determined by
λy = 0, λγ

M

= −λy , λa = −λγM

(3.8)

The boundary conditions are given by
λy f = ν y , λ γ f = ν γ M , λ a f = 0

(3.9)

Integrating Eq. (3.8) backward from the terminal range xf gives
λy = νy , λγM = νy (xf − x) + νγM ,
1
λa = νy (xf − x)2 + νγM (xf − x)
2

(3.10)
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From the well-known optimal control theory, the optimal control is determined by imposing
the optimal condition as ∂H/∂η = 0. From this condition, we have
1
η = − νy (xf − x)N +2 − νγM (xf − x)N +1
2

(3.11)

Then, substituting η and η0 into Eq. (3.4) and integrating Eq. (3.4) from x to s for s ∈ [x, xf ],
we can get explicit expressions of a(s), γM (s), and y(s) as follows:
1
a (s) = η + η0 = η0 − νy (xf − s)N +2 − νγM (xf − s)N +1
2
1
1
νγM (xf − x)N +2 −
νy (xf − x)N +3
a(s) = a + η0 (s − x) −
(3.12)
(N + 2)
2(N + 3)
1
1
νγM (xf − s)N +2 +
νy (xf − s)N +3
+
(N + 2)
2(N + 3)


1
1
N +2
N +3
×
νγ (xf − x)
νy (xf − x)
γM (s) = γf − a + η0 (xf − x) −
−
(N + 2) M
2(N + 3)
1
1
(xf − s) + η0 (xf − s)2 −
νγ (xf − s)N +3
(3.13)
2
(N + 2)(N + 3) M
1
νy (xf − s)N +4
−
2(N + 3)(N + 4)
and
y(s) = yf − γf (xf − s)


1
1
1
N +2
N +3
×
a + η0 (xf − x) −
νγ (xf − x)
νy (xf − x)
−
+
2
(N + 2) M
2(N + 3)
1
1
νγ (xf − s)N +4
(xf − s)2 − η0 (xf − s)3 +
(3.14)
6
(N + 2)(N + 3)(N + 4) M
1
νy (xf − s)N +5
+
2(N + 3)(N + 4)(N + 5)
where a denotes a(x). By evaluating these expressions at x = x0 , we can determine the
terminal values νγM and νy as


νy
ν γM


= Wξ ξ + W f ξ f + Wη η 0

(3.15)
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where ξf =
⎡
⎢
Wξ = ⎢
⎣
⎡
⎢
Wf = ⎢
⎣
⎡
⎢
Wη = ⎢
⎣



yf

γf

T

and

⎤
4(N + 4)2 (N + 5)
2(N + 4)(N + 5)2
2(N + 4)(N + 5)
+5
+4
+3
⎥
xN
xN
xN
go
go
go
⎥
2(N + 3)(N + 4)(N + 5)
(N + 3)(N + 4)(N + 6)
(N + 3)(N + 4) ⎦
−
−
−
+4
+3
+2
xN
xN
xN
go
go
go
⎤
2(N + 3)(N + 4)(N + 5)
4(N + 4)2 (N + 5)
−
+5
+4
⎥
xN
xN
go
go
⎥
(3.16)
2
⎦
2(N + 3)(N + 4)(N + 5)
(N + 3)(N + 4)
−
+4
+3
xN
xN
go
go
⎤
(N + 1)(N + 4)(N + 5)
−
+2
⎥
3xN
go
⎥
(N + 2)(N + 3)(N + 4) ⎦
+1
6xN
go

Substituting Eq. (3.15) into Eq. (3.11) leads to the optimal control as


(N + 4)(N + 7)
2(N + 4)
2(N + 4)(N + 5)
−
−
ξ
η= −
x3go
x2go
xgo


2(N + 4)(N + 5)
(N + 3)(N + 4)
(N − 1)(N + 4)
−
η0
+
ξf +
3
2
xgo
xgo
6

(3.17)

Hence, from Eqs. (3.4) and (3.17), we can obtain ITACG which is given by the state feedback
form as
ΞIT ACG = Kξ + Kf ξf + Kη η0
where


K=

Kf =
Kη =

2(N + 4)(N + 5)
−
x3go
2(N + 4)(N + 5)
x3go

(N + 4)(N + 7)
2(N + 4)
−
−
2
xgo
xgo

(N + 3)(N + 4)
−
x2go

(3.18)


(3.19)

(N + 1)(N + 2)
6

In this equation, the parameters K, Kη , and Kη are deﬁned to be the guidance gains which are
also given by the function of the design parameter N . From here, by setting η0 in Eq. (3.18),
we ﬁnally obtain the generalized form of IACG for the augmented system as shown in Eq.
(3.6).
ΞIACG = Kξ + Kf ξf

(3.20)
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3.2. Derivation of time-to-go(τ̂go,IACG ) of generalized IACG. The primary goal of this paper is to determine the optimal solution of IACG in conjunction with the speciﬁc additional
term satisfying the desired impact time. It means that the length of estimated trajectory divided
by the missile speed should be equal to the desired time-to-go. Then the impact angle and the
impact time requirements are met simultaneously.
The impact time constraint in the non-dimensional form can be written by the term of the
curvature of the estimated trajectory [11, 12]:
 xf 
2 (s, η )ds
τ̄go =
1 + γM
(3.21)
0
x

where τ̄go denotes the normalized desired time-to-go, i.e., the difference between the desired
impact time and the current ﬂight time. In our formulation, if η0 is properly chosen to satisfy
the condition as shown in Eq. (3.21), the impact angle and impact time requirements will be
satisﬁed.
From Eq. (3.21) the estimate in the normalized time-to-go for generalized IACG can be
expressed by simply setting η0 = 0 as follows:
 xf 
1 + γM (s; η0 = 0)2 ds
(3.22)
τ̂go,IACG =
x

Letting ζ = xf − s for convenience and taking the ﬁrst two terms of Taylor series expansion
of the integrand with respect to the heading angle provides

 xf 
 xf 
2
γ
M
2 ds ≈
ds
1 + γM
1+
τ̂go,IACG =
2
x
x

 xf −x 
1
2
1 + γ̄M (ζ) dζ
(3.23)
=
2
0
in which from Eq. (3.13)

γ̄M (ζ) = γf − a −


1
1
N +2
N +3
ζ
νγ (xf − x)
νy (xf − x)
−
(N + 2)
2(N + 3)
1
1
1
νγM ζ N +3 −
νy ζ N +4 + η0 ζ 2
−
(N + 2)(N + 3)
2(N + 3)(N + 4)
2

(3.24)

From Eqs. (3.15) and (3.23), we obtain the estimate in the normalized time-to-go for IACG by
letting η0 = 0 as follows:
τ̂go,IACG = C + Δ−1 (ξ T P ξ + ξ T Qξf + ξfT Rξ)

(3.25)

Δ = 1080(N + 5)(N + 6)(N + 7)(2N + 7)(2N + 9)

(3.26)

C = xgo

(3.27)

where

and
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P = 90(N + 7)×
⎡
2(N + 5)(14N 2 + 124N + 275)
8(N + 4)(N + 5)2 (4N + 19)/xgo
⎣ 2(N + 5)(14N 2 + 124N + 275) 2xgo (N + 4)(15N 2 + 151N + 376)
2xgo (N + 5)(4N + 19)
x2go (3N + 13)(4N + 19)
⎤
2xgo (N + 5)(4N + 19)
x2go (3N + 13)(4N + 19) ⎦
(3.28)
2x3go (3N + 13)
⎡
−2(N + 4)(N + 5)2 (N + 7)(4N + 19)/xgo
Q = 180 ⎣ −2(N + 5)(N + 7)(14N 2 + 124N + 275)
−2(N + 5)(N + 7)(4N + 19)xgo
⎤
2(N + 3)(N + 5)(N + 7)(4N 2 + 26N + 37)
−2(N + 3)(N + 7)(N 2 + 14N + 43)xgo ⎦
(3.29)
−(N + 3)(N + 7)(4N + 19)x2go

4(N + 4)(N + 5)2 (4N + 19)/xgo
R = 180(N + 7)
−(N + 3)(N + 5)(4N 2 + 26N + 37)

−(N + 3)(N + 5)(4N 2 + 26N + 37)
(3.30)
(N + 3)2 (N + 4)(4N + 19)/xgo
3.3. Derivation of generalized ITACG(η0 = 0). Similarly, the estimate in the normalized
time-to-go for the generalized ITACG using an arbitrary input η0 = 0 can be determined as
follows:

 xf 
 xf −x 
1
1 + γ̄M (ζ 2 ) dζ
1 + γM (s; η0 )2 ds =
(3.31)
τ̂go,IT ACG =
2
x
x


1
1
N +2
N +3
νγ (xf − x)
νy (xf − x)
−
γ̄M (ζ) = γf − a + η0 (xf − x) −
ζ
(N + 2) M
2(N + 3)
1
1
1
νγM ζ N +3 −
νy ζ N +4 + η0 ζ 2
(3.32)
−
(N + 2)(N + 3)
2(N + 3)(N + 4)
2
By substituting Eq. (3.32) into Eq. (3.31), we also yield the normalized time-to-go estimation
for ITACG in terms of τ̂go,IACG as follows:
τ̂go,IT ACG = αη02 + βη0 + τ̂go,IACG
α = Δ−1 (N + 1)2 (N + 2)2 (8N + 35)x5go

(3.33)
(3.34)

β = Δ−1 30(N + 1)(N + 2)x2go ×


−(N + 5)(4N 2 + 20N + 7) 2xgo (5N 2 + 49N + 119) x2go (8N + 35) ξ

+ Δ−1 30(N + 1)(N + 2)x2go × (N + 5)(4N 2 + 20N + 7)

−xgo (N + 3)(4N 2 + 38N + 91) ξf
(3.35)
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3.4. Time-to-go error. Now let us deﬁne the impact time error τ as follows.
ετ = τ̂go,IT ACG − τ̂go,IACG

(3.36)

From Eq. (3.33), we can easily observe that τ̂go,IT ACG becomes to τ̂go,IACG when η0 vanishes.
By using Eq. (3.33), the impact time error can be also written as
η02 + (β/α)η0 = (ετ /α)

(3.37)

Let us introduce new variables ηL = (β/α) and ηE = (4/α)ετ for simplicity, then the
additional control command denoted by η0 satisfying Eq. (3.22) can be determined as



1
2
(3.38)
ηL ± ηL + ηE
η0 = −
2
where
ηL = M T ξ + MfT ξf
η E = NE ε τ

(3.39)
(3.40)

Note that the term of ηE as given in Eq. (3.40) is used to control the impact time error ετ by
which τ̂go,IT ACG is replaced with the desired time-to-go in the normalized form of τ̄go . Each
gains of ηL and ηE are given by
30
×
M=
(N + 1)(N + 2)(8N + 35)

T
(N + 5)(4N 2 + 20N + 7) 2(5N 2 + 49N + 119) (8N + 35)
−
(3.41)
x3go
x2go
xgo

(N + 5)(4N 2 + 20N + 7)
30
Mf =
x3go
(N + 1)(N + 2)(8N + 35)

T
(N + 3)(4N 2 + 38N + 91)
−
(3.42)
x2go
NE =

4320(N + 5)(N + 6)(N + 7)(2N + 7)(2N + 9)
x5go (N + 1)2 (N + 2)2 (8N + 35)

(3.43)

From here, note that the solution of Eq. (3.38) exists in the case of ετ > 0 . Generally, in the
salvo attack scenarios, the desired impact time, which is the common goal of multiple missiles,
is chosen to be larger than the maximum value of the estimated impact times under IACG of
each missile. Hence, the impact time error εt has always a positive value in the initial time.
Then, the value of ετ approaches zero by employing ITACG. For the numerical stability in the
actual implementation, ετ in Eq. (3.38) can be computed by
ετ = max(ετ , 0)

(3.44)

Also note that the sign of the second term on the right-hand-side (RHS) is decided to satisfy
such condition that η0 = 0 when ετ is null. This condition results in selecting the smaller one
in absolute value out of two available η0 s, i.e., positive sign for ηL ≥ 0, which is suitable for
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the original objective of the minimization of jerk-control energy. Also this condition matches
with the fact that if the impact time error is zero, the time-to-go of IACG is the same as the
desired time-to-go and thus there is no need for the additional control term to control the impact
time error. The optimal solution as given in Eq. (3.4) in conjunction with the additional control
command term as given in Eq. (3.38) can simultaneously satisfy the impact time and angle
constraints.
3.5. ITACG with original state variable. In the derivation of the proposed guidance law,
we use the non-dimensionalized variables for convenience. Therefore, we need to write the
guidance command using the original state variables. The non-dimensionalized variables used
in this work are given by
x = X/Lf , y = Y /Lf , a = aM /(VM /tf ),
η = G/(VM /t2f ), τ = t/tf

(3.45)

The control input of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.4) can be rewritten in terms of the original states as
follows:
G = K̃ ξ˜ + K̃f ξ˜f + K̃0 g0

(3.46)


T
ξ˜ = Y γM aM


ξ˜f = Yf γf

(3.47)

where

Accordingly, the feedback gains are also given by
"
#
3
3
2(N +4)(N +5)VM
(N +4)(N +7)VM
2(N +4)VM
K̃ = −
−
−
3
2
Xgo
Xgo
Xgo
"
#
3
3
2(N +4)(N +5)VM
(N +3)(N +4)VM
K̃f =
−
X3
X2
go

K̃0 =

go

(3.48)

(N + 1)(N + 2)
6

Consequently, the normalized time-to-go for IACG as given in Eq. (3.24) is rewritten as
τ̂go,IACG = C + Δ−1 (ξ T P ξ + ξ T Qξf + ξfT Rξf )

(3.49)

where ξ, C, P , Q, and R are deﬁned in Eq. (3.5), and Eqs. (3.27) through (3.30), respectively.
Similarly, the estimation of the actual time-to-go by IACG can be converted as
t̂go,IACG = tf τ̂go,IACG = C̃ + Δ̃−1 (ξ˜T P̃ ξ˜ + ξ˜T Q̃ξ˜f + ξ˜fT R̃ξ˜f )

(3.50)

C̃ = Xgo /VM

(3.51)

where
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⎡

8(N + 4)(N + 5)2 (4N + 19)/VM Xgo
P̃ = 90(N + 7) × ⎣ 2(N + 5)(14N 2 + 124N + 275)/VM
3
2(N + 5)(4N + 19)Xgo /VM
2(N + 5)(14N 2 + 124N + 275)/VM
2(N + 4)(15N 2 + 151N + 376)Xgo /VM
2 /V 3
(3N + 13)(4N + 19)Xgo
M
⎡

⎤
3
2(N + 5)(4N + 19)/Xgo VM
2 /V 3 ⎦
(3N + 13)(4N + 19)Xgo
M
3
5
2(3N + 13)Xgo /VM
(3.52)

−2(N + 4)(N + 5)2 (N + 7)(4N + 19)/VM Xgo
Q̃ = 180 ⎣ −2(N + 5)(N + 7)(14N 2 + 124N + 275)/VM
3
−2(N + 5)(N + 7)(4N + 19)/VM

⎤
2(N + 3)(N + 5)(N + 7)(4N 2 + 26N + 37)/VM
−2(N + 3)(N + 7)(N 2 + 14N + 43)Xgo /VM ⎦
3
−(N + 3)(N + 7)(4N + 19)x2go /VM

4(N + 4)(N + 5)2 (4N + 19)/VM Xgo
R̃ = 180(N + 7)
−(N + 3)(N + 5)(4N 2 + 26N + 37)/VM

−(N + 3)(N + 5)(4N 2 + 26N + 37)/VM
(N + 3)2 (N + 4)(4N + 19)Xgo /VM

(3.53)

(3.54)

Now we can estimate the actual impact time error εt as
εt = tf ετ = t̂go,IT ACG − t̂go,IACG

(3.55)

The additional control command g0 can also be rewritten as
1
g0 = −
2




η̃L ±

η˜L2 + η˜E


(3.56)

where
η̃L = M̃ T ξ˜ + M̃fT ξ˜f

(3.57)

η̃E = ÑE εt

(3.58)

Here, each gains of η̃L and η̃E are given by
M̃ =


30
×
(N + 1)(N + 2)(8N + 35)
3
(N + 5)(4N 2 + 20N + 7)VM
−
3
Xgo

3
2(5N 2 + 49N + 119)VM
2
Xgo

VM (8N + 35)
Xgo

T
(3.59)
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M̃f =


30
×
(N + 1)(N + 2)(8N + 35)
3
(N + 5)(4N 2 + 20N + 7)VM
3
Xgo

ÑE =

3
(N + 3)(4N 2 + 38N + 91)VM
−
2
Xgo

7
4320(N + 5)(N + 6)(N + 7)(2N + 7)(2N + 9) VM
5
(N + 1)2 (N + 2)2 (8N + 35)
Xgo

T
(3.60)

(3.61)

Finally, the acceleration command to achieve the impact time and angle constraints together
is obtained by taking integration of the jerk command as given in Eq. (3.46).
4. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
4.1. Performance of the proposed generalized ITACG. In this section, we perform a numbers of numerical simulation in order to reveal the performance and the characteristic of the
proposed guidance law. In the ﬁrst simulation, the performance of the proposed guidance law
according to changes of the design parameter N . Note that the proposed guidance law with
N = 0 is identical to the previous version of ITACG. In this simulation, we consider a homing
engagement scenario in which the missile ﬂies with a constant speed of V = 250m/s and the
target is assumed to be a stationary battle ship. The initial missile positions are chosen to be
(0 km, 0 km) and (0 km, 10 km), respectively. In this engagement scenario, the initial heading angle is set to be 20 deg and the desired impact angle is set to be −40 deg, respectively.
The prescribed impact time is chosen as td = 50 sec. Additionally, the initial guidance command and the initial value of the integrator are set to zero. Under this engagement case, we
perform simulations with and in order to ﬁnd out that how the design parameter can affect the
performance of the proposed law.

F IGURE 2. Trajectories by
IACG and ITACG.

F IGURE 3.
Heading angles.

Figure 2 represents the ﬂight trajectories of these simulation cases. In the condition of IACG
which is not supposed to control the impact time, the ﬂight times are recorded as 42.7 deg for
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N = 0 and 42.9 deg for N = 1, respectively. On the other hand, we can observe that ITACG
can successfully satisfy the desired impact time td = 50 sec as shown in Fig. 2. Under ITACG,
it initially takes a detour in order to match its ﬂight time. The heading angle as shown in Fig. 3
also shows the same tendency. In this ﬁgure, additionally, we can observe that ITACG can also
achieve the desired impact angle value (i.e., −40 deg) as well.
Figure 4 describes the acceleration proﬁles. This ﬁgure shows that ITACG needs more
control energy than IACG because ITACG should take a detour in the beginning of the homing
phase to enlarge the ﬂight trajectory. However, it is noted that ITACG needs less control energy
near a target because ITACG generally takes a linear trajectory in the vicinity of the target to
nullify the impact time error.

F IGURE 4. Acceleration commands
Figure 5 shows the jerk proﬁle which is deﬁned to be the input variable under the proposed
method. In the case of ITACG, there is an abrupt command change around 34.8 deg due to the
change of sign in Eq. (3.56). Namely, in the selection of two solutions, the proposed guidance
law is designed to choose the solution that minimizes the control energy. Meanwhile, Fig. 6
represents the predicted impact time error which is computed from Eqs. (3.25) and (3.33).
Compare with IACG, the predicted impact time error under ITACG goes to zero as t → tf .
Especially, if we use N = 1 instead of N = 0, then we can achieve a small acceleration
command around a target in the proposed guidance law as shown in Fig. 5 and 6. As shown
in Eq. (3.3), the cost value in the case of N = 1 gradually expensive as the time-to-go goes to
zero. Accordingly, the proposed guidance law with N = 1 tries to correct the guidance error
early in the ﬂight phase
4.2. Application of generalized ITACG to a salvo attack scenario. In this section, we apply
the proposed guidance law to salve attack scenario to show the validity of the proposed method.
In this hear, the salve attack means that each missile systems start from the different initial
positions and after that all missile systems simultaneously attack a common target with various
designated impact angles and single designated impact time. In this simulation, we assume
that the target is placed on the origin as (0 km, 0 km). We consider the three missile systems
with different initial conditions as provided in Table. 1. Note that all ﬂight times are also set to
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F IGURE 5. Jerk commands.

F IGURE 6. Time-to-go errors.

td = 50 sec. Additionally, the proposed guidance laws with N = 2 are applied to all missile
systems.
TABLE 1. Scenario for Salvo Attack
Target
Missile #1
Missile #2
Missile #3

(X0 , Y0 ),[km] (γ0 , γf ),[deg] td ,[sec]
(0, 0)
(−10, 1)
(30, 0)
50
(6, 6)
(180, −90)
50
(11, 3)
(180, 180)
50

Figure 7 shows the ﬂight trajectories of multiple missile systems in the case of salvo attack
scenario. As shown in this ﬁgure, under IACG, the ﬂight times of each missile systems can
be varied as 41.6 sec, 38.8 sec, and 46.1 sec. while, in the case of ITACG, all ﬂight times are
coincident with the desired value td = 50 sec. In addition, a numbers of missile systems which
are guided by the proposed guidance law can successfully achieve the desired impact angle
values as well.
5. CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose a more generalized guidance to control the impact time and angle.
The proposed guidance law can provide an additional degree of option to choose the guidance
gain, then the designers can select the proper guidance gain as they want according to changes
of the considering engagement cases. For example, the proposed guidance law enables the
distribution of control effort near a target and the consideration of changing control efﬁciency
according to changes of the altitude. Namely, since we suggest a new guidance law considering
the control effort distribution, the proposed method can be applicable to the problem which
demands enlarging of the ﬂight envelope.
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F IGURE 7. Salvo attack by IACG(solid) and ITACG(dotted)
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A BSTRACT. In this paper, an optimal guidance law with terminal angle constraint considering
the seeker’s lock-on condition, in which the target is located within the ﬁeld-of-view (FOV) and
detection range limits at the end of the midcourse phase, is proposed. The optimal solution is
obtained by solving an optimal control problem minimizing the energy cost function weighted
by a power of range-to-go subject to the terminal constraints, which can shape the guidance
commands and the missile trajectories adjusting guidance gains of the weighting function. The
proposed guidance law can be applied to both of the midcourse and terminal phases by setting
the desired relative range and look angle to the ﬁnal interception conditions. The performance
of the proposed guidance law is analyzed through nonlinear simulations for various engagement
conditions.

1. I NTRODUCTION
In modern guidance law designs, impact angle control, which intercepts a target with speciﬁc
direction, is required to maximize the warhead effect and the kill probability. However, since
impact angle control makes the missile trajectories be highly curved and then may miss the
target within the seeker’s ﬁeld-of-view (FOV), one should be careful to operate missiles with
the seeker having a limited FOV when implementing the impact angle control. Also, since the
seeker has the limited FOV and detection range, midcourse guidance should steer the missile
toward the proper position where the seeker can successfully lock on the target when the target
is located far away from the initial missile position.
Many researches on impact angle control have been conducted so far. Kim and Grider [1]
presented a suboptimal guidance law for a reentry vehicle with impact attitude angle constraint,
which is the ﬁrst published paper relevant to impact angle control. Bryson and Ho [2] obtained
an optimal solution for the rendezvous problem subject to the terminal position and velocity
constraints, and the solution can be used for impact angle control by setting the rendezvous
course to the collision one. Song et al. [3] proposed an optimal guidance law with impact angle
constraint for varying velocity missiles against moving targets, and a target tracking ﬁlter is
combined with the proposed guidance law for real implementation. Ryoo et al. [4] presented a
generalized formulation of control energy minimization guidance laws with the desired impact
Received by the editors August 6 2015; Revised August 24 2015; Accepted in revised form August 24 2015;
Published online September 24 2015.
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angle for a constant speed missile with arbitrary order dynamics. As an extension of this
work, they proposed an optimal guidance law with terminal angle constraint solving a linear
quadratic optimal control problem with the control energy cost weighted by a power of timeto-go [5]. Ratnoo and Ghose [6] formulated an impact angle control problem as a nonlinear
regulator problem and then solved the problem using state-dependent Riccati equation (SDRE)
technique. Lee et al. [7] handled optimality of linear time-varying guidance laws with impact
angle constraint using an inverse problem of optimal control theory.
Other approaches to deal with impact angle control problems utilize proportional navigation
guidance (PNG). Kim et al. [8] proposed a biased PNG to intercept targets with angular constraint. This guidance law includes a supplementary time-varying bias term in conventional
PNG in order to control the terminal angle constraint. Manchester and Savkin [9] introduced
a circular-navigation-guidance (CNG) law, which is based on the principle of following a circular trajectory to the target, to achieve the desired impact angle. Ratnoo and Ghose proposed
hybrid guidance laws to control the terminal angle constraint against stationary targets [10] and
nonstationary nonmaneuvering targets [11]. The proposed guidance laws in [10, 11] produced
an orientation trajectory for covering all impact angles from 0 to -π in the ﬁrst phase and then
PNG commands with N ≥ 2 for stationary targets (or N ≥ 3 for moving targets) to intercept
the target with the desired impact angle in the ﬁnal phase. Erer and Merttopçuoğlu [12] proposed another two phase-typed guidance law consisting of conventional PNG and biased PNG
controlling the integral of bias to achieve the impact angle.
Most of the works mentioned above can apply to both of the midcourse and terminal phases,
but do not guarantee the seeker’s lock-on condition, in which the target is located within the
FOV and detection range limits, at switching instant of guidance phases. Some works, which
can consider the seeker’s lock-on condition, have been carried out. Whang [13] proposed
an optimal guidance law pointing a target at given range, which is obtained from linearized
equations of motion. Also, Jeon and Lee [14] addressed a similar guidance problem with
target pointing angle constraint at speciﬁc relative range, and they obtained the optimal solution
by directly solving the nonlinear dynamic equations without any linearization. The works
presented in [13, 14], however, have not considered the ﬂight path angle constraint to control
the missile velocity direction.
In this paper, an optimal guidance law with impact angle constraint considering the seeker’s
lock-on condition is proposed for a constant speed missile against a stationary target. First,
a midcourse guidance law is derived based on optimal control theory, and then this guidance
law is modiﬁed by changing the desired values at the end of the midcourse phase to the ﬁnal
interception values to be implemented in the terminal phase. Since the proposed guidance law
minimizes the energy cost function weighted by a power of range-to-go, it can modulate the
acceleration commands and the missile trajectories adjusting guidance gains of the weighting
function.
The outline of the paper is as follows. The guidance problem is formulated in Section 2.
Optimal guidance laws for the midcourse and terminal phases are derived in Section 3. Section
4 investigates the performance of the proposed guidance law through nonlinear simulations for
various engagement conditions. Section 5 describes the conclusions of this work
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2. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
Consider the planar engagement geometry as shown in Fig. 1, where XI − O − YI is a
Cartesian inertial reference frame. The subscripts 0 and d stand for the initial and desired
states. V is the missile speed and a is the acceleration perpendicular to the velocity vector. r,
γ, and λ are the relative range between the missile and the target, the ﬂight path angle, and the
line-of-sight (LOS) angle, respectively. Under the assumption that the angle of attack (AOA) is
small, which means that small acceleration commands are generated, we can deﬁne the seeker’s
look angle σ as an angle between the missile velocity and LOS vectors.
The nonlinear equations of motion, expressed in a polar coordinate system, are
ṙ = −V cos σ
σ̇ = γ̇ − λ̇ =

(2.1)

V sin σ
a
+
V
r

(2.2)

a
(2.3)
V
where the dot operator represents the derivative with respect to time t. The boundary conditions
for the midcourse phase are given as
γ̇ =

r (t0 ) = r0 ,

σ (t0 ) = σ0 ,

γ (t0 ) = γ0

(2.4)

r (td ) = rd ,

σ (td ) = σd ,

γ (td ) = γd

(2.5)

Assuming that σ is small and dividing Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) by Eq. (2.1), we have the
following linearized state differential equations:
 dσ   1


 
− V12
σ
−r 0
dr
=
a
(2.6)
+
dγ
γ
0
0
− V12
dr
Since the independent variable has changed from t to r, the boundary conditions of Eqs. (2.4)
and (2.5) are expressed as
σ (r0 ) = σ0 , γ (r0 ) = γ0
(2.7)
(2.8)
σ (rd ) = σd , γ (rd ) = γd
The seeker’s lock-on can be achieved when the relative range and the look angle with respect
to the target are within the detection range and ﬁeld-of-view (FOV) limits, respectively. Therefore, at the instant of the handover that switches from the midcourse phase to the terminal one,
the lock-on condition can be deﬁned as
r (t = ts ) ≤ rseeker ,

σ (t = ts ) ≤ F OV /2

(2.9)

where ts is switching time of guidance phases and rseeker denotes the seeker’s detection range.
3. O PTIMAL G UIDANCE L AW
In this section, optimal impact angle control guidance laws with the seeker’s lock-on condition are derived minimizing the energy cost function weighted by a power of range-to-go
subject to the terminal constraints. First, a midcourse guidance law is obtained using linear
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F IGURE 1. Engagement Geometry

quadratic optimal control theory. The terminal conditions for the midcourse phase are set as
the desired values to lock on the target under seeker’s physical constraints such as the FOV limit
and the detection range. If the terminal conditions are chosen as the interception with impact
angle constraint, the proposed midcourse guidance law can be used as the terminal guidance
one.

3.1. Midcourse Guidance Law. Let us consider the following cost function weighted a power
of range-to-go:
1
J=
2



a2

rd
r0

(r − rd )N

dr,

N ≥0

(3.1)

where N denotes a guidance gain. In case of N = 0, it is to solve a pure energy optimal
guidance problem. Also, in case of N > 0, during the entire engagement, the control energy are
distributed by the weight function of (r − rd )−N in Eq. (3.1), so the huge guidance commands
are generated at the initial phase and the acceleration becomes zero at the end of the guidance
phase.
The Hamiltonian H of the guidance problem is
H=

a2
2 (r − rd )N

− λσ

 a
a
σ
− λγ 2
+
2
V
r
V

(3.2)
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where λσ and λγ denote the co-states. Their differential equations with respect to r are given
by
∂H
dλσ
1
=−
= λσ
dr
∂σ
r
dλγ
∂H
=−
=0
dr
∂γ

(3.3)
(3.4)

where the terminal conditions of the co-states are λσd = νσ and λγd = νγ . Integrating Eqs.
(3.3) and (3.4) with the terminal conditions yields
λ σ = vσ

r
rd

(3.5)

λγ = vγ

(3.6)

Using the optimality condition ∂H/∂r = 0, we have the following optimal acceleration:
a=

νγ
νσ
r (r − rd )N + 2 (r − rd )N
2
V rd
V

(3.7)

Eq. (3.7) implies that the acceleration commands for N = 0 are linearly generated, and will
not become zero at the end of the guidance phase because of the constant νγ . Also, a (rd ) = 0
when N > 0. The range-derivative of Eq. (3.7) is
νγ
da
νσ
= a = 2 [(1 + N ) r − rd ] (r − rd )N −1 + 2 N (r − rd )N −1
dr
V rd
V
From Eq. (3.8), if N ≤ 1, then a (rd ) = 0. In addition, if N > 1, then a (rd ) = 0.
Substituting Eq. (3.7) into Eq. (2.6) and then integrating these equations, we have
$
%
N +1
νσ 1 (r − rd )N +3
(r − rd )N +2
(r
−
r
)
d
+ 2rd
+ rd2
σ =− 4
V rd r
N +3
N +2
N +1
%
$
νγ (r − rd )N +2
Cσ
(r − rd )N +1
− 4
+ rd
+
V
N +2
N +1
r
%
$
νγ (r − rd )N +1
νσ
(r − rd )N +1
(r − rd )N +2
γ =− 4
+ rd
− 4
+ Cγ
V rd
N +2
N +1
V
N +1

(3.8)

(3.9)
(3.10)

where Cσ and Cγ are integration constants to be determined from the initial conditions. Therefore, using the initial conditions of Eq. (2.7), Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) can be rewritten as
νγ
r0
νσ 1
[G (r0 ) − G (r)] + 4 [H (r0 ) − H (r)] + σ0
4
V rd r
V
r
νγ
νσ
γ = 4 [P (r0 ) − P (r)] + 4 [Q (r0 ) − Q (r)] + γ0
V rd
V

σ=

(3.11)
(3.12)
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where
(r − rd )N +3
(r − rd )N +2
(r − rd )N +1
+ 2rd
+ rd2
N +3
N +2
N +1
N +2
N +1
(r − rd )
(r − rd )
H (r) =
+ rd
N +2
N +1
(r − rd )N +2
(r − rd )N +1
P (r) =
+ rd
N +2
N +1
N +1
(r − rd )
Q (r) =
N +1
G (r) =

(3.13)
(3.14)
(3.15)
(3.16)

Also, from the terminal conditions of Eq. (2.8), we have
[(γd − γ0 ) H (r0 ) − (σd rd − σ0 r0 ) Q (r0 )]
[P (r0 ) H (r0 ) − Q (r0 ) G (r0 )]
[(γd − γ0 ) G (r0 ) − (σd rd − σ0 r0 ) P (r0 )]
νγ = −V 4
[P (r0 ) H (r0 ) − G (r0 ) Q (r0 )]

ν σ = V 4 rd

(3.17)
(3.18)

Substituting Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18) into Eq. (3.7), the open-loop optimal solution can be
obtained as
[(γd − γ0 ) H (r0 ) − (σd rd − σ0 r0 ) Q (r0 )]
r (r − rd )N
[P (r0 ) H (r0 ) − Q (r0 ) G (r0 )]
[(γd − γ0 ) G (r0 ) − (σd rd − σ0 r0 ) P (r0 )]
(r − rd )N
−V2
[P (r0 ) H (r0 ) − G (r0 ) Q (r0 )]

a =V 2

(3.19)

If the initial states in Eq. (3.19) are taken as the current states, the closed-loop optimal solution
is obtained as
V2
{(N + 2) [(N + 1) r + 2rd ] (γd − γ) − (N + 2) (N + 3) (rd σd − rσ)}
(r − rd )2
(3.20)
The optimal midcourse guidance laws with various guidance gains N are shown in Table 1
a=−

TABLE 1. Examples of optimal terminal guidance laws with different N
N
0

a=

1

a=

2

a=

V2
− (r−r
2
d)
V2
− (r−r )2
d
V2
− (r−r
2
d)

Optimal Guidance Laws
[2 (r + 2rd ) (γd − γ) − 6 (rd σd − rσ)]

Notes
a (rd ) = 0

[6 (r + rd ) (γd − γ) − 12 (rd σd − rσ)]

a (rd ) = 0

[4 (3r + 2rd ) (γd − γ) − 20 (rd σd − rσ)]

a (rd ) = a (rd ) = 0
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3.2. Terminal Guidance Law. The conditions to intercept a stationary target at the ﬁnal time
tf are
lim r = 0
(3.21)
t→tf

lim σ = 0

(3.22)

r→0

By applying the interception conditions of Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22) to Eq. (3.20), we have
V2
[(N + 1) (N + 2) (γd − γ) + (N + 2) (N + 3) σ]
r
Also, setting σ = γ − λ and r ≈ V tgo , where tgo = tf − t, in Eq. (3.23), we have
a=−

a=−

V
[− (N + 2) (N + 3) λ + 2 (N + 2) γ + (N + 1) (N + 2) γf ]
tgo

(3.23)

(3.24)

Equations (3.23) and (3.24) are optimal impact angle control guidance laws for homing guidance missiles against stationary targets. The optimal terminal guidance laws with various N
are shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2. Examples of optimal terminal guidance laws with different N
N
0
1
2

Optimal Terminal Guidance Laws
2
a = − Vr [2 (γf − γ) + 6σ]
2
a = − Vr [6 (γf − γ) + 12σ]
2
a = − Vr [12 (γf − γ) + 20σ]

Notes
a (0) = 0
a (0) = 0
a (0) = a (0) = 0

Hence, from the results of Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24), it can be known that the proposed midcourse guidance law of Eq. (3.20) can be utilized as the terminal guidance one if rd = 0 and
σd = 0 for the ﬁnal phase are chosen.
3.3. Desired Look Angle and Relative Range Selection for the Midcourse Phase. In the
proposed midcourse guidance law, the desired look angle σd can be selected as an arbitrary
value, but it should take into account the seeker’s FOV limits to lock on the target during the
midcourse phase. Let us deﬁne a look angle margin
σmargin = F OV /2 − |σ (rd )|

(3.25)

From Eq. (3.25), to maximize the look angle margin σmargin , the desired look angle σd should
be set to zero. Although, in aerodynamically controlled missiles, the seeker’s FOV is deﬁned
as an angle between the missile body axis and the LOS (i.e., the sum of the lead angle, deﬁned
in the velocity axis and the LOS, and the AOA), the AOA becomes zero at the instant of
the handover due to zero acceleration when using the proposed midcourse guidance law with
N > 0. This means that the seeker’s FOV is identical to the look angle deﬁned in previous
section. In the vertical plane engagement affected by the gravity, the gravity compensation
term g cos (γ) should be added to the guidance command, so the acceleration at the instant of
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the handover will not become zero. However, the AOA generated by the gravity is small, i.e.,
|a (rd )| ≤ g for N > 0, so we can use the look angle, deﬁned previously, for controlling the
seeker’s FOV limit.
The desired relative range rd is set to the seeker’s detection range because the navigation
errors are increased as the midcourse phase takes long, which require more control energy
to correct the terminal guidance errors. Hence, the desired look angle and relative range are
chosen as
σd = 0
rd = rseeker

(3.26)
(3.27)

4. N UMERICAL E XAMPLES
In this section, nonlinear simulations are performed to investigate the performance of the
proposed guidance laws. First, for the entire engagement, using both of the proposed midcourse
and terminal guidance laws, and using the only terminal one are compared in order to check
the importance of the midcourse phase for a missile with a narrow FOV of the seeker. Second,
nonlinear simulations are performed to conﬁrm the characteristics of the proposed guidance
laws when various guidance gains and impact angles are given. Finally, the performance of the
proposed guidance law is described for a realistic missile system having an autopilot lag and
acceleration limit.
4.1. Comparison Study. Nonlinear simulations are performed to investigate the importance
of the midcourse phase for a missile with a limited FOV of the seeker. The initial conditions
for nonlinear simulations are shown in Table 3, and the guidance gain is chosen as N = 0,
which generates pure energy minimization control inputs.
The missile trajectories, lateral acceleration, look angles, and ﬂight path angles are shown
in Figs. 2-5, where the legends MID+TER and TER denote the implementation of both the
proposed midcourse and terminal guidance laws, and the only terminal one, respectively.

F IGURE 2. Missile Trajectories for Comparison Study
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As shown in Fig. 2, the missile trajectories using both the proposed laws are more highly
curved because the missile enters the impact angle plane at shorter relative range than using
the only terminal one.
There is no uncertainty and noise in these simulations, so, in case of MID+TER, the missile
is guided on the collision course, which intercepts the target without any control effort, after the
handover. The acceleration proﬁles are shown in Fig. 3, they are nearly not generated during
the terminal phase in case of MID+TER because of the collision course.

F IGURE 3. Lateral Acceleration for Comparison Study
However, when using the only terminal guidance law during the entire engagement, the
acceleration is almost linearly generated. As shown Fig. 4, the look angle at the detection
range of rd = 3 km becomes zero for the case of MID+TER. However, in case of TER, the
look angle becomes 19.6 deg, so it is impossible to lock on the target and then may result in
mission failure.

F IGURE 4. Look Angles for Comparison Study
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Figure 5 presents the ﬂight path angles, and the desired impact angles are achieved for both
cases. From these results, to implement the impact angle control for a missile with the seeker’s
FOV limit, the midcourse trajectory will be well designed to lock on the target when the target
is located in the place where the seeker cannot detect it from the initial missile position.

F IGURE 5. Flight Path Angles for Comparison Study
TABLE 3. Initial Conditions for Nonlinear Simulations
Parameters
Missile Position, (x0 , y0 )
Target Position, (xf , yf )
Missile Speed, V
Launch Angle, γ0 = σ0
Seeker’s FOV
Seeker’s Detection Range, rseeker = rd
Impact Angle, γd = γf

Values
(0, 0) km
(10, 0) km
250 m/s
30 deg
±15 deg (or 30 deg)
3 km
-90 deg ˜0 deg

4.2. Characteristics of an Optimal Guidance Law. To investigate basic properties of the
proposed guidance law, nonlinear simulations for various guidance gains, when the impact
angle is ﬁxed, are performed. In addition, nonlinear simulations for various impact angles,
when the guidance gain is ﬁxed, are carried out. The simulations are terminated at the instant
of the seeker’s lock-on because the missile ﬂights on the collision course after the handover,
which will form the same ﬂight path during the terminal phase.
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4.2.1. Case 1: Various Guidance Gains N. The simulation results for the case of various guidance gains are shown in Figs. 6-9 and Table 4. As shown in Fig. 6, higher guidance gains are
chosen, more the missile trajectories are highly curved.

F IGURE 6. Missile Trajectories for Various Guidance Gains
From Fig. 7, by the weighting function, the largest guidance commands are generated for
N = 2, and the acceleration becomes zero at the end of the midcourse phase except for N = 0.

F IGURE 7. Lateral Acceleration for Various Guidance Gains
As shown in Fig. 8, in all cases, the look angles converge on zero, so the seeker could lock
on the target at the detection range. However, in case of N = 0, since the AOA is not zero
at the detection range due to non-zero acceleration, the look angle in a realistic missile system
could not become zero. Hence, the proposed midcourse guidance law with N > 0 is more
practical to ensure the maximum look angle margin. Figure 9 shows that the desired impact
angle constraints are satisﬁed for all cases.
From the control energy result shown in Table 4, the smallest energy is consumed in N = 0,
which generates a pure energy minimization control inputs, and the largest energy is required
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F IGURE 8. Look Angles for
Various Guidance Gains.

F IGURE 9. Flight Path
Angles for Various Guidance Gains.

in N = 2. Therefore, to perform next nonlinear simulations for various impact angles, we
choose N = 1 as a proper guidance gain, which satisﬁes zero acceleration at the detection
range and does not generate large guidance commands.
TABLE 4. Comparison of Control Energy

J=

1
2

& tf
t

a2 dt,

m2 /s3

OGL with N = 0 OGL with N = 1 OGL with N = 2
4852.9
10525.4
23762.4

4.2.2. Case 2: Various Impact Angles. Nonlinear simulations for γd =0 deg, -30 deg, -60 deg,
and -90 deg are performed, and their results are presented in Figs. 10-13. From Fig. 10, as
high impact angles are chosen, the missile trajectories are highly shaped.

F IGURE 10. Missile Trajectories for Various Impact Angles
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As shown in Fig. 11, the largest guidance commands are generated in the beginning of the
engagement, and the acceleration becomes zero at the end of the midcourse phase in all cases.
As shown in Fig. 12, the look angles converge on zero near the ﬁnal time.

F IGURE 11. Lateral Acceleration for Various Impact
Angles

F IGURE 12. Look Angles for Various Impact
Angles

Also, Fig. 13 presents that the ﬂight path angles satisfy the desired impact angles, respectively.

F IGURE 13. Flight Path Angles for Various Impact Angles
4.3. First-Order Autopilot Lag with Acceleration Limit. A realistic missile system has an
autopilot lag and acceleration limit, which causes the terminal miss-distance and impact angle
errors. Therefore, through nonlinear simulations, the robustness of the proposed guidance
law is checked with respect to these nonlinearities. The autopilot system is modeled as the
following ﬁrst-order one:
a
1
(4.1)
=
ac
sτ + 1
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where ac is the control input and τ is the ﬁrst-order time constant. We choose the ﬁrst-order
time constant as τ = 0.3 s and the maximum acceleration limit as |ac | ≤ 50 m/s2 . Also,
impact angles are set to γd =-45 deg, -60 deg, and -75 deg, and the guidance gain is set to
N = 1. Since the guidance commands for the midcourse phase can generate inﬁnite values
near the desired relative range due to the system lag and uncertainty in the real engagement
environment of the missile, the relative range is used as a ﬁxed value when r < (rd + 30) m
and then terminal guidance commands are calculated using the current relative range after the
handover.
Nonlinear simulation results with the ﬁrst-order autopilot lag are presented in Figs. 14-17.
Figures 14 and 15 show the interception trajectories and missile acceleration, respectively.

F IGURE 14. Missile Trajectories for First-Order Autopilot Lag

F IGURE 15. Lateral Acceleration for First-Order
Autopilot Lag

Also, Figs. 16 and 17 present the look angles and the ﬂight path angles, respectively. From
these ﬁgures, it can be known that the proposed laws successfully impact the target with the
desired terminal angle after locking on the target under the realistic missile environment.
5. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented an optimal guidance law with impact angle constraint considering
the seeker’s lock-on condition. The proposed guidance law can be utilized in both of the
midcourse and terminal phases by changing the desired look angle and relative range values
to the ﬁnal interception conditions. During the midcourse phase, to maximize the look angle
margin and homing time, the desired look angle and relative range are set to zero and the
detection range of the seeker, respectively. The performance of the proposed guidance law is
investigated via nonlinear simulations for various engagement conditions.
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A BSTRACT. In this paper, missile homing guidance laws to control the impact angle and time
are proposed based on the polynomial function. To derive the guidance commands, we ﬁrst
assume that the acceleration command proﬁle can be represented as a polynomial function with
unknown coefﬁcients. After that, the unknown coefﬁcients are determined to achieve the given
terminal constrains. Using the determined coefﬁcients, we can ﬁnally obtain the state feedback
guidance command. The suggested approach to design the guidance laws is simple and provides
the more generalized optimal solutions of the impact angle and time control guidance.

1. I NTRODUCTION
Advanced guidance laws with several terminal constraints as well as zero miss-distance have
been proposed for the guidance performance improvement, high kill probability, and warhead
effectiveness maximization, and survivability enhancement. To achieve these objectives, the
impact angle and time have been considered as important terminal state constraints for homing
missiles.
For anti-tank missiles or air-to-surface missiles, the impact angle constraint is needed for the
purpose of maximizing the warhead effect and hitting weak spots on the target. For decades,
many impact angle control guidance laws have been proposed based on the optimal control
theory or nonlinear control design methods, etc. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16]. The authors of [1] proposed a suboptimal guidance law with a terminal body
attitude constraint for reentry vehicles. An impact angle control guidance law for varying
velocity missiles and maneuvering targets was derived in [2], where the proposed law based
on the optimal control theory is combined with a target tracking ﬁlter for real applications.
In [3], a generalized form of energy optimal guidance for arbitrary order missile dynamics
was proposed, which achieves both the desired impact angle and zero miss-distance. As an
extension of this study, another type of the optimal guidance law was developed in [4], by
solving a linear quadratic optimal control problem with a time-to-go weighted energy cost.
Impact angle constrained guidance laws with additional constraint on terminal acceleration
were suggested in [5] and [13], where the proposed laws can nullify the terminal maneuvering
Received by the editors August 6 2015; Revised August 17 2015; Accepted in revised form August 19 2015;
Published online September 24 2015.
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acceleration for command saturation avoidance and robustness against time-to-go estimation
errors. Modiﬁed proportional navigation guidance (PNG) laws to control the impact angle
were also devised in [6, 7, 8]. In [6], a time-varying biased PNG law with a bias term, which
is a function of time-to-go, was suggested. In a surface-to-surface planar engagement, the
authors of [7, 8] proposed composite guidance laws for intercepting a stationary or moving
target with a desired impact angle, on the basis of the conventional PNG law. These proposed
laws consist of an orientation guidance for covering various terminal angles and the classical
PNG law with a speciﬁc navigation constant. They also proposed an guidance law by using
the state-dependent Riccati equation (SDRE) technique [9]. In addition to the above guidance
laws, other guidance laws to satisfy the terminal angle constraint have been developed: terminal
body angle constrained guidance law based on the linear quadratic terminal control problem
[10], impact angle controller for minimum ﬂight time [11], impact angle control law derived
by the backstepping control method [12], and optimal solution to a simple rendezvous problem
which can be used to control the impact angle [15, 16].
Modern battleships are equipped with advanced defense systems such as anti-air defense
missile systems, ECM systems, and CIWS (close-in weapon system). These defensive weapons
dramatically reduce the survivability of anti-ship missiles, so that sometimes the missiles cannot accomplish their missions. In order to enhance the survivability against the defense systems, therefore, the guidance laws with terminal time constraint, which can be used for the
salvo attack or cooperative attack missions, have been devised. Despite a number of studies on
impact angle control guidance problems for decades, studies on impact time control guidance
laws have attracted more attention in recent years. The proposal in [19, 27] for a suboptimal
guidance law with the impact time constraint appears to be the ﬁrst attempt to design an impact
time control guidance law. The authors also proposed a new guidance law to control both of
the impact time and angle, by using the jerk control term and optimal control theory [20, 28].
In [21], the PNG law with a time-varying navigation constant, called cooperative proportional
navigation (CPN), was suggested to make the missiles performing the cooperative attack mission intercept the target at the same arrival time. Based on nonlinear control design methods,
impact time and angle control laws were derived in [22, 23, 24]. In [22], the feedback linearization method is used to obtain the impact time control law, and the backstepping control
method and modiﬁed PNG law are utilized to design the impact time and angle controller in
[23]. The impact time and angle control law in [24] was derived from the proposed line-of-sight
rate shaping technique and second-order sliding mode control, in which both the line-of-sight
(LOS) angle and rate proﬁles are determined to satisfy given terminal constraints and then sliding mode control is designed to track the obtained LOS rate proﬁle. A homing guidance law,
consisting of the well-known optimal impact angle control law and an additional command to
meet the impact time constraint, was presented in [25].
In this paper, the simple approach, which was ﬁrst proposed by Tahk of [14], is applied
to design homing guidance laws with impact angle and time constraints. This approach is
that ﬁrstly the guidance command is assumed to be represented as a polynomial function with
unknown coefﬁcients and then the coefﬁcients of the assumed function are determined to satisfy
the given terminal constraints. From these procedures, we can ﬁnally derive a feedback form of
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the guidance command that can achieve the given constraints. As compared with the optimal
control theory or nonlinear control design methods, Tahks design approach is very simple and
easy for developing the terminal state constrained guidance laws, and it can also give a more
generalized optimal solution of the guidance law.
This paper includes two major topics: polynomial function based impact-angle-control guidance law and impact-time-control guidance law. Therefore, this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents impact angle controller, which can hit a stationary target with a designated
impact angle. In Section 3, the impact time constrained guidance is proposed using the linearized homing problem with constraint on the homing trajectory length. In Section 4, the
performance and characteristics of the proposed guidance laws are demonstrated through nonlinear simulations with various engagement conditions. The ﬁnal section discusses the conclusions of this work.
2. P OLYNOMIAL G UIDANCE WITH I MPACT A NGLE C ONSTRAINT
The impact angle control guidance for a stationary target is proposed in this section. The
proposed guidance is able to achieve both terminal zero acceleration and angle constraints. In
order to derive the guidance law, we ﬁrst assume that the guidance command can be represented
as the time-to-go polynomial function with two unknown coefﬁcients. And then we determine
the unknown coefﬁcients which can satisfy the given terminal constraints. Finally, the feedback
acceleration command can be obtained from the determined coefﬁcients and polynomial function. In this section, we also propose a time-to-go calculation method for the implementation
of the proposed guidance law.
2.1. Problem Statement. Let us consider the two-dimensional engagement geometry against
a stationary target, as depicted in Fig. 1. The inertial frame is denoted as (XI , YI ) , and the
rotated frame by the desired impact angle, γf , is denoted as (Xf , Yf ) . The subscripts M and
T represent the missile and target. VM , aM and γM represent the missile velocity, acceleration
perpendicular to the velocity, and ﬂight path angle in inertial frame, respectively. γ denotes the
impact angle error, which is the ﬂight path angle w.r.t Xf -axis. The other variables in Fig. 1
are self-explanatory.
Assuming the constant missile velocity and small impact angle error, the linearized equations of the motion for this engagement can be derived as
ẏ ≈ VM γ = ν,
ν̇ = aM ,

y(t0 ) = y0
v(t0 ) = VM γ0 = ν0

(2.1)

where y and v are the lateral position and velocity perpendicular to Xf -axis. The subscript 0
presents the initial time. In this engagement kinematics, we neglect the gravitational force and
autopilot lag.
In the optimal guidance problems, the acceleration command solutions, including PNG, are
represented as time-to-go tgo polynomial functions. In view of this observation, let the function
of the acceleration command, which can control the terminal angle, be deﬁned as the following
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F IGURE 1. Two-dimensional Engagement Geometry

polynomial function
n
aM (t) = cm tm
go + cn tgo

(2.2)

where tgo = tf − t and guidance gains m, n are positive constants with n > m ≥ 0. Using this
assumed function, the states feedback command for the impact angle control can be derived.

2.2. Guidance Command for Impact-Angle-Control. In Eq.(2.2), only two coefﬁcients cm
and cn are used to determine a unique solution because the two terminal conditions, y(tf ) =
ν(tf ) = 0, are required for the impact angle control problem. Note that the acceleration at the
ﬁnal time, aM (tf ), can be zero when m > 0 in Eq. (2.2).
When substituting Eq. (2.2) into Eq. (2.1), and thereafter integrating the resulting equation
using initial conditions, the lateral position and velocity at tf are calculated as



t̂m+2
t̂n+2
go
go
+ cn
y(tf ) = y0 + ν0 t̂go + cm
m+2
n+2




t̂m+1
t̂n+1
go
go
ν(tf ) = ν0 + cm
+ cn
m+1
n+1


(2.3)
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where t̂go = tf − t0 . The coefﬁcients are then determined from the terminal constraints,
y(tf ) = ν(tf ) = 0, as follows:

(m + 1)(m + 2) 
(n + 2)y0 + t̂go ν0
cm =
m+2
(n − m)t̂go

(n + 1)(n + 2) 
(m + 2)y0 + t̂go ν0
(2.4)
cn =
n+2
(m − n)t̂go
The guidance command at t = t0 can be obtained by inserting Eq. (2.4) into Eq. (2.2). If
the coefﬁcients are recalculated at each time step, the state feedback command for the impactangle-control can be ﬁnally expressed as
(m + 2)(n + 2)
(m + n + 3)
y(t) −
ν(t)
(2.5)
aIAC (t) = −
2
tgo
tgo
where m and n are chosen to be any positive real value. If missiles are equipped with a passive
seeker which provides LOS angle measurements, σ, the command of Eq. (2.5) can be rewritten
by substituting y ≈ R(γf − σ) and R ≈ VM tgo into Eq. (2.5) as

VM 
−(m + 2)(n + 2)σ(t) + (m + n + 3)γM (t) + (m + 1)(n + 1)γf (2.6)
aIAC (t) = −
tgo
where σ and γM are measured from the built-in seeker and INS on board the missile, and
γf is predetermined before the launch. However, tgo cannot be directly measured from any
equipment, therefore we should estimate the time-to-go using an appropriate method with INS
information and the estimated relative range. The time-to-go calculation method for the implementation is discussed in Sec. 2.3.
The closed-form trajectory solutions of the proposed law can be easily obtained by solving
the second-order ordinary differential equation, which is calculated by substituting Eq. (2.5)
into Eq. (2.1). The closed-form solutions of differential equation, the same form as EulerCauchy equation in [26], are expressed in two time-to-go terms.
m+2
y(t) = C1 tn+2
go + C2 tgo
m+1
ν(t) = −C1 (n + 2)tn+1
go − C2 (m + 2)tgo

aM (t) = C1 (n + 2)(n + 1)tngo + C2 (m + 2)(m + 1)tm
go

(2.7)

where the constants of integration C1 and C2 are
(m + 2)y0 + t̂go ν0
(n + 2)y0 + t̂go ν0
, C2 =
(2.8)
n+2
(m − n)t̂go
(n − m)t̂m+2
go
From the solutions given in Eq. (2.7), the proposed guidance can be regarded as a more general form of the impact angle controller because the choice of m and n are not restricted; that
is, both the impact angle error and miss-distance converge to zero as t → tf for the nonnegative
real values of the gains. According to several combinations of m and n, the proposed acceleration command also involve the various optimal impact angle controllers previously studied
in the literature [3, 4]. If m = 0 and n = 1, Eq. (2.5) is the same as the optimal control law
C1 =
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in [3], and also identical to the optimal guidance law proposed in [4] when the guidance gains
have integer values with n = m + 1 relation, as shown in Table. 1
TABLE 1. Examples of Proposed Impact Angle Control Law
Gains
m = 0, n = 1
m = 0.5, n = 1
m = 1, n = 2
m = 1, n = 3
m = 2, n = 3

Guidance Command
Note
6
4
− t2 y(t) − tgo ν(t) Same as [3]
go

− t7.5
2 y(t) −
go

− t12
2 y(t) −
go
15
− t2 y(t) −
go
− t20
2 y(t) −
go

4.5
tgo ν(t)
6
tgo ν(t)
7
tgo ν(t)
8
tgo v(t)

New form
Same as [4]
New form
Same as [5]

Using the inverse problem approach of the optimal control theory [18, 29, 30], we can ﬁnd
the performance index of the proposed guidance inversely from the command in Eq. (2.5). As
a result, the performance index associated with Eq. (2.5) is obtained as


T
1 T
1 tf T
J = x (tf )Sf x(tf ) +
(x Qx + ru2 )dt, x = y, ν
, u = aM
(2.9)
2
2 0
where
⎡
⎤
Sf = lim ⎣
tgo →0

⎡
Q=⎣
r=

(m+2)(n+2)(n+1)
tm+3
go
(m+2)(n+2)
tm+2
go

(m+2)(n+2)(n−m−1)
tm+4
go

0

(m+2)(n+2)
tm+2
go
(n+m+3)
tm+1
go

0
(n+2)(n−m−1)
tm+2
go

⎦=∞
⎤
⎦

(2.10)

1
tm
go

From the above performance index, it can be observed that, if m = 0, n = 1, the perfor&t
&t 2
mance index J = 12 0 f u2 dt, and if n = m + 1, m > 0, then J = 0 f tum dt. Therefore, the
go
suggested guidance includes the time-to-go weighted optimal impact angle controller as well as
the energy optimal angle controller, as expected; that is, we can regard the proposed guidance
as a more generalized optimal impact angle control law even though the guidance was derived
on the basis of the time-to-go polynomial function of the acceleration command.
2.3. Time-to-go Calculation Method. As mentioned in the previous section, we need to calculate the accuracy time-to-go using the relative range estimate for the implementation of the
proposed guidance law. The most widely used calculation method is R/Vc which is deﬁned by
the relative range over the closing velocity. This method can give a good time-to-go estimate
in case the homing trajectory is near to the collision course. However, this method may not be
suitable for the impact angle control problem since the trajectory of impact angle controller is
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generally curved and far from the collision course. In [3], a time-to-go computation method
was suggested exclusively for the energy optimal terminal angle constrained law. In the case of
the proposed guidance with arbitrary gains, the method of [3] is inadequate because the homing
trajectory generated by the proposed law is different according to the guidance gain selections.
We therefore propose a more appropriate time-to-go calculation method based on the predicted
trajectory generated by the proposed guidance with arbitrary m and n values.
Let us consider the closed-form solution of ν in Eq. (2.7). This can be approximated to a
function of range η by substituting t ≈ η/VM , tf ≈ R0 /VM and t0 = 0 into Eq. (2.7). It can
then be transformed to the angle error using the deﬁnition of ν = VM γ.


m+2
(R0 − η)m+1
(2.11)
γ(η) = −C3 (n + 2)(R0 − η)n+1 − C4
n−m
where η ∈ [0, R0 ] and
1
[(m + 2)λ0 + γ0 ]
(m − n)R0n+1
1
C4 = m+1 [(n + 2)λ0 + γ0 ]
R0
C3 =

(2.12)

If the γ + λ angle is small, the length of the predicted trajectory from t0 to tf can be deﬁned
in the initial LOS frame
 R0

 R0 
1 R0 2
1
2
1 + [γ(η) + λ] dη ≈ R0 +
γ (η)dη + λ0
γ(η)dη + λ20 R0
S=
2 0
2
0
0
(2.13)
By substituting Eq. (2.11) into the right-hand-side of Eq. (2.13) and manipulating the resulting
equations, we obtain
1
2



R0

γ 2 (η)dη =

0



R0
0

R0
(2n + 3)(2m + 3)(m + n + 3)


 
3
3
+ m+
n+
γ02
2
2



1
(m + 2)(n + 2)λ0 + γ0
2

γ(η)dη = − R0 λ0

The total predicted trajectory length at t0 is then approximated as
$
%

2

1 2
1
2
S = R 0 1 + p1
p2 λ 0 + γ 0 + p3 γ 0 − λ 0
2
2

2

(2.14)

(2.15)
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where
p1 = 1/ [(2m + 3)(2n + 3)(m + n + 3)]
p2 = (m + 2)(n + 2)
p3 = (m + 3/2)(n + 3/2)

(2.16)

From Eq. (2.15), we know that S includes the length increment due to the trajectory curvature with guidance gains.
Because the constant missile velocity is assumed, the terminal time, tf , can be calculated by
the length of the predicted curve over the velocity as
$
%

2

1 2
S
R0
1
2
1 + p1
(2.17)
p2 λ0 + γ0 + p3 γ0 − λ0
tf =
=
VM
VM
2
2
If tf in Eq. (2.17) is initialized at the each step of time, the terminal time can be replaced by
the time-to-go with λ = γf − σ and γ = γM − γf . Thus,
$
%


2
R
1
1
2
2
1 + p1
p2 (γf − σ) + (γM − γf ) + p3 (γM − γf ) − (γf − σ)
tgo =
VM
2
2
(2.18)
Note that p1 converges to zero as the guidance gains increase, so the time-to-go can be approximated to tgo ≈ R/VM when the guidance gains are large and small angle assumption is valid.
This tendency implies that the total homing trajectory of the proposed guidance law is near to
the collision course as the gains grow.
Based on the time-to-go polynomial function, we proposed the new guidance law which
satisﬁes the terminal angle constraint. In Section 4, the characteristic of the proposed law is
discussed through various numerical simulations.
3. P OLYNOMIAL G UIDANCE FOR I MPACT-T IME -C ONTROL
Using the similar approach proposed in Section 2, we derive a more generalized missile
guidance law that can intercept a stationary target at a desired ﬂight time, where the desired
ﬂight time is given before the missile is launched.
3.1. Problem Statement. Let us consider the two-dimensional engagement geometry as depicted in Fig. 2. As the previous engagement conditions in Section 2, we assume that VM is
constant and the autopilot lag is neglected. From Fig. 2, the nonlinear equations of motion w.r.t
the ﬂight time, t, for this impact-time-control problem are given as
ẋ = VM cos γM ,

x(t0 ) = x0 ,

x(td ) = xf

ẏ = VM sin γM ,

y(t0 ) = y0 ,

y(td ) = yf

γ˙M = aM /VM ,

γM (t0 ) = γM0

(3.1)

where t0 and td are the initial and desired impact time, respectively. In Eq. (3.1), the terminal
constraints, x(td ) = xf , y(td ) = yf , are deﬁned for the successful interception at the desired
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impact time; the missile positions at the desired impact time should be equal to the target
positions.

F IGURE 2. Homing Engagement for Impact-Time-Control
If the initial LOS angle, σ0 , and ﬂight path angle, γM , are small during the ﬂight, the linearized equations w.r.t the downrange, x, can be obtained as
   

  
y
0 1
y
0
=
+
u
(3.2)

0 0
γM
1
γM
2.
where the prime  represents the derivative w.r.t x and the command is deﬁned by u = aM /VM
The linearized equations can help to solve the impact-time-control problem easily. The initial
and ﬁnal boundary conditions for this equation are given as

y(x0 ) = y0 ,

γM (x0 ) = γM0 ,

y(xf ) = yf

(3.3)

Note that the ﬁnal boundary condition, y(xf ) = yf , is required to hit the target at x = xf . The
terminal time constraints given in the nonlinear equations can be replaced by a path constraint
that the total length of the homing trajectory should be the same as the desired distance-to-go,
∗ ; where R̂∗ = V (t − t ), and this path constraint is valid because V
R̂go
0
M d
M is constant.
go
In addition to the ﬁnal boundary condition of Eq. (3.3), therefore, we consider the following
trajectory length constraint to obtain the impact-time-control guidance law.
 xf
 xf 
1 2
∗

2
1 + (y ) dη ≈
1 + γM
(η)dη = R̂go
(3.4)
S=
2
x0
x0
where S is the total length of homing trajectory from x0 to xf , and this approximation is valid
when the ﬂight path angle is small.
In the impact time constrained problem, there are two terminal boundary conditions: zero
miss-distance of Eq. (3.3) and the terminal time constraint (i.e., the path constraint given by
Eq. (3.4). In order to derive a unique solution of the guidance law as in the previous chapter,
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we assume that the guidance command history for the impact-time-control is deﬁned as the
following polynomial function with two unknown coefﬁcients
u(x) = cn xngo + cm ,

n>0

(3.5)

where n is an arbitrary positive constant. Note that, as shown in Eq. (3.5), the guidance
command proﬁle is the function of downrange-to-go which has the similar property of the
time-to-go, and it includes two unknown coefﬁcients, cn , cm ; the coefﬁcient cn in the ﬁrst
term of the assumed polynomial function is considered to satisfy zero miss-distance, and the
second constant cm is for achieving the desired impact time (i.e., the path constraint).
Using the assumed guidance command history deﬁned in Eq. (3.5), we derive a state feedback guidance law, that can satisfy the terminal constraints on the miss-distance and impact
time, in next sections.
3.2. Guidance Command for Target Interception.
3.2.1. State Feedback Command. To obtain the state feedback guidance law for successful
interception of the target, we should ﬁrst determine the coefﬁcient cn in the assumed guidance
command history. Let us substitute Eq. (3.5) into Eq. (3.2) and then integrate the resulting
equation with the initial conditions. After that, we can get
1
1
cn xn+2
y(x) = cm x2 +
go + cγ x + cy
2
(n + 1)(n + 2)

(3.6)

where cγ and cy are the constants of integration, which are deﬁned as
1
cn (xf − x0 )n+1
(n + 1)
1
1
cn (xf − x0 )n+2 − cγ x0
cy = y0 − cm x20 −
2
(n + 1)(n + 2)

cγ = γM0 − cm x0 +

(3.7)

From Eq. (3.6) and Eq. (3.7), the missile lateral position at x = xf is
1
y(xf ) = cm x2f + cγ xf + cy
2
1
1
cn x̂n+2
= cm x̂2go + γM0 x̂go +
go + y0
2
(n + 2)

(3.8)

where x̂2go = xf − x0 . For the terminal zero miss-distance, the lateral position y(xf ) should
satisfy the ﬁnal boundary condition, y(xf ) = yf . Using Eq. (3.8) and this boundary condition,
we can determine the coefﬁcient cn to intercept the target at x = x0 as follows:


(n + 2)
1
2
cn = n+2
ŷgo − γM0 x̂go − cm x̂go
(3.9)
2
x̂go
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Hence, substituting Eq. (3.9) into Eq. (3.5) yields the guidance command for target interception at the initial x0 as
uIT C (x0 ) = (n + 2)

(ŷgo − γM0 x̂go )
x̂2go

−

n
cm
2

(3.10)

If the coefﬁcient cn is initialized and recalculated at each step of x, the guidance command
given in Eq. (3.10) can be expressed in the form of the state feedback as
uIT C (x) = up (x) −

n
cm
2

(3.11)

where
up (x) = (n + 2)

(ygo − γM xgo )
x2go

(3.12)

and ygo = yf − y. Note that, the feedback command of Eq. (3.11) enables the missile to
hit the target even though the coefﬁcient cm has any arbitrary constant. This result can be
demonstrated by obtaining the closed-form trajectory solutions.
3.2.2. Closed-form Solutions. The closed-form solutions of uIT C can be obtained by solving
the following linear second-order ordinary differential equation (ODE), which is determined
by substituting Eq. (3.11) into Eq. (3.2).
y  +

(n + 2) 
(n + 2)
n
y −
(yf − y) = − cm
2
(xf − x)
(xf − x)
2

(3.13)

For convenience, the above second-order ODE is rewritten by using Y = yf − y and τ =
xf − x.
D2 Y −

(n + 2)
(n + 2)
n
DY +
Y = cm
τ
τ2
2

(3.14)

where D is a differentiation operator w.r.t the independent variable τ . This equation is the same
form as the Euler-Cauchy equation, so we can easily ﬁnd the solutions of Eq. (3.14)
The homogeneous solution to the ODE is
Yh (τ ) = c1 τ n+2 − c2

1
τ
(n + 2)

(3.15)

and the particular solution to the ODE is
1
Yp (τ ) = − cm τ 2
2

(3.16)
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Hence, from these equations, the general solutions of Eq. (3.13) can be obtained as
1
1
xgo + cm x2go
(n + 1)
2
1
− cm xgo
γM (x) = y  (x) = c1 (n + 2)xn+1
go − c2
(n + 1)

u(x) = γM
(x) = −c1 (n + 2)(n + 1)xngo + cm = cn xngo + cm
y(x) = yf − c1 xn+2
go + c2

(3.17)

where c1 and c2 are the constants of integration
−1
1
up (x0 ) +
cm
(n + 1)(n + 2)x̂ngo
2(n + 1)x̂ngo
n
c2 = −x̂go up (x0 ) − (n + 1)γM0 − cm x̂go
2
c1 =

(3.18)

From Eq. (3.17), it can be seen that the ﬁnal boundary condition given by Eq. (3.3) can
be always satisﬁed for an arbitrary cm , therefore, the feedback command uIT C can achieve the
terminal zero miss-distance. It is also known that the missile ﬂight path angle is dependent
on the constant coefﬁcient cm ; this result implies that the ﬂight trajectory can be adjusted by
choosing the coefﬁcient cm , therefore, we determine the appropriate coefﬁcient cm to satisfy
the path constraint for the impact time control.
3.3. Guidance Command for Impact-Time-Control.
3.3.1. cm to Control Impact Time. In order to determine the coefﬁcient cm that can satisfy the
path constraint, we ﬁrst derive the total intercept trajectory length of uIT C . From Eq. (3.4), the
total trajectory length estimated from the initial x0 to xf can be rewritten as
 xf 

1 xf 2
2 (η)dη ≈ x̂ +
1 + γM
γ (η)dη
(3.19)
S=
go
2 x0 M
x0
By substituting the solution γM of Eq. (3.17) into Eq. (3.19) and manipulating the resulting
equations, the integral term of the right-hand-side of Eq. (3.19) can be obtained as

n2
n
1 xf 2
x̂3go c2m +
x̂3 up (x0 )cm
γM (η)dη =
2 x0
12(2n + 3)(n + 3)
2(n + 2)(n + 3)(2n + 3) go
1
1
1 2
x̂3 u2 (x0 ) +
x̂2 γ up (x0 ) + γM
+
x̂go
(2n + 3)(n + 2) go p
(n + 2) go M0
2
(3.20)
Hence, from Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20), we have
'
S = p1 x̂3go c2m + p2 x̂3go up (x0 )cm + R̂go 'cm =0

(3.21)
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where
p1 = n2 / [12(2n + 3)(n + 3)]
p2 = n/ [2(n + 2)(n + 3)(2n + 3)]



1
1
1 2
3 2
2
x̂ u (x0 ) +
x̂ γ up (x0 ) + 1 + γM x̂go
=
cm =0
(2n + 3)(n + 2) go p
(n + 2) go M0
2 0
(3.22)
'
In Eq. (3.21), R̂go 'cm =0 is the length of the intercept trajectory guided by uIT C with cm = 0;
'
that is, R̂go '
is the estimated distance-to-go using up at the initial x0 .
'
R̂go '

cm =0

∗ ,
As mentioned in the previous section, S should be equal to the desired distance-to-go, R̂go
in order to make the missile hit the target at the designated impact time. Therefore, from Eqs.
(3.21) and (3.22), we can obtain the following equation for determining the coefﬁcient cm

p1 x̂3go c2m + p2 x̂3go up (x0 )cm − ε̂ = 0
(3.23)
'
∗ − R̂ '
where the distance-to-go error ε̂ = R̂go
go cm =0 , and this equation is a quadratic equation
in terms of cm . Hence, the solutions are given by
 
$
%
p2
1
4
p2 2 2
− up (x0 ) ±
cm =
up (x0 ) +
ε̂
2
p1
p1
p1 x̂3go
 
$
%
+
'
'
p2
1
4
p
2
− up (x0 ) ± 'up (x0 )'
=
ε̂
(3.24)
2
p1
p1
p1 u2p (x0 )x̂3go
'
∗ , then c
The coefﬁcient cm has two solutions, as shown in Eq. (3.24). If R̂go 'cm =0 = R̂go
m
is not required for the impact time control; that is, cm when ε̂ = 0. From this condition, we
can choose the unique cm as follows
$
%

p2
4p1
cm = −
up (x0 ) 1 − 1 + 2 2
ε̂
(3.25)
2p1
p2 up (x0 )x̂3go
The solution of cm obtained in Eq. (3.25) can achieve the path constraint deﬁned in Eq.
(3.4), so it can be used for intercepting the target at the desired impact time by employing
cm solution in uIT C given by Eq. (3.11). However, since the cm solution contains the square
root term, the cm may have an imaginary solution when ε̂ < 0. To avoid this
' unacceptable
result, the desired impact time td should be selected to be larger than R̂go 'cm =0 /VM . This
∗ , should be larger than the total length
requirement implies that the desired distance-to-go, R̂go
of the intercept trajectory generated by up (x).

3.3.2. Guidance Command for Practical Implementation. From Eq. (3.25), cm is calculated
using the initial engagement conditions, but this result contains an error due to the approximation of S. Therefore, in order to reduce the approximation error, the coefﬁcient cm should be
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applied in a feedback form as follows:

$
%
3
4(n + 2)2 (n + 3)(2n + 3)
up (x) 1 − 1 +
ε
cm = −
n(n + 2)
3u2p (x)x̂3go

(3.26)

where
'
∗
− Rgo 'cm =0
ε = Rgo

∗
Rgo
= VM (td − t)

'
Rgo 'cm =0 =



1
1
1 2
3 2
2
x u (x) +
x γ up (x) + 1 + γM xgo (3.27)
(2n + 3)(n + 2) go p
(n + 2) go M
2

Note that cm given by Eq. (3.26) is no longer constant and is updated at each step of x.
Using Eqs. (3.11) and (3.26), we can ﬁnally obtain the guidance command to achieve the
terminal zero miss-distance as well as the impact time control as follows
n
uIT C (x) = up (x) − cm

$ 2
%
3
2n + 7
4(n + 2)2 (n + 3)(2n + 3)
−
= up (x)
1+
ε
2(n + 2) 2(n + 2)
3u2p (x)x3go

(3.28)

From the proposed guidance law in Eq. (3.28), it is seen that the uIT C command is gradually converted to the up command as the distance-to-go error, ε → '0. As discussed in the
previous subsection, the desired impact time should be larger than R̂go 'cm =0 /VM to avoid the
imaginary solution, so the distance-to-go error at the beginning of the homing phase is always
a positive value. Also, the distance-to-go error gradually decreases and ﬁnally reaches the
zero as the missile approaches the target. For the practical implementation without numerical instability, therefore, we determine the distance-to-go error by ε = max(ε, εmin ), where
εmin = −3u2p (x)x3go /4(n + 2)2 (n + 3)(2n + 3). Figure 3 illustrates the guidance loop of the
proposed impact time controller which consists of two feedback loops: the inner up feedback
loop is to reduce the miss-distance and the outer feedback loop is to reduce the distance-to-go
error for achieving the impact time constraint.
To implement the proposed guidance law to a realistic missile system, the guidance command of Eq. (3.28) should be transformed to the missile acceleration with measurable units in
ygo , the line-of-sight angle
the time domain. Under the assumption that γM is small and xgo
and its derivative can be approximated as
σ ≈ ygo /xgo ,

dσ/dx ≈ (ygo − γM xgo )/x2go

(3.29)

2 u and the above equations, u (x) can be expressed as
Using the deﬁnition of aM = VM
p
2
ap (t) = VM
up (x) = (n + 2)VM (dx/dt)(dλ/dx) = (n + 2)VM σ̇

(3.30)
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F IGURE 3. Guidance Loop of Impact Time Control Law
From Eq. (3.30), the missile acceleration command corresponding to Eq. (3.28) in the time
domain is derived as

$
%
2n + 7
4(n + 2)2 (n + 3)(2n + 3) 4
3
−
1+
VM ε
(3.31)
aIT C (t) = ap (t)
2(n + 2) 2(n + 2)
3a2p (t)R3
where R is the relative range between the missile and target. The estimated range-to-go can
also be expressed in terms of the line-of-sight and the relative range as


'
1
(γM − σ)2
Rgo 'cm =0 ≈ R 1 +
(3.32)
2(2n + 3)
Note that, the ap command corresponding to up is the PNG law with navigation constant of
n + 2, therefore the proposed law given by Eq. (3.31) is converged to the PNG as ε → 0 and
R → 0. Examples of the proposed impact time control law for several values of n are shown
in Table 2. It is noted that the command with n = 1 is identical to the suboptimal guidance law
proposed in [19], and we can regard the proposed guidance as the more generalized impacttime-control guidance law.
The characteristic and performance of the derived guidance law are demonstrated by performing various numerical simulations, and the results are described in the next chapter.
TABLE 2. Examples of Proposed Impact-Time-Control Law
n

Acceleration

 Command, aIT C (t) 
8
3
4
0.5 2.5V σ̇ 5 − 5 1 + 3·(2.5V350
2 3 VM ε
M σ̇) R



4ε
1
3V σ̇ 32 − 12 1 + (3VM240
V
σ̇)2 R3 M



11
3
2240
4ε
2
4V σ̇ 8 − 8 1 + 3·(4VM σ̇)2 R3 VM
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4. N UMERICAL S IMULATIONS
To investigate the characteristics and performance of the proposed guidance laws, we perform several nonlinear simulations for the various gains and terminal conditions. In these
simulations, we assume that the missile has a constant speed of 250m/s, and is located at the
origin. The initial ﬂight path angle is given by 30deg. The stationary target positions in the inertial frame are (5000, 0)m, and all simulations are terminated when the missile-target relative
range is less than 0.5m.
4.1. Impact-Angle-Control Guidance. For the purpose of demonstrating the basic properties
for various guidance gains of the proposed impact-angle-control guidance law described in the
chapter 2, the nonlinear guidance simulations with m = 0, 0.5, 1.0 and n = m + 1 are carried
out, where the desired terminal angle, −40deg is imposed. The homing trajectories, ﬂight path
angles, and the required acceleration commands for the different gains are presented in Figs
4.(a)-(c).

(a) Homing Trajectories

(b) Flight Path Angles

(c) Missile Accelerations
F IGURE 4. Simulation Results of Impact-Angle-Control Law with Various Gains
From the ﬁgure 4.(b), it can be seen that all guidance laws with different gains satisfy the
given terminal impact angle, −40deg. From the ﬁgures, it can be also known that, as the
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guidance gains increase, the larger acceleration command in the beginning phase is required
whereas the smaller acceleration is generated during the terminal phase of the engagement.
Therefore, the proposed impact-angle-controller with large guidance gains produces the higher
homing trajectory that converges rapidly to the collision course.
With m = 1.0, n = 2.0 gains, the nonlinear simulations for the desired impact angles,
γf = 0, −45, −90deg, are performed and the results are presented in Fig. 5. As shown in the
ﬁgure, the proposed guidance law can achieve the higher impact angle constraints, even though
the proposed law is derived using the linearized equations and some assumptions.

(a) Homing Trajectories

(b) Flight Path Angles

(c) Missile Accelerations
F IGURE 5. Simulation Results for Various Desired Impact Angles
4.2. Impact-Time-Control Guidance. Using the same simulation conditions in the previous section, we investigate the characteristics and performance of the suggested impact-timecontrol guidance law. Firstly, we carry out the nonlinear simulations with difference guidance
gains, n = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, in which the desired impact time constraint td = 25sec is imposed.
Figs. 6.(a) to (c) present the simulation results: the homing trajectories, ﬂight path angles,
and required acceleration commands resulting from the proposed impact time control law with
various gains. As shown in ﬁgures, the missile guided by PNG can intercept the target but it
cannot satisfy the given terminal time constraint. For all cases with various guidance gains,
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however, the proposed impact-time-control law enables the missile to hit the target at the designated impact time, 25sec, by increasing the homing trajectory length. From the ﬁgures, it
can be seen that the guidance with larger guidance gain increases the initial missile acceleration command, whereas it decreases the required acceleration in the terminal homing phase. It
can also be seen that increasing the guidance gain results in the larger maximum acceleration
required and higher intercept trajectory. As compared with PNG law, the proposed guidance to
control the impact time demands more acceleration capability.

(a) Homing Trajectories

(b) Flight Path Angles

(c) Missile Accelerations
F IGURE 6. Simulation Results of Impact-Time-Control Law with Various Gains

Next, we also perform the nonlinear simulations for the different impact times, td = 25, 30,
35sec, and n = 2.0, where the other parameters are the same as the previous one. The intercept
trajectories, ﬂight path angles, and acceleration commands for all the cases are presented in
Figs. 7.(a) to (c). As shown in these ﬁgures, the results prove the capability of the proposed
law for satisfying the various impact time constraints, even though the proposed law is obtained
on the basis of the linearized equations and some assumptions.
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(b) Flight Path Angles

(c) Missile Accelerations
F IGURE 7. Simulation Results for Various Desired Impact Times
5. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the polynomial function based guidance laws with terminal angle
and time constraints. To derive the guidance laws, we suggested the simple approach, where the
guidance command is assumed as a time-to-go and/or downrange-to-go polynomial function
and then the polynomial function coefﬁcients are determined to satisfy the terminal constraints
given in homing problems. This approach is a very easy method to derive the homing guidance
law with terminal state constraints, as compared with other approaches such as optimal control
theory or nonlinear control design method. Unlike the conventional optimal control problem
for missiles guidance law design, this approach can also provide a more generalized optimal
solution of the guidance law with terminal constraints.
Using this approach, we proposed the two homing guidance laws; impact-angle-control law
and impact-time-control law. The derived guidance laws have arbitrary guidance gains, and
can be represented as the form of the optimal and/or suboptimal guidance law by choosing
the proper guidance gains. Since the proposed guidance laws include arbitrary gains as design parameters, we can also select the appropriate guidance command form considering the
homing engagement conditions and missiles capability. The performance and characteristics
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of the suggested guidance laws were investigated through the various nonlinear simulations
with different guidance gains and terminal constraints. In future studies, several factors such
as acceleration controller lag or aerodynamic model of missiles should be considered for the
practical implementation.
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A BSTRACT. In this paper, a generalized guidance law with an arbitrary pair of guidance coefﬁcients for impact angle control is proposed. Under the assumptions of a stationary target and
a lag-free missile with constant speed, necessary conditions for the guidance coefﬁcients to satisfy the required terminal constraints are obtained by deriving an explicit closed-form solution.
Moreover, optimality of the generalized impact-angle control guidance law is discussed. By
solving an inverse optimal control problem for the guidance law, it is found that the generalized
guidance law can minimize a certain quadratic performance index. Finally, analytic solutions
of the generalized guidance law for a ﬁrst-order lag system are investigated. By solving a
third-order linear time-varying ordinary differential equation, the blowing-up phenomenon of
the guidance loop as the missile approaches the target is mathematically proved. Moreover,
it is found that terminal misses due to the system lag are expressed in terms of the guidance
coefﬁcients, homing geometry, and the ratio of time-to-go to system time constant.

1. I NTRODUCTION
Some guided weapons have additional requirements to achieve a proper ﬂight path angle
at impact for enhanced warhead effect, better target information, and so on. For this reason,
impact angle control guidance laws have been widely studied. Most of these studies, optimal
guidance laws for various performance indices are suggested by solving the linear quadratic
optimal control problem based on linearized models of pursuit kinematics. The energy-optimal
guidance law with the impact angle constraint for lag-free system [1], which is identical to the
optimal solution of the simple rendezvous problem solved by Bryson and Ho [3], is representative. Ryoo et al. proposed a time-to-go weighted optimal guidance law that was obtained by
the solution of a linear quadratic optimal control problem with the energy cost weighted by a
power of the time-to-go [6]. Most of these methods need time-to-go estimations for implementation of the guidance laws. On the other hand, there are some different approaches concerned
with additional bias terms of the conventional proportional navigation guidance (PNG) to control the impact angle. Kim et al. [8] have considered a time-varying bias which is intuitively
chosen as a combination of the state variables such as the line-of-sight angle (LOS), the relative
range, and the ﬂight path angle.
Received by the editors August 10 2015; Revised August 24 2015; Accepted in revised form August 24 2015;
Published online September 24 2015.
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According to the previous works, lots of impact-angle control guidance laws have two timevarying feedback terms in common: one is a position error term and the other is a velocity error
term. Especially, the energy optimal impact-angle-control guidance law for lag-free system
has two time-varying feedback terms with ﬁxed guidance coefﬁcients. Here, a question arises:
what would happen if a guidance law for an arbitrary pair of guidance coefﬁcients rather than
the ﬁxed values is adopted. In order to clarify it, the generalized guidance law is introduced by
replacing the ﬁxed guidance coefﬁcients of the optimal guidance laws with an arbitrary pair of
guidance coefﬁcients.
Every pair of the guidance coefﬁcients, however, cannot guarantee that the missile achieves
guidance goals. For example, if the two guidance coefﬁcients are the same, the guidance law
may become conventional PNG which cannot satisfy the impact angle constraint. In order to
ﬁnd all feasible guidance coefﬁcients for impact angle control, necessary conditions for the
guidance coefﬁcients to satisfy the required impact angle as well as zero miss distance are
studied by obtaining explicit closed-form solutions for lag-free system. In the guidance law,
furthermore, time-to-go appears explicitly but it cannot be directly measured from any device.
Hence, a suitable time-to-go estimation method is required to implement the guidance law. In
this paper, a practical and precise time-to-go estimation method for the generalized guidance
law is discussed by considering the curved trajectory depending on the guidance coefﬁcients.
Optimality of the generalized guidance law is another main concern of this paper. It is found
that the guidance law with an arbitrary pair of guidance coefﬁcients can minimize a certain
quadratic performance index subject to the terminal constraints by solving an inverse optimal
control problem whose purpose is to ﬁnd the performance index for which the given guidance
law is optimal. The solution of the inverse optimal problem furnishes us with the relationship
between the guidance coefﬁcients and the corresponding quadratic performance index which
provides physical insights into the maneuvering characteristics of the missile. Above all, it
serves as a theoretical foundation to choose the adequate values of the guidance coefﬁcients
to improve robustness to external disturbances and uncertainties of the missile system. In
addition, it will provide a chance for the missile to fulﬁll additional requirements such as small
angle-of-attack at impact for warhead effect, ﬂight time constraint for salvo-attack, look angle
limitation for strap-down seeker, and so on.
Finally, performance degradation of the generalized guidance law due to the system lag is
investigated by obtaining analytic solutions for a ﬁrst-order lag system. While the generalized
guidance law with feasible guidance coefﬁcients for a lag-free system satisﬁes the terminal
constraints, it can hardly be expected to provide the perfect performance in practice because
there are a lot of error sources in realistic environment. In order to investigate the performance
degradation due to system lag which is one of the critical error sources, explicit closed-form
solutions for the ﬁrst-order lag system are obtained. If system lag is considered, however,
it is hard to derive analytic solutions because the governing equation becomes a high-order
non-equidimensional linear time-varying differential equation. Under the assumption that the
missile is given by a ﬁrst-order lag system, analytic solutions are derived for the generalized
guidance law with an arbitrary pair of guidance coefﬁcients. The analytic solutions provide an
insight into the behavior of the missile near to target: the guidance command, the acceleration
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of the missile, and the velocity component perpendicular to the collision course tend to diverge
as the missile approaches the target. Terminal misses due to the system lag are discussed
by using the analytic solutions, and effects of guidance coefﬁcients on the terminal misses
are examined. In addition, homing geometries which are advantageous in terms of the terminal
misses are proposed. It is important that the analytic solutions explain blowing-up phenomenon
of the homing loop mathematically and provide useful clues in designing an impact-anglecontrol guidance law.
2. G ENERALIZED I MPACT-A NGLE -C ONTROL G UIDANCE L AW
In this chapter, a generalized guidance law for impact angle control is introduced. The guidance law is initially assumed as a similar form with arbitrary guidance coefﬁcients to other
impact-angle-control guidance laws. By obtaining closed-form solutions of the guidance law
for a lag-free system, feasible sets of the guidance coefﬁcients to satisfy the impact angle constraint as well as zero miss distance are demonstrated. In order to implement the guidance law,
a time-to-go calculation method which considers the curved-path depending on the guidance
coefﬁcients is proposed.
2.1. Previous Works on Impact Angle Control. Consider the homing guidance geometry
for a stationary or a slowly moving target as shown in Fig. 1.

F IGURE 1. Homing guidance geometry.
Here, VM and aM denote the missile velocity and the acceleration applied normal to the
velocity vector, respectively. Moreover, Y , γM , and γf denote the cross range, ﬂight path angle,
and impact angle with respect to the initial LOS, respectively. For the purpose of simpliﬁcation,
a new cross range and ﬂight path angle γ with respect to the predetermined collision course are
introduced. The remaining variables in Fig. 1 are self-explanatory.
The equations of motion for this homing problem are given by
ẏ = VM sin γ, y(t0 ) = y0 ,
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VM γ̇ = aM , γ(t0 ) = γ0

(2.1)

If the autopilot dynamics of the system is neglected, then the control input equals to the acceleration; i.e., u(t) = aM (t). Under the assumption that VM is constant and γ is small, the
following linear differential equation can be obtained:
ẋ = Ax + Bu, x(t0 ) = x0
where


x=

y
v




, x0 =

y0
v0




, A=

0 1
0 0

(2.2)




, B=

0
1


,

(2.3)

and the velocity component perpendicular to the predetermined collision course is deﬁned by
v(t) = VM γ(t).

(2.4)

Note that the velocity component at impact is directly proportional to the impact angle error.
2.1.1. Energy Optimal Guidance Law (EOGL)[1]. Consider the following optimal problem:
Find u(t) that minimizes J deﬁned by

1 tf 2
u dτ
(2.5)
J=
2 t0
subject to (2.2), (2.3), and terminal constraints given by x(tf ) = 0. The optimal guidance
command can be obtained using Pontryagin’s minimum principle:


4
6
x
x
(t)
+
(t)
.
(2.6)
u(t) = −
1
2
(tf − t)2
(tf − t)
This is one of the most widely used impact-angle-control guidance law for stationary or slowly
moving target because it is not only optimal but easy to analyze the performance of the guidance
loop.
2.1.2. Optimal Guidance with Time-to-go Weighted Cost (TOGL) [6]. Consider following optimal problem with the time-to-go weightings in the cost deﬁned by

1 tf
(tf − t)p u2 dτ, ρ ≤ 0,
(2.7)
J=
2 t0
subject to (2.2), (2.3), and terminal constraints given by x(tf ) = 0. The optimal guidance
command can be obtained as


(2 − ρ)(3 − ρ)
2(2 − ρ)
u(t) = 0
xt (t) .
xt (t) +
(2.8)
(tf − t)2
tf − t
When ρ = 0, it is easily seen that TOGL is identical to EOGL. When ρ < 0, on the other hand,
the time-to-go weighted cost becomes increasingly expensive as t → tf so that the guidance
command eventually becomes zero at impact. This property is important for ensuring some operational margin for guidance command to handle external disturbances, model uncertainties,
and command saturation. Moreover, it may enhance the warhead effect of the missile because
the zero control command at impact provides a very small angle-of-attack.
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2.1.3. Time-Varying Biased PNG (TBPNG) [8]. The biased PNG described in [8] is mainly
concerned with an additional time-varying bias term of conventional PNG required to control
the impact angle, which can be expressed as
u(t) = N VM {σ̇(t) − σ̇b (t)},

(2.9)

where N is a navigation constant, σ̇(t) is the LOS rate, and σ̇b (t) denotes the time-varying bias
term to control the impact angle deﬁned by
σ̇b (t) =

ηVM {γf − σ(t)
.
N R(t) cos(γM (t) − σ(t))

(2.10)

Here, η is an arbitrary positive constant. Under the assumptions of stationary target and small
ﬂight path angle, (2.9) is rewritten by simple manipulations as


N
N +η
xt (t) .
x1 (t) +
(2.11)
u(t) = −
(tf − t)2
(tf − t)
2.2. Generalized Impact-Angle-Control Guidance Law [20]. According to the overview
of previous works, it is seen that lots of impact-angle control laws have two time-varying
feedback loops in common. Based on this observation, a generalized form of impact-anglecontrol guidance law is introduced as


k2
k1
x2 (t)
x1 (t) +
(2.12)
u(t) = −
(tf − t)2
(tf − t)
where both of the guidance coefﬁcients, k1 and k2 , are positive constants. Here, a question now
arises: Is it possible that the control law with arbitrary k1 and k2 fulﬁll the guidance goals?
Consider obtaining explicit closed-form solutions to ﬁnd feasible pairs of the guidance coefﬁcients that produce zero miss distances and zero impact angle errors. When the guidance
law (2.12) is applied to (2.2), the system equation can be expressed by
ÿ +

k2
k1
ẏ +
y = 0.
(tf − t)
(tf − t)2

(2.13)

This is the second-order Cauchy equation. The characteristic equation is obtained by letting
y = (tf − t)λ as
λ2 − (k2 + 1)λ + k1 = 0,
and the roots of (2.14) are
λ1 , λ2 =

k2 + 1
±
2



k2 + 1
2

2

(2.14)

− k1 .

(2.15)

From (2.15), another relational expression between the roots and guidance coefﬁcients are
derived as
k 1 = λ1 λ 2

and k2 = λ1 + λ2 − 1.

(2.16)
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Since k1 and k2 are real, the characteristic equation may have three different kinds of roots:
two distinct real roots, a real double root, or two complex conjugate roots. These cases are
classiﬁed using the discriminant of (2.14) as


k2 + 1 2
− k1 .
(2.17)
d=
2


For convenience, the guidance coefﬁcient vector denoted by z = k1 k2 in Z = {z ∈
R2 |k1 > 0 and k2 > 0} is deﬁned. The set Z is divided into three clear subsets: Z = {z ∈
R2 |d > 0}, Z = {z ∈ R2 |d = 0}, and Z = {z ∈ R2 |d < 0} according to the discriminant.
Now, the closed-form solutions are found case-by-case according to which subset contains the
guidance coefﬁcient vector.
2.2.1. In Case of z ∈ Z1 . In this case, λ1 and λ2 given by (2.15) are distinct real. By considering the initial conditions y(0) = y0 and v(0) = v0 , the closed-form solutions are
y(t) = c11 (tf − t)λ1 + c12 (tf − t)λ2 ,
v(t) = −c11 λ1 (tf − t)

λ1 −1

− c12 λ2 (tf − t)

(2.18)
λ2 −1

,

u(t) = c11 λ1 (λ1 − 1)(tf − t)λ1 −2 + c12 λ2 (λ2 − 1)(tf − t)λ2 −2 ,

(2.19)
(2.20)

where c11 = −(λ2 y0 +tf v0 )/[(λ1 −λ2 )tλf 1 ] and c12 = (λ1 y0 +tf v0 )/[(λ1 −λ2 )tλf 2 ]. Note that
the closed-loop solutions consist of two distinct time-to-go polynomial terms which are highly
dependent on the roots of the characteristic equation determined by the guidance coefﬁcients.
Next, the solutions are arranged in terms of the initial states to ﬁnd the necessary conditions
that satisfy the terminal constraints regardless of the initial conditions. It is expressed in terms
of y0 and v0 by (2.18) and (2.19) as
#
τ λ2 "
(λ1 − λ2 τ λ1 −λ2 )y0 + tf (1 − τ λ1 −λ2 )v0 ,
(2.21)
y(τ ) =
λ1 − λ2
"
#
τ λ2 −1
v(τ ) =
λ1 λ2 (τ λ1 −λ2 − 1)y0 + tf (λ1 τ λ1 −λ2 − λ2 )v0 ,
(2.22)
(λ1 − λ2 )tf
"
τ λ2 −2
u(τ ) =
λ1 λ2 {(λ2 − 1) − (λ1 − 1)τ λ1 −λ2 }y0
(λ1 − λ2 )t2f
#
+tf {λ2 (λ2 − 1) − λ1 (λ1 − 1)τ λ1 −λ2 }v0 ,
(2.23)
where τ = 1 − t/tf .
Since λ1 > λ2 , from (2.21) and (2.22), λ2 ≥ 1 is required for a zero miss distance with a
ﬁnite velocity regardless of the initial conditions; i.e.,


k2 + 1 2
k2 − 1
≥
− k1 .
(2.24)
2
2
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Furthermore, the positive discriminant yields


k2 + 1 2
.
k1 <
2
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(2.25)

From (2.24), it can be intuitively seen that k2 > 1. According to (2.23), the guidance coefﬁcient
vector that satisﬁes the above conditions cannot guarantee the ﬁnite control input as τ →
0 when 1 < λ2 < 2. In this case, the acceptable performance cannot be expected in real
situations where many nonlinearities and uncertainties are included. Thus, the condition of
ﬁnite control inputs should be also considered. For λ2 ≥ 2, it is easy to see that u(τ ) remains
ﬁnite for all τ . Additionally, it is seen that u(τ ) can remain ﬁnite when λ2 = 1. By substituting
λ2 = 1, (2.23) is represented as
u(τ )|λ2 =1 = −

λ1 τ λ1 −2
(y0 + tf v0 ).
t2f

(2.26)

Since λ2 = 1, it is easy to see that λ1 = k1 = k2 from(2.15). This is the well known PNG
whose navigation constant is λ1 ; for u(τ ) to remain ﬁnite at τ = 0, k2 ≥ 2 is required, as is
evident in (2.26).
Now, return to the impact angle control. In order to control the impact angle, the velocity
component v that is perpendicular to the predetermined collision course should approach zero
as τ → 0. From the solutions of (2.21) and (2.22), it is seen that the impact angle error is zero,
as well as the zero miss distance being zero, for λ2 > 1; for u(τ ) to remain ﬁnite, λ2 ≥ 2 is
required; i.e.,


k2 + 1 2
k2 − 3
≥
− k1 .
(2.27)
2
2
Then, a feasible set of guidance coefﬁcient vectors can be obtained from (2.25) and (2.27) as


'
k2 + 1 2
'
and k2 > 3}.
(2.28)
F1 = {z ∈ Z 2(k2 − 1) ≤ k1 <
2


The guidance coefﬁcient vector z = 6 4 , which is that of the energy optimal guidance
law for impact angle control, is an element of the set F1 . In this case, the roots of the characteristic equation are λ1 = 3 and λ2 = 2. From (2.18), it is easy to see that the proﬁle of y(t) is
the third-order polynomial of t.
It is interesting to note here that zero control input at impact can be achieved by choosing
guidance coefﬁcients which satisfy the condition of λ2 > 2; i.e., k1 > 2(k2 − 1). In general,
the energy optimal guidance law for impact angle control converges to a nonzero value as
the missile approaches the target so that sometimes the maneuver acceleration can be easily
saturated in real situations. The saturation of the maneuvering acceleration in the terminal
phase may cause large terminal errors. From this point of view, it is useful if magnitude of the
terminal acceleration command is reduced by tuning the guidance coefﬁcients k1 and k2 so that
λ2 > 2.
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2.2.2. In Case of z ∈ Z2 . In this case, the double root of the characteristic equation becomes
k2 + 1
(2.29)
λd =
2
The closed-form solutions are then
y(t) = (tf − t)λd [c21 + c22 ln(tf − t)],

(2.30)

v(t) = −(tf − t)λd −1 [c21 λd + c22 {1 + λd ln(tf − t)}],

(2.31)

u(t) = (tf − t)λd −2 [c21 λd (λd − 1) + c22 {(2λd − 1) + λd (λd − 1) ln(tf − t)}],

(2.32)

where, c21 = [{1 + λd ln(tf )}y0 + tf ln(tf )v0 ]/tλf d and c22 = −(λd y0 + tf v0 )/tλf d . It is
seen that the proﬁles of the closed-form solutions are the combinations of the polynomial and
logarithmic functions of t.
The closed-form solutions are then arranged in terms of the initial states to ﬁnd the necessary conditions that satisfy the terminal constraints regardless of the initial conditions. This is
expressed in terms of y0 and v0 by (2.30) to (2.32) as
y(τ ) = τ λd [(1 − λd ln τ )y0 − tf ln τ v0 ],
v(τ ) =

τ λd −1

u(τ ) = −

tf

[λd 2 ln τ y0 + tf (1 + λd ln τ )v0 ],

(2.33)
(2.34)

τ λd −2 2
[λd {1 + (λd − 1) ln τ }y0 + tf {(2λd − 1) + λd (λd − 1) ln τ }v0 ]. (2.35)
t2f

From the solutions for y(τ ), v(τ ), and u(τ ) of (2.33), (2.34), and (2.35), respectively, it
is seen that λd > 2 is required for u(τ → 0) to remain ﬁnite, as well as for the two terminal
constraints, y(τ → 0) = 0 and v(τ → 0) = 0, to be satisﬁed regardless of the initial conditions
of y0 and v0 . From the condition of λd > 2 as well as d = 0, a new feasible set of guidance
coefﬁcients can be obtained:


'
k2 + 1 2
'
F2 = {z ∈ Z k1 =
and k2 > 3}.
(2.36)
2
From (2.35), it is seen that λd > 2 causes the control input at impact to be zero since
limτ →0 τ p ln τ for positive p. Thus, all pairs of guidance coefﬁcients in F2 have the acceleration
commands converge to zero.
2.2.3. In Case of z ∈ Z3 . In this case, two complex conjugate roots of the characteristic
equation become
where α = (k2 + 1)/2, β =

√

(2.37)
λ1 , λ2 = α ± iβ,
√
k1 − α2 and i = −1. Hence, the closed-form solutions are

y(t) = (tf − t)α [c31 cos(β ln(tf − t)) + c32 sin(β ln(tf − t))],

(2.38)

v(t) = −(tf − t)α−1 [(c31 α + c32 β) cos(β ln(tf − t)) + (c32 α + c31 β) sin(β ln(tf − t))],
(2.39)
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u(t) = (tf − t)

α−2

{c31 (α2 − α − β 2 ) + c32 β(2α − 1)} cos(β ln(tf − t))
+{c32 (α2 − α − β 2 ) − c31 β(2α − 1)} sin(β ln(tf − t))
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,

(2.40)

where
c31 =

[α sin(β ln tf ) + β cos(β ln tf )]y0 + tf sin(β ln tf )v0
,
βtαf

c32 =

[α cos(β ln tf ) − β sin(β ln tf )]y0 + tf cos(β ln tf )v0
.
βtαf

From (2.38) to (2.40), it is seen that the proﬁles of the closed-form solutions are combinations
of the polynomial, logarithmic, and trigonometric functions. This means that the trajectory of
the missile provides an oscillatory motion.
The closed-form solutions are represented in terms of the initial states to ﬁnd the necessary
conditions that satisfy the terminal constraints regardless of the initial conditions. From (2.38)
to(2.40), the followings are obtained:
y(τ ) = −

τα
[{α sin(β ln τ ) − β cos(β ln τ )}y0 + tf sin(β ln τ )v0 ],
β

τ α−1
[{(α2 + β 2 ) sin(β ln τ )y0 + tf {α sin(β ln τ ) + β cos(β ln τ )}v0 ],
βtf


τ α−2
(α2 + β 2 ){(α − 1) sin(β ln τ ) + β cos(β ln τ )}y0
.
u(τ ) = − 2
+tf {(α2 − α − β 2 ) sin(β ln τ ) + β(2α − 1) cos(β ln τ )}v0
βtf
v(τ ) =

(2.41)
(2.42)
(2.43)

From (2.41) to (2.43), it is seen that α ≥ 2 is required for u(τ → 0) to remain ﬁnite, as well
as for the two terminal constraints to be satisﬁed regardless of the initial conditions. From the
condition of α ≥ 2 as well as d < 0, another feasible set can be deﬁned:


'
k2 + 1 2
'
F3 = {z ∈ Z k1 >
and k2 ≥ 3}.
(2.44)
2
From (2.43), we see that zero control input at impact can be achieved by choosing guidance
coefﬁcients which satisfy the condition of α > 2, i.e., k2 > 3. In this case, while the magnitude
of the control input tends to decrease, its oscillating frequency gradually increase as the missile
approaches the target.
2.3. Feasible Sets of Guidance Coefﬁcients. As previously discussed, there are three kinds
of feasible guidance coefﬁcient sets according to the classes of the solutions: One is F1 where
the guidance coefﬁcients lead to the time-to-go polynomial form trajectories as


'
k2 + 1 2
F1 = {z ∈ Z'2(k1 − 1) ≤ k1 <
and k2 > 3},
(2.45)
2
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another is F2 where the guidance coefﬁcients provide the trajectory proﬁles combined with
polynomial and logarithmic functions as


'
k2 + 1 2
and k2 > 3},
(2.46)
F2 = {z ∈ Z'k1 =
2
and the other is where the guidance coefﬁcients provide the oscillatory motion as


'
k2 + 1 2
'
and k2 > 3},
F3 = {z ∈ Z k1 >
2

(2.47)

Consider the coefﬁcients of the impact-angle-control guidance laws summarized in section
2.1. Let SEOGL and ST OGL be the guidance coefﬁcient sets of EOGL and TOGL, respectively.
Then, we see that SEOGL ⊂ ST OGL ⊂ F1 since
SEOGL = {[6, 4]},
'
ST OGL = {z ∈ Z'k1 =



k2 + 1
2

2

(2.48)
−

1
4

and k2 > 4},

(2.49)

Figure 2 illustrates the three feasible sets of guidance coefﬁcient vectors for impact angle
control with ﬁnite control inputs. It is shown that an entire feasible set of the guidance coefﬁcient vectors is the union of F1 , F2 , and F3 . In Fig. 2, it is seen that F3 may provide a
wider choice of the guidance coefﬁcients than others. In addition, zero control input at impact
can be achieved by choosing an interior point of F since the boundary of the feasible area is
determined by the condition of ﬁnite control input. It is also seen that ST OGL is a subset of
F1 but very close to F2 . This implies that the missile’s behavior when TOGL is employed is
similar to that for z ∈ F2 .

F IGURE 2. Feasible sets of guidance coefﬁcients.
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2.4. Time-to-go Calculation. The generalized form of impact-angle-control guidance law
proposed in this section becomes


k2
k1
x
x
(t)
+
(t)
(2.50)
u(t) = −
1
2
(tf − t)2
(tf − t)
where the guidance coefﬁcients, k1 and k2 , are arbitrary but contained in the feasible set F .
For implementing the guidance law, the missile only requires a built-in navigation system.
If an additional seeker is provided to measure the missile-to-target LOS angle σ(t), we can use
σ(t) instead of x1 (t). In this case, x1 (t) can be approximated by VM (tf − t)(γf − σ) and x2 (t)
becomes VM (γM − γf ). Hence, (2.50) is rewritten as
u(t) = −

VM
[−k1 σ(t) + k2 γM (t) + (k1 − k2 )γf ].
(tf − t)

(2.51)

If the seeker
 is provided to measure
 the LOS rate σ̇(t) as well, since σ̇(t) can be approximated
x1 (t)
x2 (t)
1
, (2.50) is rewritten as
+
by −
VM (tf − t)2 (tf − t)
u(t) = k2 VM σ̇(t) +

(k1 − k2 )VM
[σ(t) − γf ].
(tf − t)

(2.52)

Here, tf − t, named time-to-go, appears explicitly in all implementation methods, but it may
not be directly measured by the sensors. Hence, to implement the guidance laws, a suitable
time-to-go estimation is required.
The most widely used time-to-go estimation method is the range over closing velocity, i.e.,
R/V . This method provides good estimates of time-to-go when the trajectory is near the
collision course. For the impact angle control laws, however, this method is not adequate
because the trajectory may be curved and distant from the collision course.
Here, a time-to-go estimation method that considers the curved trajectory generated by the
generalized guidance law with an arbitrary z in F is proposed. From the previous section, the
closed-form solutions can be represented in terms of time t. Under the small angle assumption,
solutions can be approximated to functions of range x by substituting t ≈ x/V . The ﬂight
path angle γM with respect to the initial LOS can be represented as functions of range x. Since
v = VM (γM − γf ), y0 = Rγf , and tf ≈ R/VM , the ﬂight path angle is represented by

  √
⎧
√ 
√ 
Ψ0  √ d
1 (α−1)
⎪
d
−
d
−
d
⎪
, if d > 0
Φ0 ξ + ξ
ξ
+ √ ξ −ξ
⎪
⎪
⎨2
d
γM (ξ) − γf = ξ (α−1) (Φ0 + Ψ0 ln ξ)
(2.53)

 , if d = 0
⎪
⎪
(√
(√
)
)
Ψ
⎪
⎪
⎩ξ (α−1) Φ0 cos −d ln ξ + √ 0 sin −d ln ξ
, if d < 0
−d
where ξ = 1 −

k2 + 1
x
,α=
, Φ0 = γ0 − γf , and Ψ0 = αγ0 − (α − k1 )γf .
R
2
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Since the velocity VM is constant, the ﬁnal time tf can be calculated by the total length of
the curved path S over the velocity VM as
 t
S
R
tf =
=
1 + y 2 dξ.
(2.54)
VM
VM 0
Since


' ' π
γ 2 5γ 4 61γM 6
2
+ · · · , 'γM ' < ,
1 + y = 1 + tan2 γM = sec γM = 1 + M + M +
2!
4!
6!
2
tf can be represented as
tf =

R
(1 + h),
VM

(2.55)

where the length increment factor due to the path curvature, h, is

 1
 1
5
61
1 1
γM 2 dξ +
γM 4 dξ +
γ 6 dξ + · · · .
h=
2 0
24 0
720 0 M
For simpliﬁcation, assuming that γM is sufﬁciently small for the high order terms of γM to be
near zero, h can be calculated approximately; that is,

1 1
γ 2 dξ
(2.56)
h≈
2 0 M
Even if considering the higher order terms in the Taylor series produces more accurate results,
they are too
to implement in real situations.
& 1 complicated
2
Now, 0 γM dξ can be calculated for three cases; d > 0, d = 0 and d < 0. By manipulating three integration results for (2.53), it can be expressed as one equation regardless of the
discriminant d:
 1
(2k1 − k2 )γ02 − 2(k1 − k2 )γ0 γf + 2(k1 − k2 )2 γf 2
.
(2.57)
γM 2 dξ =
k2 (4k1 − 2k2 − 1)
0
For any z in F , numerical singularity is not a relevant issue because k2 ≥ 2(k2 −1) and k2 ≥ 3.
The ﬁnal time given by (2.55) is replaced by the time-to-go with regard to the present LOS
with an angle of σ as the initial LOS; let γ̄M = γM − σ and γ̄f = γf − σ, then the time-to-go
is represented by
R 

,
(2.58)
1+
tgo =
VM
2
where
=

2 − 2(k − k )γ̄ γ̄ + 2(k − k )2 γ̄ 2
(2k1 − k2 )γ̄M
1
2 M f
1
2
f

k2 (4k1 − 2k2 − 1)

.

(2.59)
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2.5. Numerical Simulations. In this section, the performance of the impact angle control
laws with various guidance coefﬁcients is studied through nonlinear simulations. In the simulations, it is assumed that the target is stationary and the speed of the missile is constant. It is
also assumed that the missile is a lag-free system without control input limits and has perfect
measurements.
TABLE 1. Initial conditions for nonlinear simulations.
Parameters
Values
Missile position (x0 , y0 )
(0m, 0m)
Target position (xt yt ) (5000m, 0m)
300m/s
Missile velocity VM
10◦
Launch angle γ0
Impact angle γf
−20◦
The simulations are conducted for ﬁve guidance coefﬁcient vectors denoted by z1 · · · z5
which are shown in Figure 3.

F IGURE 3. Guidance coefﬁcient vectors for simulations.
The missile trajectories, ﬂight path angles, control inputs and time-to-go estimation errors
are shown in Fig. 4 through Fig. 7. As shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, all cases do not produce
terminal errors. It is also observed that the trajectory for z3 , which has the highest k1 with
k2 = 4, shows the most oscillatory behavior and the trajectory for z4 contained in shows a
rapid approach to the collision course without oscillation.
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F IGURE
4. Trajectories
(γ0 = 10◦ , γf = −20◦ ).

F IGURE 5. Flight path
angles (γ0 = 10◦ , γf =
−20◦ ).

As shown in Fig. 6, the case of high k1 and low k2 leads to a very large control input with
fast oscillating behavior, but high k2 reduces the required control input as well as the oscillatory
behavior as a damping ratio increases.

F IGURE 6. Control inputs (γ0 = 10◦ , γf = −20◦ ).
As shown in Fig. 7, the guidance law with z3 produces the largest time-to-go estimation
error due to the nonlinearity effect enhanced by the oscillatory motion.
From these simulation results, it is found that various guidance coefﬁcient vectors ensure
zero impact angle errors as well as zero miss distances. However, the guidance law with high
guidance coefﬁcients may produce a signiﬁcantly worse performance when error sources such
as system lag or command saturation are considered. Therefore, a special concern is required
in choosing adequate guidance coefﬁcients when implementing the guidance law in practice.
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F IGURE 7. Time-to-go calculation errors (γ0 = 10◦ , γf = −20◦ ).
2.6. Closing Remarks. In this chapter, a generalized impact-angle control guidance law with
arbitrary guidance coefﬁcients is proposed. All feasible sets of the guidance coefﬁcients that
satisfy the terminal constraints are investigated. In order to ﬁnd the feasible sets, explicit
closed-form solutions for lag-free system are derived. The closed-form solutions have three
classes of trajectories depending on the guidance coefﬁcients: one is the time-to-go polynomial trajectory, another is the trajectory combined with time-to-go polynomial and logarithmic
functions, and the third is the oscillatory trajectory combined with time-to-go polynomial, logarithmic, and harmonic functions. Moreover, based on the closed-form solutions, practical and
precise time-to-go calculation methods that can be widely used to implement the generalized
guidance law are established.
3. O PTIMALITY OF G ENERALIZED G UIDANCE L AW [20]
In this chapter, optimality of the generalized impact-angle-control guidance law is discussed.
Under the assumptions of a stationary target and a lag-free missile with constant speed and
small ﬂight path angle, optimality of the guidance law with arbitrary guidance coefﬁcients is
demonstrated by using the inverse optimal control theory. This result may be a theoretical
foundation to choose the adequate values of the guidance coefﬁcients to improve robustness to
external disturbances or uncertainties of the missile system.
3.1. Inverse Problem of Linear Optimal Control. The inverse problem of linear optimal
control is to ﬁnd necessary and sufﬁcient conditions for a given class of linear feedback system
to determine all members of this class of indices. The time-invariant case of the inverse problem
was solved for scalar control by Kalman [9], and the results were generalized to the multi-input
and time-varying case by Jameson and Kreindler [12]. In this section, the main results of [12]
are summarized to be applied to the guidance problem.
Consider a linear system given by
ẋ = Ax + Bu, x(t0 ) = x0 ,

(3.1)
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u = Kx,
and a performance index given by
1
1
J = xT (tf )Fx(tf ) +
2
2

(3.2)


tf

(xT Qx + uT Ru)dt,

(3.3)

t0

where x ∈ Rn , u ∈ Rm , and tf is a ﬁxed terminal time. The matrices A, B, K, Q, and R
may be time-varying, and are assumed to be uniformly bounded and continuous on [t0 , tf ].
The inverse problem of the linear optimal control is to ﬁnd necessary and sufﬁcient conditions on the system matrices A, B, and K so that some performance index of the type (3.1) is
minimized, and to determine all such Q, R, and E.
The direct problem and its solution are well known. The optimal feedback gain K is given
by
K = −R−1 BT P,

(3.4)

where symmetric matrix P is the solution of the Riccati equation:
−Ṗ = PA + AT P − PBR−1 BT P + Q, P(tf ) = F.

(3.5)

For the existence of a unique solution, it is assumed that R is positive deﬁnite(denoted by
R > 0), and it is usually assumed that Q and F are nonnegative deﬁnite(Q ≥ 0, F ≥ 0)as a
sufﬁcient condition for the existence of a solution P(t) of (3.5). The minimal value J ∗ of J is
then nonnegative for all x0 and t0 , and since
1
J ∗ = xT0 P(t0 )x0 ,
2

(3.6)

and P is nonnegative deﬁnite.
Jameson and Kreindler [12] found out, however, that a nonnegative deﬁnite Q condition
might not be necessary under some conditions as follows.
Theorem 3.1. Consider a closed-loop linear system (3.1) and (3.2) satisfying that B and K
are differentiable on [t0 , tf ] and are of constant rank. It is possible to construct a performance
index (3.3) with
F = FT , Q = QT , R = RT > 0,
that attains its absolute minimum J ∗ over all square-integrable controls, for all x0 and t0 <
tf ≤ ∞, if and only if for all T , t0 ≤ t ≤ tf , the following conditions hold:
KB has m linearly independent real eigenvectors,

(3.7)

rank BK = rank K.

(3.8)

and
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The minimal value J ∗ can be negative. An index (3.3) such that J ∗ ≥ 0 for all x0 and t0 <
tf ≤ ∞ can be constructed if and only if, in addition to (3.7), for all t, t0 < tf ≤ ∞ :
all eigenvalues of KB are nonpositive,

(3.9)

rank KB = rank K.

(3.10)

and (3.8) is strengthened to
An index (3.3) such that J ∗ > 0 for all x0 and t0 < tf ≤ ∞ can be constructed if and only if
in addition to (3.7) and (3.9), the rank condition (3.10) is strengthened to
rank KB = rank K = rank B.

(3.11)

Let’s construct a performance index (3.3) when the above conditions hold. We ﬁrst construct
R = RT > 0 so that RKB is symmetric. From (3.4), if P is symmetric, symmetric condition
of RKB holds. Since the eigenvectors of KB are real and linearly independent, the matrix V
whose columns are the eigenvectors of BT KT is real and nonsingular. Thus,
BT KT V = VΛ

(3.12)

where is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of . Then we have following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Let the eigenvector condition (3.7) hold. Then every given real R = RT > 0
such that RKB is symmetric is necessarily given by
R = VVT ,

(3.13)

where the columns of V are suitably chosen eigenvectors of BT KT .
We next solve (3.4) for a real symmetric P. From (3.4),
BT P = −RK.

(3.14)

Let W be any real m × n matrix such that
BT WT RK = RK.

(3.15)

By inspection of (3.15), −WT RK is a solution of (3.14) for P, which, however, is not necessarily symmetric. To obtain a symmetric solution, set
P0 = −WT RK − KT RW + WT RKBW.

(3.16)

By (3.15) and the symmetry of RKB,
BT P0 = −RK − BT KT RW + RKBW = −RK.
Further, if P is any real symmetric solution of(3.14), then
BT (P − P0 ) = 0,
whence the general solution of (3.4) for a real symmetric P is
P = −WT RK − KT RW + WT RKBW + Y,

(3.17)
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where Y is any real matrix such that
BT Y = 0, Y = YT .

(3.18)

Under the rank condition (3.10) on KB, an additional representation of P is available as follows.
Theorem 3.3. Let R be a real, symmetric and positive deﬁnite matrix such that RKB is
symmetric. If
rank KB = rank K,
then all real symmetric P satisfying (3.14) are represented in terms of the given R by
P = −KT R(RKB)† RK + Y,

(3.19)

where † denotes the Penrose generalized inverse and Y are all real matrices that satisfy (3.18).
The solutions of (3.4) for R and P are pointwise in time, but P can be constructed to be
differentiable, so that we have Ṗ. Then F = P(t1 ), and Q is given by
Q = Ṗ − PA − AT P + PBR−1 BT P.

(3.20)

It is remarked that Q so determined may not be nonnegative deﬁnite even if P is positive
deﬁnite.
3.2. Inverse Optimal Problem of Generalized Guidance Law. In this section, an inverse
problem for the linear time-varying guidance law with an impact angle constraint is proposed.
The purpose of the inverse problem is to ﬁnd the performance indices in the general class to be
optimized

1 tf T
1
(x Qx + ru2d t
(3.21)
J = xT (tf )Fx(tf ) +
2
2 t0
subject to
ẋ = Ax + Bu, x(t0 ) = x0 ,
where


x=

that result in

y
v




, A=

0 1
0 0






, B=

(3.22)
0
1


,

k1
k2
x2 (t)
u(t) = −
x1 (t) +
2
(tf − t)
(tf − t)

(3.23)


(3.24)

for arbitrary coefﬁcients k1 and k2 in the feasible set. The guidance law (3.24) is rewritten as
u = K(t)x(t)

(3.25)
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where the linear time-varying guidance gain matrix, K(t), is


k2
k1
.
−
K(t) = −
(tf − t)2 (tf − t)

(3.26)

3.2.1. General Solution. Next, construction of the performance index (3.21) so that the control
law (3.25) is optimal is considered. For the closed-loop linear system (3.22) with a single input
of (3.25), rank KB = rank K = rank B = 1 and the eigenvalue of KB is non-positive. As
described in 3.1, therefore, the eigenvector condition (3.7), the eigenvalue condition (3.9) and
the rank condition (3.11) hold. Thus, by Theorem 1, the performance index can be constructed
with symmetric F, Q, and a positive scalar r that attains its positive absolute minimum. From
Theorem 2, every positive r satisﬁes the necessary condition of the symmetry of rKB since
KB is scalar. Given r, Theorem 3 provides the real symmetric solution P. Since the symmetric
matrix Y, such that BT Y = 0, is given by


y11 0
,
Y=
0 0
where y11 is arbitrarily real, it is found that (3.19) becomes
$ k2 /k
P(t) = −KT r(rKB)−1 rK + Y =

2
1
(tf −t)3

r + y11

k1
r
(tf −t)2

k1
r
(tf −t)2
k2
(tf −t) r

%
.

(3.27)

For convenience, let
y11 

μ − k12 /k2
r,
(tf − t)3

where μ is an arbitrary constant. Then, P is represented as
⎡
μ
k1
⎢ (tf − t)3 r (tf − t)2 r
P=⎢
⎣
k1
k2
r
r
2
(tf − t)
(tf − t)

(3.28)
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎦

(3.29)

Here, if the performance index is positive for all x0 and t0 , additional condition that P should
be a positive deﬁnite is required in view of (3.6); i.e., μ > k12 /k2 . Substituting P and Ṗ into
(3.20) yields
Q = Ṗ − PA − AT P + PBr−1 BT P
⎡
k12 − 3μ
μ
r−
ṙ
⎢
4
(t
−
t)
(t
−
t)3
f
f
⎢
=⎣
k1 (k2 − 2) − μ
k1
r−
ṙ
3
(tf − t)
(tf − t)2

⎤
k1 (k2 − 2) − μ
k1
r
−
ṙ
(tf − t)3
(tf − t)2 ⎥
⎥.
2
⎦
k2 − k2 − 2k1
k2
ṙ
r−
2
(tf − t)
(tf − t)

(3.30)

This completes the solution of the inverse problem. Many different [F, Q, r] can be obtained from (3.29) and (3.30) by selecting different μ and r. For our understanding better,
special cases will be considered next.
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3.2.2. Solution for Time-to-go Polynomial Weighting. From Theorem 2, every positive r satisﬁes the necessary condition of the symmetry of rKB since KB is scalar. Thus, consider the
simple form of the weighting factor r:
r = (tf − t)ρ

(3.31)

where ρ is an arbitrarily real constant. Then the following is obtained
⎡
⎤
μ
k1
⎢ (tf − t)3−ρ (tf − t)2−ρ ⎥
⎥,
P=⎢
⎣
⎦
k1
k2
2−ρ
1−ρ
(tf − t)
(tf − t)
and, since ṙ = −ρ(tf − t)ρ−1 ,
⎡
k12 + (ρ − 3)μ
⎢
(tf − t)4−ρ
Q=⎢
⎣ k1 (k2 + ρ − 2) − μ
(tf − t)3−ρ

(3.32)

⎤
k1 (k2 + ρ − 2) − μ
⎥
(tf − t)3−ρ
⎥
k2 (k2 + ρ − 1) − 2k1 ⎦
(tf − t)2−ρ

(3.33)

This is the special solution of the inverse problem for time-to-go polynomial r. From (3.33),
however, we see that the simplest solution may be obtained by choosing adequate μ.
3.2.3. Simplest Solution. In the case of the simple form of the weighting factor r of (3.31),
choose
μ = k1 (k2 + ρ − 2),
then the following is obtained by (3.32) and (3.33) as
⎡
k1 (k2 + ρ − 2)
⎢ (tf − t)3−ρ
(tf
P=⎢
⎣
k1
(tf − t)2−ρ
(tf
and

(3.34)

⎤
k1
− t)2−ρ ⎥
⎥,
⎦
k2
1−ρ
− t)

⎡

k1 {k1 + k2 (ρ − 3) + (ρ − 2)(ρ − 3)}
⎢
(tf − t)4−ρ
Q=⎢
⎣
0

(3.35)

⎤
0
k2 (k2 + ρ − 1) − 2k1
(tf − t)2−ρ

⎥
⎥.
⎦

(3.36)

Consider a special case given by choosing
k1 = (2 − ρ)(2 − ρ) and k2 = 2(2 − ρ).
Then, Q = 0 with

$
P = (2 − ρ)

(2−ρ)(3−ρ)
(tf −t)3−ρ
3−ρ
(tf −t)2−ρ

3−ρ
(tf −t)2−ρ
2
(tf −t)1−ρ

%

(3.37)
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where ρ < 1 for positive P; i.e., the guidance command (3.25) whose coefﬁcients are (3.37)
minimizes the performance index:

1 tf
(tf − t)ρ u2 dt
(3.38)
J=
2 t0
which is subject to (3.22) with terminal constraints x(tf ) = 0 since F = P(tf ) = ∞ for ρ < 1.
This is consistent with the time-to-go weighted optimal guidance proposed by Ryoo et al. [6],
who studied the direct optimal guidance problem with the index (3.38) for ρ ≤ 0. According
to the approach proposed in this chapter, it is seen that a solution exists even if 0 < ρ < 1. In
that case, however, the control law may not be practical because the boundedness of control
input is not guaranteed.
Note that a number of performance indices can be constructed by(3.31), (3.35) and (3.36)
for the given guidance coefﬁcients k1 and k2 . For example, consider one simple case given by
F = 0, r = (tf − t)4 .
and


Q=

0
k1 (k1 + k2 + 2)
0
(k22 + 3k2 − 2k1 )(tf − t)2

(3.39)

,

(3.40)

for ρ = 4. Recall the solution of EOGL with k1 = 6 and k2 = 4, which minimizes the
performance index with
F = ∞, Q = 0, r = 1,
for ρ = 0. From (3.35) and (3.36), however, the solution also minimizes the index with


72
0
F = 0, Q =
, r = (tf − t)4 .
0 16(tf − t)2
Thus, it is signiﬁcant that a performance index which is minimized by the control law for
any given k1 and k2 can be constructed even if it is not unique. Moreover, another important
point of these results is that the state weighting matrix Q does not require the nonnegative
condition. This means that the missile may move away from the collision course or have an
oscillating motion in the middle of the homing leg while maintaining optimal characteristics.
3.3. Closing Remarks. It is important that the generalized guidance law with any z = [k1 k2 ]
contained in F minimizes the quadratic performance index with the corresponding weightings
F, Q and r and also satisﬁes the terminal constraints with the ﬁnite control input. From a practical viewpoint, these are very useful in designing new guidance laws that meet the additional
requirements or improve the performance of the guidance loop in realistic environment.
4. A NALYTIC S OLUTIONS OF G ENERALIZED G UIDANCE L AW FOR S INGLE L AG S YSTEM
[21]
In this chapter, closed-form solutions of the generalized guidance law for a ﬁrst-order lag
system are derived. Under some, they are obtained by solving a third-order linear time-varying
ordinary differential equation with arbitrary guidance coefﬁcients. Moreover, terminal misses
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due to the system lag and homing geometries for zero miss-distance are studied. Nonlinear
simulations are performed to verify the proposed results.
Under the assumptions of a stationary target, constant missile velocity, and small ﬂight path
angles on planar homing geometry, we have the linear differential equations with a ﬁrst-order
system dynamics
ẏ(t) = v(t),

y(t0 ) = y0

v̇(t) = aM (t),
v(t0 ) = v0 ,
1
a˙M = (u − aM ), aM (t0 ) = a0
T

(4.1)

where y, v, aM , and u are the cross-range, the velocity component perpendicular to the collision
course, the normal acceleration, and the control command, respectively. T denotes the time
constant of the missile control system. The control command is generated by the generalized
impact-angle-control guidance law
u(t) = −

k2
k1
y(T ) −
v(t),
2
tgo
tgo

(4.2)

where tgo = tf − t and tf is the ﬁnal time.
By manipulating (4.1) and (4.2), a linear time-varying third-order differential equation without a forcing term is obtained as
T ÿ + ÿ +

k1
k2
ẏ +
y = 0.
tf − t
(tf − t)2

(4.3)

Thus, seeking the analytic solution of the guidance loop with the ﬁrst-order lag system is down
to ﬁnding the solution of (4.3).
If T is zero, then (4.3) becomes the second-order Cauchy equation as shown in chapter 2.
By using relational expression between the characteristic roots and guidance coefﬁcients for
lag-free systems
k 1 = λ1 λ 2

and k2 = λ1 + λ2 − 1,

(4.4)

(4.3) can be rewritten as
T ÿ + ÿ +

λ1 λ 2
λ1 + λ2 − 1
ẏ +
y = 0.
tf − t
(tf − t)2

(4.5)

From the trajectory solutions for lag free system shown in chapter 2, it is seen that the
terminal misses become always zero. In practice, however, it is hard to expect zero misses
when the system lag is considered since the guidance command tends to blow up as the missile
approaches the target. To investigate this phenomenon analytically, we attempt to solve (4.5)
for nonzero T .
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4.1. Basis Solutions. For simpliﬁcation, we change the independent variable from ﬂight time
x to normalized time x to have the new equation
λ1 λ2 ζ
(λ1 + λ2 − 1)ζ
Dy −
y=0
(4.6)
x
x2
where x = 1 − 1/tf , ζ = tf /T , D is a differentiation operator. In addition, L denotes a linear
operator deﬁned by (4.6). It is seen that (4.6) is a third-order linear differential equation with
variable coefﬁcients and has a regular singular point at x = 0.
In order to ﬁnd nontrivial solutions which are in the form of a power series in x. Let
Ly ≡ D3 y − cD2 y +

∞

y = xs

Ak xk .

(4.7)

k=0

where s is to be determined. By substituting (4.7) into(4.6),
∞

Ly = f (s)A0 xs−3 +

[f (s + k)Ak + g1 (s + k)Ak−1 ]xs−3+k ,

(4.8)

k=1

where
f (x) = s(s − 1)(s − 2),
g1 (s) = −ζ(s − λ1 − 1)(s − λ2 − 1).

(4.9)
(4.10)

In order that Ly equals to zero in an interval including x = 0, the coefﬁcients of all powers
of x in (4.8) must vanish independently. It gives an indicial equation
f (s) = s(s − 1)(s − 2) = 0,

(4.11)

which determines three values of s; s1 = 2, s2 = 1, and s3 = 0, and what is known as the
recurrence formula
f (s + k)Ak = −g1 (s + k)Ak−1
= ζ(s + k − λ1 − 1)(s + k − λ2 − 1)Ak−1 , (k ≥ 1)

(4.12)

which determines each Ak in terms of A0 .
4.1.1. First Basis Solution. If s = s1 = 2, the recurrence formula can determine each Ak in
terms of A0 ; i.e.,
(−λ1 + 1 + k)(−λ2 + 1 + k)
ζAk−1
Ak =
k(k + 1)(k + 2)
(−λ1 + 1 + k)(−λ2 + 1 + k) (−λ1 + k)(−λ2 + k)
ζAk−2
=
(4.13)
k(k + 1)(k + 2)
(k − 1)(k)(k + 1)
..
.
=

(−λ1 + 2)k (−λ2 + 2)k ζ k
A0
(2)k (3)k k!
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By substituting the determined Ak s into (4.7) and neglecting A0 , the solution corresponding to
s1 becomes
y1 (x) = x22 F2 (2 − λ1 , 2 − λ2 ; 2, 3; ζx),
where 2 F2 (2 − λ1 , 2 − λ2 ; 2, 3; ζx) is known as the hypergeometric function,
∞ *m
(α ) z k
*ni=1 i k ,
m Fn (α1 , · · · , αM ; β1 , · · · , βn ; z) =
j=1 (βj )k k!

(4.14)

(4.15)

k=0

and (α) stands for the Pochhammer symbol as
(α)n = α(α + 1) · · · (α + n − 1), (α)0 = 1.
4.1.2. Second Basis Solution. If s = s2 = 1, the recurrence formula for k = 1 cannot be
satisﬁed for any nontrivial A1 because f (s2 + 1) = 0. In order to overcome the difﬁculty, a
new setting of y(x, s) with Ak (s), as a function of s, and constant A0 is introduced
∞

y(x, s) = x

s

Ak (s)xk .

(4.16)

k=0

Assuming that Ak (s) satisﬁes the recurrence formula, we have
L{(s − s2 )y(x, s)} = A0 (s − s3 )(s − s2 )2 (s − s1 )xs−3 ,
and it is seen that the partial derivative of the right member with respect to s vanishes as s → s2 .
Since the operator ∂/∂s and the linear operator L are commutative, we conclude that
,
+∂
[(s − s2 )y(x, s)] s=s2 = 0
L
∂s
so that the function


∂
[(s − s2 )y(x, s)]
y2 (x) = lim
(4.17)
s→s2 ∂s
is another solution of (4.6). Equations (4.16) and (4.17) show that y2 (x) is expressible as
$∞
%'
'
∂
s+k '
(s − s2 )Ak (s)x
y2 =
'
'
∂s
k=0
s=s2
'
∞ 
'
∂
s+k
s+k '
=
ln x + {(s − s2 )Ak (s)}x
(s − s2 )Ak (s)x
'
∂s
s=s2
k=0

Hence,
∞

∞

Bk (s2 )xk+s2 +

y2 (x) = ln x
k=0

Ck (s2 )xk+s2 ,

(4.18)

k=0

where
Bk (s2 ) = lim (s − s2 )Ak (s),
s→s2

(4.19)
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d
{(s − s2 )Ak (s)}.
ds

(4.20)

Recall the recurrence formula
(s + k)(s + k − 1)(s + k − 2)Ak (s) = ζ(s + k − λ1 − 1)(sk − λ2 − 1)Ak−1 (s),

(4.21)

for k ≥ 1. By manipulating (4.19), (4.20), and (4.21), we can determine each Bk (s2 ) and
Ck (s2 ) in terms of A0 as follows;
B0 (s2 ) = 0,

(4.22)

(1 − λ1 )k (1 − λ2 )k
ζA0
(k ≥ 1),
(2)k (1)k (k − 1)!
C0 (s2 ) = A0 ,
⎡

k 
1
1
⎣
−
+
Ck (s2 ) = Bk (s2 )
j − λ1 j − λ2

Bk (s2 ) =

j=1

(4.23)

k

j=1



⎤


1
2 1 ⎦
+ +
,
j+1 j
k

(4.24)
(4.25)

for k ≥ 1. In (4.25), Bk (s2 )/(j − λ1 ) (for l = 1, 2 and 1 ≤ j ≤ k) is obviously nonsingular
since there is the multiplicative factor of (j − λ1 ) in the numerator of Bk (s2 ). After reduction
of a fraction, we have
Ck (s2 ) =

Bk (s2 )
pk (λ1 , λ2 )ζ k A0
+
(k ≥ 1),
(2)k (1)k (k − 1)!
k

(4.26)

where
k

{2j − (λ1 + λ2 )}(1 − λ1 ; j)k (1 − λ2 ; j)k

pk (λ1 , λ2 ) =
j=1

k

− (1 − λ1 )k (1 − λ2 )k
j=1



2
1
+
j+1 j

and (α; j)n is deﬁned by
(α; j)n = α(α + 1) · · · (α + j − 2)(α + j) · · · (α + n − 1) =


,

-

(4.27)

(α + i − 1),

(4.28)

i=1···n
i=j

and (α; j)0 = 1. By substituting these coefﬁcients into(4.18), and neglecting the constant A0 ,
we have
1
y2 (x) = (1 − λ1 )(1 − λ2 )ζx2 ln x2 F2 (2 − λ1 , 2 − λ2 ; 2, 3; ζx)
2
1
(4.29)
+ x2 F2 (1 − λ1 , 1 − λ2 ; 1, 2; ζx) + P (0; ζx)
ζ
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where
∞

P (n; z) =
k=0

pk (λ1 , λ2 ) z k+1−n
.
(1)k (1)k−1 (k + 1 − n)!

(4.30)

4.1.3. Third Basis Solution. If s = s3 = 0, the recurrence formula for k = 1 or k = 2 cannot
be satisﬁed for any nontrivial Ak because f (s3 + 1) = f (s3 + 2) = 0. In a similar way to 0, a
new setting of y(x, s) with Ak (s), as a function of s, and constant A0 is introduced
∞

y(x, s) = xs

Ak (s)xk .

(4.31)

k=0

Assuming that Ak (s) satisﬁes the recurrence formula, we have
L{(s − s3 )2 y(x, s)} = A0 (s − s3 )3 (s − s2 )(s − s1 )xs−3 .
and it is seen that the partial derivative of the right member with respect to s vanishes as s → s3 .
Since the operator ∂ 2 /∂s2 and the linear operator L are commutative, we conclude that
 2

∂
2
L
[(s − s3 ) y(x, s)]
=0
∂s2
s=s3
so that the function


y3 (x) = lim

s→s3

∂2
[(s − s3 )2 y(x, s)]
∂s2


(4.32)

is the other basis solution of(4.6). Equations (4.31) and (4.32) show that y3 (s) is expressible as
$∞
%'
'
∂2
'
(s − s3 )2 Ak (s)xs+k '
y3 (x) = 2
'
∂s
k=0
s=s3
$
%'
2
s+k
∞
'
(s − s3 ) Ak (s)x (ln x)2
'
=
∂
'
2
∂
2
s+k
2
+2 {(s − s3 ) Ak (s)}x
ln x + ∂s2 {(s − s3 ) Ak (s)}xs + k '
k=0
∂s
s=s3
(4.33)
Hence,
y3 (x) = (ln x)2

∞

∞

Bk (s3 )xk+s3 + 2 ln x
k=0

∞

Ck (s3 )xk+s3 +
k=0

Dk (s3 )xk+s3 ,

(4.34)

k=0

where
Bk (s3 ) = lim (s − s3 )2 Ak (s),
s→s3

d
{(s − s3 )2 Ak (s)},
ds
d2
Dk (s3 ) = lim
{(s − s3 )2 Ak (s)}.
s→s3 ds2
Ck (s3 ) = lim

s→s3

(4.35)
(4.36)
(4.37)
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By manipulating(4.35), (4.36), (4.37), and the recurrence formula, we can determine each
Bk (s3 ), Ck (s3 ), and Dk (s3 ) in terms of A0 as follows;
B0 (s3 ) = B1 (s3 ) = 0,

(4.38)

(−λ1 )k (−λ2 )k k
ζ A0 ,
(1)k (1)k−1 (1)k−2
C0 (s3 ) = 0, C1 (s3 ) = −λ1 λ2 ζA0 ,


+ j
1
1
+
−3
Ck (s3 ) = Bk (s3 )
j − λ1 − 1 j − λ2 − 1

Bk (s3 ) = −

k=1

(4.39)
(4.40)
k
j=1

,
1
1 2
+ +
+ 1 , (4.41)
j
k k−1

D0 (s3 ) = 2A0 , D1 (s3 ) = 2(λ1 + λ2 )ζA0 ,


⎡
+ j
1
1
k=1 j − λ − 1 + j − λ − 1
⎢
1
2
⎢
,2
k 1 2
1
⎢
⎢ −3 j=1 + +
+1
⎢
j
k k−1
Dk (s3 ) = Bk (s3 ) ⎢ 
,
1
1
⎢ − j +
⎢
k=1 (j − λ − 1)2 + (j − λ − 1)2
⎢
1
2
⎣
k 1
2
1
+1
+3 j=1 2 − 2 −
j
k
(k − 1)2

(4.42)

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥,
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(4.43)

for k ≥ 2. In (4.41), Bk (s3 )/(j − λ1 − 1) (l = 1, 2) for all j is nonsingular since there
is always the multiplicative factor of in (j − λ1 − 1)(j − λ2 − 1) the numerator of Bk (s3 ).
In (4.43), on the other hand, Bk (s3 )/(j − λ1 − 1)2 may become singular when j = λ1 +
1 even if Bk (s3 )/(j − λ1 − 1) is nonsingular. However, Dk (s3 ) is obviously nonsingular
because Bk (s3 )/(j − λ1 − 1)2 for all j will cancel out by expanding the equation. After some
manipulation of (4.41) and (4.43), polynomial expression on λ1 without the rational terms of
1/(j − λ1 − 1) and 1/(j − λ1 − 1)2 can be obtained as


1
qk (λ1 , λ2 )ζ k A0
2
+ Bk (s3 )
+
+ 1 (k ≥ 2),
(4.44)
Ck (s3 ) =
(1)k (1)k−1 (k − 2)!
k k−1


3
rk (λ1 , λ2 )ζ k A0
1
+ 2Bk (s3 )
+
+ 1 (k ≥ 2),
(4.45)
Dk (s3 ) =
(1)k (1)k−1 (k − 2)!
k k−1
where
k

qk (λ1 , λ2 ) = −

k

{2(j − 1) − (λ1 + λ2 )}(−λ1 ; j)k (−λ2 ; j)k + 3(−λ1 )k (−λ2 )k
j=1

j=1

1
,
j

(4.46)
rk (λ1 , λ2 ) = −2

{2(j1 − 1) − (λ1 + λ2 )}{2(j2 − 1)
∀j1 ,j2 =1,2,··· ,k
j1 <j2

− (λ1 + λ2 )}(−λ1 ; j1 , j2 )k (−λ2 ; j1 , j2 )k
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⎛

k

− 2 ⎝−3

j=1

⎞
1
1 2
+ +
+ 1⎠
j
k k−1

k

{2(j − 1) − (λ1 + λ2 )}
j=1

k

(−λ1 ; j)k (−λ2 ; j)k − 2
⎧ ⎛
⎨
3⎝
⎩

k
j=1

⎞2
1⎠
+
j

(−λ1 ; j)k (−λ2 ; j)k − 3(λ1 )k (−λ2 )k
j=1

k
j=1

and (α; j1 , j2 )n is deﬁned by

1
−2
j2

-

(α; j1 , j2 )n =

k
j=1

1
j



⎫
⎬

2
1
+
+1
⎭
k k−1

(α + i − 1), (α; j1 , j2 )0 = 1.

(4.47)

(4.48)

i=1···n
i=j1 ,j2

By substituting these coefﬁcients into(4.34) and neglecting the constant A0 and a dependent
term on the ﬁrst basis, we have
y3 (x) = 2(3λ1 λ2 + λ1 + λ2 )ζx + 22 F2 (−λ1 , −λ2 ; 1, 1; ζx)
− 2λ1 λ2 ζx[(ln x + 3)2 F2 (1 − λ1 , 1 − λ2 ; 1, 2, ζx) + 2 F2 (1 − λ1 , 1 − λ2 ; 2, 2; ζx)]
⎤
⎡ 

1
ln x + 1 2 F2 (2 − λ1 , 2 − λ2 ; 2, 3; ζx) ⎦
− (−λ1 )2 (−λ2 )2 (ζx)2 ln x ⎣ 2
+2 F2 (2 − λ1 , 2 − λ2 ; 3, 3; ζx)
+ 2 ln xQ(0; ζx) + R(0; ζx)

(4.49)

where
∞

Q(n̄, z) =
k=2
∞

R(n̄, z) =
k=2

qk (λ1 , λ2 )
z k−n
,
(1)k−1 (1)k−2 (k − n)!

(4.50)

rk (λ1 , λ2 )
z k−n
,
(1)k−1 (1)k−2 (k − n)!

(4.51)

Even if the roots of the characteristic equation λ1 and λ2 are complex conjugates of each
other, all of the basis solutions are absolutely real functions because all λ-relevant terms of the
solutions are composed of multiplicative and additive terms of complex conjugates. Moreover,
we can see that P (n; z), Q(n; z), and R(n; z) are bounded because their partial sums are all
Cauchy sequences. Since every Cauchy sequence in R converges to an element of R, the
inﬁnite series functions are bounded for all z.
4.2. General Solutions. A general solution of the third-order differential equation is obtained
by a linear combination of the three basis solutions. For the purpose of simpliﬁcation, the
general solution is assumed as
y(x̃) = ζ 2 c1 y1 (x̃) + ζλ1 λ2 c2 y2 (x̃) + c3 y3 (x̃),

(4.52)
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with change of the independent variable such that
tgo
,
(4.53)
T
where c1 , c2 , and c3 are arbitrary constants. For more convenience, we introduce new notations
of the hypergeometric functions
x̃ = ζx =

φ̃λ (m; x̃) =

(2 − λ1 )m−2 (2 − λ2 )m−2
2 F( m − λ1 , m − λ2 ; m, m + 1; x̃), (m = 2, 3, · · · ),
(1)m−1 (1)m
(4.54)

(−λ1 )m (−λ2 )m
2 F( m − λ1 , m − λ2 ; m, m + 1; x̃), (m = 1, 2, 3, · · · ), (4.55)
(1)m−1 (1)m
(−λ1 )m (−λ2 )m
ψλ (m; x̃) =
2 F( m − λ1 , m − λ2 ; m + 1, m; x̃), (m = 0, 1, 2, · · · ), (4.56)
(1)m (1)m
φλ (m; x̃) =

then their derivatives become
∂
∂
∂
φ̃λ (m; x̃) = φ̃λ (m + 1; x̃),
φλ (m; x̃) = φλ (m + 1; x̃),
ψλ (m; x̃) = ψλ (m + 1; x̃)
∂ x̃
∂ x̃
∂ x̃
respectively.
By substituting (4.14), (4.29), and (4.49) into (4.52) and replacing some notations with
(4.53)-(4.56), the closed-form trajectory solution of the generalized guidance law can be expressed as
y(x̃) = 2μc3 x̃ + 2c1 x̃2 φ̃λ (2; x̃) + {c2 − 2c3 (3 + ln x)}x̃φλ (1; x̃)
+ {c2 − c3 (2 + ln x)}(ln x)x̃2 φλ (2; x̃) + 2c3 ψλ (0; x̃) − 2c3 x̃ψλ (1; x̃),
− 4c3 x̃2 ln xψλ (2; x̃) + c2 P̃ (0; x̃) + 2c3 ln xQ(0; x̃) + c3 R(0; x̃)

(4.57)

μ = 3λ1 λ2 + λ1 + λ2 ,

(4.58)

where

and the series functions of P̃ (n; x̃), Q(n; x̃), and R(n; x̃) are
∞

P̃ (n; x̃) = λ1 λ2
k=0
∞

Q(n; x̃) = λ1 λ2
k=0
∞

R(n; x̃) = λ1 λ2
k=0

pk (λ1 , λ2 ) x̃k+1−n
(1)k (1)k−1 (k + 1 − n)!

(4.59)

qk (λ1 , λ2 )
x̃k−n
(1)k−1 (1)k−2 (k − n)!

(4.60)

rk (λ1 , λ2 )
x̃k−n
(1)k−1 (1)k−2 (k − n)!

(4.61)

respectively. Here, pk (λ1 , λ2 ), qk (λ1 , λ2 ), rk (λ1 , λ2 ) are constants which depend only on λ1
and λ2 as shown in (4.27), (4.46), and (4.47). It is noted that derivatives of the series functions
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become
∂
∂
∂
P̃ (n; x̃) = P̃ (n + 1; x̃),
Q(n; x̃) = Q(n + 1; x̃), and
R(n; x̃) = R(n + 1; x̃)
∂ x̃
∂ x̃
∂ x̃
From (4.1), moreover, the velocity perpendicular to the predetermined collision course and
the normal acceleration are explicitly expressible as
⎤
⎡
2μc3 + 4c1 x̃φ̃λ (2; x̃) + 2c1 x̃2 φ̃λ (3; x̃) − {c2 − 2c3 (4 + ln x)}φλ (1; x̃)
⎥
⎢ +2{c2 (1 + ln x) − c3 (2 + ln x)2 }x̃φλ (2; x̃)
⎥
1⎢
2
⎥
⎢
v(x̃) = − ⎢ +{c2 − c3 (2 + ln x)}(ln x)x̃ φλ (3; x̃)
⎥
T ⎣ −2c (3 + 4 ln x)x̃ψ (2; x̃) − 4c x̃2 ln xψ (3; x̃)
⎦
3
3
λ
λ
−1
+c2 P̃ (1; x̃) + 2c3 x̃ Q(0; x̃) + 2c3 ln xQ(1; x̃) + c3 R(1; x̃)
⎡
1
aM (x̃) = 2
T

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

4c1 φ̃λ (2; x̃) + 8c1 x̃φ̃λ (3; x̃) + 2c2 x̃2 φ̃λ (4; x̃) − 2c3 x̃−1 φλ (1; x̃)
+{c2 (5 + ln x) − 2c3 (3 + ln x)(4 + ln x)}φλ (2; x̃)
+{c2 (3 + 4 ln x) − 2c3 (1 + ln x)(5 + 2 ln x)}x̃φλ (3; x̃)
+{c2 − c3 (2 + ln x)}(ln x)x̃2 φλ (4; x̃) − 2c3 (7 + 4 ln x)ψλ (2; x̃)
−2c3 (5 + 8 ln x)x̃ψλ (3; x̃) − 4c3 (ln x)x̃2 ψλ (4; x̃) + c2 P̃ (2; x̃)
−2c3 x̃2 Q(0; x̃) + 4c3 x̃−1 Q(1; x̃) + 2c3 ln xQ(2; x̃) + c3 R(2; x̃)

(4.62)
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥.
⎥
⎥
⎦
(4.63)

By using (4.2), (4.57), and (4.62), the control input u(x̃) can be easily derived. From (4.57),
(4.62), and (4.63), it is seen that the analytic solutions are expressed by combinations of polynomial, logarithmic, and a lot of series functions. From (4.57), since limx→0 (x̃ ln x) = 0 and
limx→0 {ln xQ(0; x̃)} = 0, the trajectory solution is bounded for all x̃ ∈ [0, ζ]. However, it is
seen that there exist unbounded terms such as (ln x)φλ (1; x̃) and x̃−1 φλ (1; x̃) in the solutions
of v(x̃) and aM (x̃). In addition, from (4.63), it is expected for the acceleration to blow up in
proportion to x̃−2 as x̃ → 0. Since the coefﬁcients c1 , c2 , and c3 remain constant regardless of
the independent variable x̃, we can have the coefﬁcients as functions of initial conditions by letting y(ζ) = y0 , v(ζ) = v0 , and a(ζ) = a0 ; i.e., c1 (y0 , v0 , a0 ), c2 (y0 , v0 , a0 ), and c3 (y0 , v0 , a0 )
for given ζ, T , and guidance coefﬁcients.
4.3. Special Cases. Now consider that the characteristic roots of λ1 and λ2 are positive integer. In this case, most of the series functions can be rewritten as explicit polynomial functions
with ﬁnite power terms. From (4.54) and (4.56), since λ1 ≥ λ2 and (m − λ2 )λ2 −m+1 = 0(l =
1, 2, · · · ), we have
⎧
(−λ1 )m−2 (−λ2 )m−2 λ1 −m (m − λ1 )k (m − λ2 )k x̃k
⎪
⎪
2 ≤ m ≤ λ1
⎪
k=0
⎪
(1)m−1 (1)m
(m)k (m + 1)k
k!
⎨
φ̃λ (m; x̃) = (−λ11 )m−2 (−λ2 )m−2
⎪
2 F2 (m − λ1 , m − λ2 ; m, m + 1; x̃), λ1 < m ≤ λ2 + 2
⎪
(1)m−1 (1)m
⎪
⎪
⎩
0,
m > λ2 + 2
(4.64)
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k
⎨ (−λ1 )m (−λ2 )m λ2 −m (m − λ1 )k (m − λ2 )k x̃
k=0
φλ (m; x̃) =
(1)m−1 (1)m
(m)k (m + 1)k
k!
⎩
0,
⎧
k
⎨ (−λ1 )m (−λ2 )m λ2 −m (m − λ1 )k (m − λ2 )k x̃
k=0
ψλ (m; x̃) =
(1)m−1 (1)m
(m + 1)k (m + 1)k k!
⎩
0,

1 ≤ m ≤ λ2
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(4.65)

m > λ2
0 ≤ m ≤ λ2

(4.66)

m > λ2

In addition, from (4.27) and (4.46), we have pλ1 +1 (λ1 , λ2 ) = 0(l = 0, 1, 2, · · · ) and qλ1 +1
(λ1 , λ2 ) = 0(l = 0, 1, 2, · · · ), then
λ1 −1

P̃ (n, x̃) = λ1 λ2
k=1
λ1

Q(n, x̃) =
k=2

pk (λ1 , λ2 ) x̃k+1−n
,
(1)k (1)k−1 (k + 1 − n)!

(4.67)

x̃k−n
qk (λ1 , λ2 )
(1)k−1 (1)k−2 (k − n)!

(4.68)

On the other hand, R(n; x̃) may not be expressed as an explicit polynomial function. From
(4.47), since
rk (λ1 , λ2 ) = −2(−λ1 )λ1 (−λ2 )λ2 (1)k−λ1 −1 (1)k−λ2 −1

for

k > λ1 ,

R(n; x̃) can be rewritten as a combination of ﬁnite power terms and hypergeometric function
as
λ1

R(n, x̃) =
k=2

−

rk (λ1 , λ2 )
x̃k−n
(1)k−1 (1)k−2 (k − n)!

2(−1)λ1 +λ2 λ1 (1)λ2
x̃λ1 +1−n 3 F3 (1, 1, 1 + λ1 − λ2 ; λ1 , λ1 + 1, λ1 + 2 − n; x̃).
(λ1 − λ2 + 1)λ2 (1)λ1 +1−n
(4.69)

Thus, by substituting (4.65)-(4.69) into (4.57) and (4.62)-(4.63), closed-form solutions of the
guidance law with positive integer characteristic roots for a 1st-order lag system are calculated
more easily.
Consider a special case given by choosing λ1 = 3 and λ2 = 2, then a pair of the guidance
coefﬁcient [k1 , k2 ] becomes [6, 4] which is that for EOGL. In this case, solutions of the guidance law can be drawn by substituting λ1 = 3 and λ2 = 2 into the general solutions. From
(4.57) and (4.64) to (4.69), the trajectory solution of EOGL for a single lag system becomes


40
2
y(x̃) = 2c3 + (6c2 + 10c3 )x̃ + (c1 − 18c − 2 − 86c3 )x̃ − c2 c3 x̃3 − 12c3 x̃ ln x
3
1
+ (6c2 + 46c3 )x̃2 ln x + 2c3 x̃3 ln x − 6c3 x̃2 (ln x)2 + c3 x̃4 2 F2 (1, 1, 2; 3, 4, 5; x̃).
12
(4.70)
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As another example, consider the case of λ2 = 2. Since k1 = λ1 λ2 and k2 = λ1 + λ2 − 1,
then we easily see that k1 = k2 = λ1 . Hence, the guidance law for λ2 = 1 is equivalent to
conventional PNG with navigation constant N = λ1 . Assuming that N is an integer larger
than 3, solutions of the guidance law can be drawn by substituting λ1 = N and λ2 = 1 into the
 −2 (2−N )k k
general solutions. From (4.64) to (4.66), we have φ̃λ (2; x̃) = N
k=0 (2)k (2)k+1 x̃ , φ̃λ (3; x̃) =
N −3 (3−N )k (k+1) k
N k=0 (1)k+2 (1)k+3 x̃ , φ̃λ (4; x̃) = φλ (2; x̃) = φλ (3; x̃) = φλ (4; x̃) = ψλ (2; x̃) = ψλ (3; x̃)
= ψλ (4; x̃) = 0, φλ (1; x̃) = ψλ (1; x̃) = N , and ψλ (0; x̃) = 1. Assuming that N is an integer
larger than 2, from (4.67) to (4.69) with (4.27), (4.46), and (4.47), we have
N −1

P̃ (n; x̃) = −
k=1
N

R(n; x̃) = 2
k=2

(−N )k−1 x̃k+1−n
, Q(n; x̃) =
(1)k (k + 1 − n)!
x̃k−n

r̃k =
j2 =3

k=2

(−1)N +1 x̃N +1−n

r̃k
−2
(1)k−1 (k − n)!
(N + 1 − n)!

where
k

N

(−N )k x̃k−n
,
(1)k−1 (k − n)!

2 F2 (1, 1; N

⎛
(2j2 − N − 3)(−N )j2 −1 (j2 − N )k−j2 ⎝
+ −3
j2 − 2

k
j=1

+ 1, N + 2 − n; x̃),
⎞

1
1 2
+ +
+ 1⎠ (−N )k
j
k k−1

− N (2 − N )k−2 .
Here, we see that P̃ (n; x̃) = −Q(n; x̃) by substituting k = k  − 1 in P̃ (n; x̃). Thus, by (4.57),
the trajectory solution of PNG for a single lag system becomes
N

y(x̃) = 2c3 + {N c2 + 2c3 (1 − N ln x)}x̃ − (c2 − 2c − 3 ln x)
k=2

+ 2c1 x̃2
− 2c3

N −2

(2 − N )k k
x̃ + 2c3
(2)k (2)k+1

k=0
(−1)N +1 x̃N +1

(N + 1)!

2 F2 (1, 1; N

N
k=2

(−N )k x̃k
(1)k−1 k!

x̃k

r̃k
(1)k−1 k!

+ 1, N + 2; x̃).

(4.71)

4.4. Terminal Miss. Now consider terminal misses due to the system lag. From (4.57) and
(4.62), we have the miss-distance and the impact angle error denoted by Δyf and Δγf as
Δyf = y(x̃ = 0) = 2c3 ,
Δγf =

(4.72)

v(x̃ = 0)
λ1 λ 2
[−c2 + 2c3 (Λ + E)],
=
VM
VM T

(4.73)

where
Λ = 1 − (λ1 −1 + λ2 −1 ) − (λ1 λ2 )−1 and E = lim ln ω.
ω→0

(4.74)
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Here, it is seen that Δγf has a slowly divergent element E as ω → 0 while Δyf is bounded. If
c3 is zero, interestingly, we see that not only does Δyf become zero, but Δγf is bounded. Note
that the coefﬁcients c2 , c3 which are closely related to the misses are functions of guidance
coefﬁcients as well as initial conditions. It implies that it is possible to design the guidance law
to minimize the terminal misses due to the system lag.
In order to investigate sensitivities of the terminal misses to the initial homing geometry
under the assumption of α0 = 0, the terminal misses are rewritten in terms of γ0 and γf by
substituting y0 = VM tf γf and v0 = VM (γ0 − γf ) into the coefﬁcients c2 , c3 as




'
'
Δyf
Δyf ''
Δyf ''
=
(4.75)
γ0 +
γf ,
VM T
VM T γ0 'γ =0
VM T γf 'γ =0
f

0


'
'
'
'
Δγf
Δγf
'
'
γ0 +
γf ,
(4.76)
γf =
'
γ0 γ =0
γf 'γ =0
0

f

where

'
'
'
'
Δyf ''
Δyf ''
2 ∂c3 ''
2 ∂c3 ''
=
,
=
VM T γ0 'γ =0
VM T ∂γ0 'γ =0 VM T γf 'γ =0
VM T ∂γf 'γ =0
f
f
0
$
% 0
'
'
'
Δγf '
∂c2 ''
λ 1 λ2
∂c3 ''
'
−
=
+ 2(Λ + E
) ,
'
'
γ0 γ =0 VM T
∂γ0 γ =0
∂γ0 'γ =0
f
f
f
$
%
'
'
'
'
'
'
Δγf
∂c
λ
λ
∂c
1
2
2
3
'
'
'
−
=
+ 2(Λ + E
) ,
γf 'γ =0 VM T
∂γf 'γ =0
∂γf 'γ =0
0

0

0

From (4.75) and (4.76), it is seen that the normalized terminal misses depend only on λ1 , λ2 ,
and ζ. It implies that the terminal miss-distance due to the system lag can be reduced by
choosing an adequate pair of guidance coefﬁcients of the generalized guidance law for given
homing geometry. Especially, from (4.72)-(4.75), we have a condition for zero miss-distance
and ﬁnite impact angle error as
c2 (γ0 , γf , a0 , ζ, T, λ1 , λ2 ) = 0.

(4.77)

From this result, it is noted that there exists the optimal initial geometry in the homing phase
to minimize terminal misses due to the system lag.
Figure 8 to Figure 9 provide normalized terminal miss contours of k1 versus k2 for ζ = 20,
15, 10, and 5. In the ﬁgures, the contrast between light and shade represents the magnitude of
terminal misses; a brighter region stands for better performance. It is seen that small ζ yields
bad performance, as evidenced by lack of maneuvering time. In a miss-distance point of view,
while the guidance coefﬁcients in the region between λ2 = 1 and λ2 = λ1 provides good
performance for large ζ, those in the region of 1 ≤ λ2 ≤ 2 are better selection for small ζ.
It is noted that the guidance coefﬁcients in F3 provide bad performance even if the solutions
of them for a lag-free system satisfy the terminal constraints. From Figure 9, it is noted that
the guidance coefﬁcients near to the line of λ2 = 2 cause small impact angle errors for large
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ζ while those in the region of 1 < λ2 < 2 provide better performance for small ζ. It is found
from the results that λ2 becomes a dominant factor in the terminal misses due to the system
lag. Most of all, it is very important that λ2 ≈ 2 or less provides more robust performance
for impact angle control against system lag. This fact will provide useful clues in designing an
impact-angle-control guidance law.

(a)ζ = 20

(b)ζ = 15

(c)ζ = 10

(d)ζ = 5

F IGURE 8. Sensitivity of miss distance to impact angle.
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(b)ζ = 15

(c)ζ = 10

(d)ζ = 5
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F IGURE 9. Sensitivity of impact angle error to impact angle.

4.5. Veriﬁcation. In order to examine the analytic solution of the generalized impact angle
control guidance for a single lag system, a simple linear simulation is carried out. It is assumed
that the ﬂight time tf is given as 10 sec and the missile is taken as a ﬁrst-order system whose
time constant T is 1 sec. In addition, the initial conditions, y0 and v0 , are assumed to be 10 m
and 10 m/sec, respectively. A pair of guidance coefﬁcients which is one of TOGL coefﬁcients
is chosen for this examination. In Fig. 10 to Fig. 12, missile positions, velocities perpendicular
to the predetermined collision course, and the normal accelerations of missile are illustrated.
The analytic solutions for a ﬁrst-order lag system shown in scattered symbols are compared
with linear simulation results and the analytic solutions for lag-free system. In the ﬁgures, it
is observed that the analytic solutions are in perfect agreement with the simulation results and
show different time histories from those for a lag-free system. It is noted that the acceleration
blows up near the ﬁnal time even if TOGL is adopted. Especially, approximated solutions
using nth order polynomials instead of the inﬁnite series functions are compared with the exact
solutions. From the results, polynomial approximation with a degree greater than 5 provides
good agreement with the exact solution. Thus, it is expected that good approximated solutions
which are easy to utilize is possible.
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F IGURE 10. Comparisons between analytic solutions and simulation results(position).

F IGURE 11. Comparisons between analytic solutions and simulation results(normal velocity).
4.6. Closing Remarks. In this chapter, analytic solutions of a generalized guidance law with
arbitrary guidance constants under the assumption that the missile is given by a ﬁrst-order lag
system have been investigated by solving a third-order linear time-varying ordinary differential
equation. It is noted that the solutions are represented by combinations of polynomial functions, a logarithmic function, and a lot of bounded inﬁnite series functions. It is found that the
guidance command, the acceleration of the missile, and the velocity component perpendicular to the collision course tend to diverge as the missile approaches the target mathematically.
Terminal misses due to the system lag have been derived by using the analytic solutions and
effects of guidance coefﬁcients on the terminal misses are investigated. Moreover, effective
homing geometries
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F IGURE 12. Comparisons between analytic solutions and simulation results(acceleration).

5. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, the following three topics are mainly stated; a generalized impact-angle-control
guidance law with a arbitrary pair of guidance coefﬁcients, optimality of the generalized guidance law, and analytic solutions of the generalized guidance law for a single-lag system.
The generalized guidance law is based on a practical homing loop structure with two guidance coefﬁcients. Explicit closed-form solutions for a lag-free system show three classes of
trajectories depending on the guidance coefﬁcients: one is the time-to-go polynomial trajectory, another is the trajectory combined with polynomial and logarithmic functions, and the
other is the oscillatory trajectory combined with polynomial, logarithmic, and harmonic functions. The entire feasible sets of the guidance coefﬁcients to satisfy the terminal constraints
have been demonstrated. Based on the closed-form solutions, a practical and precise time-togo calculation method is proposed as well.
Another important work is to prove the optimality of the generalized guidance law. By
solving an inverse optimal problem, it is found that the guidance law with arbitrary guidance
coefﬁcients can minimize a corresponding performance index. In addition, the relationship
between the guidance coefﬁcients and the corresponding quadratic performance index has been
discussed. The proposed results serve as a theoretical foundation to design the guidance law to
improve certain performance.
Analytic solutions of the generalized guidance law for a single-lag system have been investigated by solving third-order linear time-varying ordinary differential equations. It is found that
the solutions are represented by combinations of polynomial functions, a logarithmic function,
and inﬁnite power series functions. The analytic solutions provide an insight into the blowingup behavior of the homing loop as the missile approaches the target. Terminal misses due
to the system lag have been investigated by using the analytic solutions, and effects of guidance coefﬁcients on the terminal misses have been discussed. Effective homing geometries
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which are advantageous in terms of the terminal misses are also proposed. Furthermore, good
approximated solutions which are easy to utilize is possible from the results.
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A BSTRACT. In this article, the linear quadratic (LQ) optimal guidance laws with arbitrary
weighting functions are introduced. The optimal guidance problems in conjunction with the
control effort weighed by arbitrary functions are formulated, and then the general solutions of
these problems are determined. Based on these investigations, we can know a lot of previous optimal guidance laws belong to the proposed results. Additionally, the proposed results
are compared with other results from the generalization standpoint. The potential importance
on the proposed results is that a lot of useful new guidance laws providing their outstanding
performance compared with existing works can be designed by choosing weighting functions
properly. Accordingly, a new optimal guidance law is derived based on the proposed results as
an illustrative example.

1. I NTRODUCTION
Over the past couple of decades, the linear quadratic (LQ) optimization methodology [1, 2]
has been developed. Since LQ optimization methodology was ﬁrst introduced to public, this
method has received a great attention from many researchers because it has some advantages
what other methods do not have, as follows. First, LQ optimization methodology is systematically well-posed and well-formulated. In this methodology, the optimal result can be simply
obtained by solving the predetermined LQ optimal problem. Second, a state feedback form
of solution can be easily determined. For these reasons, LQ optimal methodology has been
applied to various control and ﬁltering problems recently. In the control ﬁeld, it can be called
as the linear quadratic optimal control or the linear quadratic regulator (LQR). LQ optimization
method has successfully been used to automobile, airplane, and missile systems as studied in
[3, 4, 5]. In the estimation ﬁeld, this method is called as the linear quadratic estimator. The
well-known Kalman ﬁlter [6] is also a one of the linear quadratic estimators. These successful applications of LQ optimal methodology to various problems have brought new potential
applications of this method to the guidance problems.
During the past decade, it has been reported that LQ optimal methodology was successfully applied to various problems related with the guidance applications such mid-course [7],
terminal homing [8, 9], impact angle control [10, 11, 12], and impact time control [13, 14]
Received by the editors August 6 2015; Revised August 17 2015; Accepted in revised form August 19 2015;
Published online September 24 2015.
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and so on. In recent years, it has become one of most commonly used methods to devise new
guidance laws. In LQ optimal guidance problems, since the selection of the performance index
(i.e., cost function) can decide overall performance and characteristic of an obtained guidance
law, the form of the performance index is important. The performance index intended to minimize overall control effort has been widely accepted from many researchers. Until now, it
seems that kind of performance index is reasonable choice for the general missile systems because the handling of control effort during the entire ﬂight is an important issue in the missile
systems to avoid a severe miss distance at the ﬁnal time.
As the battleﬁeld situation has been diversiﬁed and the maneuverability of the missile systems has been improved, the demand for the control effort minimization has been decreased
recently in the guidance operation. In the other words, some different guidance factors are
more important rather than the control effort minimization according to considering guidance
objectives. For examples, in the anti-ballistic missile systems, the minimization of miss distance is more important than the usage of control effort [7]. The survivability is most important
factor in the application of the anti-ship missile systems [15].
Therefore, a different perspective of performance index should be considered in the design
of guidance law for such missile systems. One of such tries, the control effort weighted by an
exponential function has been proposed in [16]. In that article, the proposed guidance law was
supposed to shape the guidance command in order to cope with the decrease of the maneuverability as the operating altitude increases in the ground-to-air missile systems. In [9], the minimization of the control effort weighted by a polynomial function was studied to alleviate the
guidance command transition during the handover from the mid-course to the terminal homing
guidance. On the purpose of distributing the control effort during the entire ﬂight evenly, the
performance index based on Gaussian weighting function has also been reported in [17]. These
approaches as mentioned above are called the weighted optimal guidance. Although only speciﬁed and restricted weighting functions were just handled in the previous works, several new
guidance laws that can improve some guidance objectives have been successfully developed
using the concept of the weighted optimal guidance.
Now, such successes can give us a hint that some different functions may also be possible for
the weighting function in order to devise a new guidance law in the weighted optimal guidance
framework. Accordingly, in this paper, we try to ﬁnd new possibilities in the weighted optimal
guidance. In order for that, we consider LQ optimal guidance problems in conjunction with
the control effort weighted by arbitrary functions. Then, we determine the general solutions of
the weighted optimal guidance problems with respect to arbitrary weighting functions. For the
impact angle control problem, a similar work already has performed by these authors in [18].
Therefore, we mainly focus on the homing problem in this paper.
Based on our investigations, we can show that previous optimal guidance laws as discussed
before belong to the proposed results. Hence, the proposed results can be regarded as more
general forms of the optimal guidance laws compared with previous optimal guidance laws.
Additionally, the proposed results are also compared with the results in [24] (which is one
of general solutions of optimal impact angle control) from the generalization standpoint. In
conclusion, our ﬁndings say that any arbitrary functions can be used for the weighting function
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in the weighted optimal guidance framework. The potential importance of our ﬁndings is that
the proposed results open a new way to design new guidance laws and provide a good start
point to derive a lot of useful guidance laws according to selections of weighting functions.
As an illustrative example, a new guidance law providing the insensitivity against the initial
heading error is also designed using the proposed results.
This paper is structured in ﬁve sections. In section 2, the considering problem is discussed.
The main results of this paper are given in Section 3. The simulation results are provided in
order to show the usefulness of our ﬁndings in section 4. Finally, we conclude our study in
section 5.
2. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
In this section, the homing engagement geometry and the engagement kinematics equation
which are used for the derivation of the proposed results are discussed. And then, LQ optimal
guidance problems to be considered in this paper are presented.
2.1. Engagement Kinematics. Figure 1 represents the planar homing engagement geometry
for a ﬁxed target or slowly moving target.

F IGURE 1. The planar homing engagement geometry
In this ﬁgure, the inertia reference frame is denoted by (XI , YI ). The notations of M and
T represent the missile and the target, respectively, which can be regarded as the point mass
models. The variables R and σ represent the relative distance and the line-of-sight (LOS) angle
between the missile and the target. The ﬂight path angle (i.e., the direction of velocity vector)
with respect to the inertia reference frame is denoted by γM . The desired ﬂight direction at
the ﬁnal time called the impact angle is deﬁned by γf , which is usually a constant value. The
angle difference between γM and γf is denoted by γ, which can be regarded as the ﬂight
path angle with respect to the impact course. The notation of represents the lateral distance
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in perpendicular to the impact course. Additionally, the variables VM and aM are the missile
velocity and the acceleration, respectively. In the missile systems, the acceleration is widely
chosen as the control input of those systems in order to achieve a fast response and the direction
of this acceleration is always normal to the missile velocity as shown in Fig. 1. Under the
assumption that the missile velocity is constant, the change of the missile velocity vector due
to the missile acceleration can be expressed as:
a
γ˙M = γ̇ = M
(2.1)
VM
From Fig. 1, the rate of lateral distance with respect to the impact course can be easily obtained
as
ẏ = VM sin(γM − γf ) = VM sin γ

(2.2)

Under the assumption that a proper midcourse guidance can lead to a small value of γ during
the guidance handover, we can linearize the above equation as follows:
ẏ ≈ VM γ  ν

(2.3)

Hereafter, let us introduce a new variable ν for convenience. The physical meaning of this
variable is the lateral velocity with respect to the impact course. Using the expression as shown
in Eq. (2.3) introduces:
ν̇ = aM

(2.4)

Let the state variables and the control input be deﬁned as follows
T 

T
x  x1 , x 2
= y, ν
, u = aM

(2.5)

Then, the linearized engagement kinematics in the matrix form is obtained by combining
Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4).
ẋ = F x + Gu
where


F 

0 1
0 0



(2.6)


,

G

0
1


(2.7)

In this linearized engagement kinematics, the terminal constraint for the interception is given
by
x1 (tf ) = 0

(2.8)

In order to provide both zero miss distance and the desired impact angle, the following
conditions should be accomplished at the ﬁnal time.
x1 (tf ) = 0,

x2 (tf ) = 0

(2.9)

Note that the linearized engagement kinematics presented herein is most commonly used equation for derivation of new guidance laws in the optimal control approach [16, 17, 18, 19, 20].
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2.2. LQ Optimal Homing Problem with Arbitrary Weighting Functions. The general form
of LQ optimal guidance problem can be expressed as follows:

1
1 tf T
x Qx + Ru2 (τ )dτ, Sf ≥ 0, Q, R > 0
min J = [x(tf ) − xf ]T Sf [x(tf ) − xf ] +
u
2
2 t0
(2.10)
where Sf , Q, and R represent the weighting parameters for the terminal conditions, the state
variables, and the control input, respectively. The notation of xf denotes the terminal constraints of the state variables. In our consideration, these values are given by Eq. (2.8) for
the interception or Eq. (2.9) for the impact angle control. In addition, the terminal conditions
are considered as the soft constraints in this formulation. If Sf → ∞ in order to consider
the terminal conditions as the hard constraints, then the above problem can be converted as
follows:

1 tf T
min J =
x Qx + Ru2 (τ )dτ, Q, R > 0
(2.11)
u
2 t0
subject to x(tf ) = xf . Letting Q = 0 in order to further remove the weighting parameter
related with the state variables leads to:

1 tf
min J =
Ru2 (τ )dτ, R > 0
(2.12)
u
2 t0
In this equation, if we choose R = 1, then it is well-known the control effort minimization
problem.

1 tf 2
u (τ )dτ
(2.13)
min J =
u
2 t0
As stated in the introduction, this performance index has been widely applied for the derivations of the optimal guidance laws [8, 10, 11]. However, in the derivations of optimal guidance
laws using this performance index as shown in Eq. (2.13), it cannot provide an additional degree of freedom in shaping the guidance command or the ﬂight trajectory to accomplish some
speciﬁc guidance goals. Hence, in this paper, we derive the guidance laws based on LQ optimal
problem with arbitrary weighting functions R given by Eq. (2.12).
3. G UIDANCE L AW D ESIGN
In this section, the solutions of LQ optimal problem as mentioned above are provided. We
ﬁrst solve the homing guidance problems using the weighted performance index and suggest
the solutions of the impact angle control guidance problems in a similar way. Additionally, an
illustrative example of the proposed guidance law is provided in order to show the usefulness of
the proposed results. Finally, the solutions of the proposed approach are compared with other
approach [24] from the generalization standpoint.
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3.1. Reviews of Schwarz Inequality. There are some approaches to solve the optimal guidance problems such as the variation of calculus [1], Riccati approach [2], the Schwarz’s inequality [17, 18, 19, 20, 21], and so on. Among these ways, Schwarz’s inequality approach
is taken in this paper because it can easily give the solution of such class of problem. In this
section, we simply review Schwarzs inequality for the readers who are not familiar with this
concept.
Let φ1 (τ ) and φ2 (τ ) be any two real integrable functions in range [t1 , t2 ], then Schwarz’s
inequality is given by
 2  t2
 t2
 t2
φ1 (τ )φ2 (τ )dτ ≤
φ1 (τ )dτ
φ2 (τ )dτ
(3.1)
t1

t1

t1

When φ1 (τ ) = Γφ2 (τ ) with Γ a constant from Eq. (3.1), the equality condition holds. This
idea will be mainly used to solve the optimal guidance problems in the next section.
3.2. Solutions of Homing Problems. As shown in Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7), the linearized engagement kinematics can be regarded as a time-invariant system. Therefore, we can easily
determine the general solution of this system using the well-known linear control theory as
follows.
 tf
x(tf ) = Φ(tf − t0 )x(t0 ) +
Φ(tf − τ )G(τ )u(τ )dτ
(3.2)
t0

where Φ(t) is the state transition matrix. If the system matrix F is a time-invariant, it can
generally be given as follows:


(3.3)
Φ(t) = L−1 (sI − F )−1
In this equation, the notation of L−1 represents the inverse Laplace transform operator.
Then, substituting Eq. (2.7) into Eq. (3.3) provides the following results.


1 t
Φ(t) =
(3.4)
0 1
Changing the argument of Φ(t) simply yields:



Φ(tf − t0 ) =

1 tf − t0
0
1


(3.5)

By substituting Eqs. (2.7) and (3.5) into Eq. (3.2), we can further expand Eq. (3.2) as
follows:
 tf
x1 (tf ) = x1 (t0 ) + (tf − t0 )x2 (t0 ) +
(tf − τ )u(τ )dτ
(3.6)

x2 (tf ) = x2 (t0 ) +

t0

tf

u(τ )τ

(3.7)

t0

where x1 (tf ) and x2 (tf ) denote the lateral position and the lateral velocity at the ﬁnal time, respectively. x1 (t0 ) and x2 (t0 ) are the lateral position and the lateral velocity in the beginning of
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the homing phase and the magnitudes of these values are decided according to the performance
of a proper mid-course guidance. As shown in Eq. (2.8), the lateral position at the ﬁnal time
should be zero in order to achieve the perfect interception. Therefore, imposing this condition
to Eq. (3.6) gives:
 tf
−(tf − τ )u(τ )dτ
(3.8)
x1 (t0 ) + (tf − t0 )x2 (t0 ) +
t0

From Eq. (3.8), we introduce a slack variable R(τ ) without change of formula as follows:
 tf
x1 (t0 ) + (tf − t0 )x2 (t0 ) +
−(tf − τ )R−1/2 (τ )u(τ )dτ
(3.9)
t0

In Eq. (3.9), let us set the following variables in order to apply Schwarz’s inequality given by
Eq. (3.1).
φ1 (τ ) = R−1/2 (τ )u(τ )

(3.10)

φ2 (τ ) = −(tf − τ )R−1/2 (τ )
t1 = t 0 , t 2 = tf

(3.11)
(3.12)

Next, applying Schwarz’s inequality leads to:
 tf

(tf − τ )2 R−1 (τ )dτ
[x1 (t0 ) + (tf − t0 )x2 (t0 )]2 ≤
t0

tf

R(τ )u2 (τ )dτ

(3.13)

t0

The equality condition holds under the following condition.
R1/2 u(τ ) = −Γ(tf − τ )R−1/2 (τ )

(3.14)

The condition of Schwarzs inequality as given in Eq. (3.13) can be rewritten as follows after
rearranging it.

[x1 (t0 ) + (tf − t0 )x2 (t0 )]2
1 tf
≤
R(τ )u2 (τ )dτ
(3.15)
& tf
2
−1
2
2 t (tf − τ ) R (τ )dτ
t
From Eq. (3.14), the equality condition can also be rewritten as follows:
u(τ ) = −Γ(tf − (τ ))R−1 (τ )

(3.16)

Note that the right-hand side of Eq. (3.15) is identical to the performance index to be minimized
in our problem as given in Eq. (2.12). And when the equality condition holds, the left-hand
side of Eq. (3.15) can represent the minimum value of the performance index as follows:
[x1 (t0 ) + (tf − t0 )x2 (t0 )]2
J = & tf
2 t (tf − τ )2 R−1 (τ )dτ

(3.17)

Additionally, the control input as shown in Eq. (3.16) can be regarded as the optimal control
input that minimizes the performance index given by Eq. (2.12). It is notated that a constant
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Γ in Eq. (3.16) is not determined yet. Therefore, in order to determine Γ, we substitute Eq.
(3.16) into Eq. (3.8).
 tf
(tf − τ )2 R−1 (τ )dτ
(3.18)
x1 (t0 ) + (tf − t0 )x2 (t0 ) = Γ
t0

From Eq. (3.18), we can obtain Γ as follows:
x1 (t0 ) + (tf − t0 )x2 (t0 )
Γ = & tf
2 −1
t0 (tf − tau) R (τ )dτ

(3.19)

Then, substituting Γ into Eq. (3.16) provides
u(τ ) =

− [x1 (t0 ) + (tf − t0 )x2 (t0 )] (tf − τ )R−1 (τ )
& tf
2 −1
t0 (tf − τ ) R (τ )dτ

(3.20)

By initializing and recalculating the above command in the time domain, the optimal guidance
command can be rewritten as
− [x1 (t) + tgo x2 (t)] tgo R−1 (t)
(3.21)
u(t) =
& tf
2 −1
t (tf − τ ) R (τ )dτ
where tgo = tf − t is called time-to-go, which means the remaining time of interception. By
using the original expressions of state variables and control input, Eq. (3.21) can be expressed
as follows:
− [y + νtgo ] tgo R−1 (t)
(3.22)
aM = & t f
2 −1
t (tf − τ ) R (τ )dτ
For convenient, let us deﬁne a new variable as similar the navigation constant in the proportional navigation guidance (PNG), as follows:


N = & tf
t

t3go R−1 (t)
(tf − τ )2 R−1 (τ )dτ

(3.23)

Hereafter, we call N  as the equivalent navigation constant in this paper for convenient. By
using this expression, the above guidance command can be rewritten in a similar form of PNG
in the linear formulation, as follows.
(y + νtgo )
(3.24)
aM = −N 
t2go
For implementing, an alternative form of the proposed guidance law will be more useful
because the guidance command presented in Eq. (3.24) still contain some variables (such as y
and ν ) that cannot be directly measureable. By using the geometry relation, we can replace
those variables with measureable variables. From Fig. 1, the LOS angle can be approximate as
follows:
y
(3.25)
σ ≈ − + γf
R
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For a stationary target or a slowly moving target, the relative range between the missile and
the target is also approximated as R ≈ VM tgo . Then, Eq. (3.25) can be rewritten as follows:
y
σ≈−
+ γf
(3.26)
VM tgo
Taking time-derivation of Eq. (3.26) yields
σ̇ ≈ −

1 (y + νtgo )
VM
t2go

(3.27)

Using this expression gives the alternative form of Eq. (3.24) as follows:
aM = N  VM σ̇

(3.28)

Finally, we obtain the nonlinear form of PNG-like law with a time-varying navigation constant N  . In Eq. (3.28), the missile velocity and the LOS rate can be measured from an on-board
inertial navigation system (INS) and a built-in seeker, respectively.
3.3. Solutions of Impact Angle Control Problems. The solutions of the impact angle control
problems can also be determined in a similar way of the homing problems. In reference [18],
we already determined that kind of problems. Accordingly, in this paper, we just provide
the results of these problems. More detail explanations can be founded in reference [18]. The
optimal impact angle guidance laws with arbitrary weighting functions in the linear formulation
are expressed as follow.
y
ν
(3.29)
aM = −k1 2 − k2
tgo
tgo
where k1 and k2 represent the equivalent guidance gains for the impact angle control, and these
values are given by:


g0 t3go − g1 t2go
k1 =
(3.30)
R−1 (t)
g2 g0 − g12


g2 tgo + g0 t3go − 2g1 t2go
k2 =
R−1 (t)
(3.31)
g2 g0 − g12
where



tf

gj =

(tf − τ )j R−1 (τ )dτ

(3.32)

t

The guidance command form as shown in Eq. (3.29) can be rewritten in some implementing
forms by replacing y and ν with the different parameters related to the geometry. From Fig. 1,
the lateral velocity can be expressed as follows:
ν
(3.33)
γM − γ f =
VM
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Using the relations given by Eq. (3.26) and (3.33) introduce an alternative form of the
guidance law as follows:

V 
aM = − M −k1 σ + k2 γM + (k1 − k2 )γf
(3.34)
tgo
This guidance command can also be rewritten in the term of LOS rate by using the expressions
of Eq. (3.27) and (3.33).
aM = k2 VM σ̇ +

(k1 − k2 )VM
(σ − γf )
tgo

(3.35)

In these guidance commands as shown in Eqs. (3.34) and (3.35), the presented parameters
can be measured from INS and seeker except for the time-to-go. The time-to-go can also
be estimated using the conventional method (i.e.,tgo = R/VM ) or the advanced method as
presented in [11, 12, 22, 23].
3.4. Discussion of Proposed Guidance Law. It is noted that the equivalent navigation constant or the equivalent guidance gains can directly affect the guidance command as shown in
Eq. (3.28) and (3.35). In the previous guidance laws, those values are ﬁxed during the ﬂight,
therefore the guidance command shape and the ﬂight trajectory are also ﬁxed. Namely, the
scalability or the potential of those guidance laws can be limited to achieve various guidance
goals. However, as shown in Eqs. (3.23), (3.30), and (3.31), the equivalent navigation constant
or the equivalent guidance gains in our ﬁndings are given by the function of time-to-go and
arbitrary weighting functions. Hence, according to the selections of weighting functions, those
values can be constants or time-varying values. There exist a lot of cases of guidance gains
for various weighting functions. Therefore, the proposed results can provide an additional degree of freedom in the derivation of new guidance laws that can achieve the speciﬁc guidance
objectives in a way of shaping the guidance command or the ﬂight trajectory through appropriate choices in weighting functions. Accordingly, the proposed results can be regarded as the
generalized solutions of homing and impact angle control guidance laws.
For example, if we choose R(τ ) = 1, we can simply obtain the energy optimal guidance
laws for homing and impact angle control [11] as follows:
N  = 3,

k1 = 6,

k2 = 4

(3.36)

Under the selection of a time-to-go weighted function as R(τ ) = (tf −(τ ))−n , the following
results are directly obtained by substituting this weighting function to Eqs. (3.23), (3.30), and
(3.31).
N  = N + 3,

k1 = (N + 3)(N + 2),

k2 = 2(N + 2)

(3.37)

These results are identical to PNG with arbitrary navigation constants and the weighted
impact angle control guidance laws as studied in [12], respectively. In a similar way, when we
chose the following weighting function
R(τ ) = e[(tf −(τ ))−a]

2

/(2b2 )

(3.38)
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where a and b are some constants, then the solution of homing guidance problem is the same
as the result in [16] as
2



N =
where

"
2
b2 ae−ω2

t3go e−ω1
#

2
2)
2
− (tgo + a)e−ω1 + π2 (a +b
(erf(ω
)
+
erf(ω
))
1
2
b
 x
2
2
e−t dt
erf(x) = √
π 0
tgo − a
a
, ω2 = √
ω1 = √
2b
2b

(3.39)

(3.40)
(3.41)

Next, the sinusoidal weighting function is chosen as follows
R(τ ) =

1
sin(a(tf − τ ) + c) + b

(3.42)

where a, b and c are some constants. Then, the obtained guidance law is identical to the result
in [20]. Lastly, under the following weighting function, we can obtain the optimal guidance
law for anti-tank missile systems [19].
⎧ b−a
: t 0 ≤ τ < t1
⎪
⎨ t1 + a
−1
b
: t 1 ≤ τ ≤ t2
R (τ ) 
(3.43)
⎪
⎩ c−b (τ − t ) + b : t < τ ≤ t
2
2
f
tf −t2
where a, b, c, t1 , and t2 are some constants. As shown in above, the proposed results can contain
previous optimal guidance laws according to the selections of weighting functions. Therefore,
the proposed results can be regarded as more general solutions of the homing problems and the
impact angle control problems compared with other guidance laws.
Hereafter, the proposed results are compared with other optimal guidance law with impact
angle constraint as studied in [24] from the generalization standpoint. As shown in Eqs. (3.30)
and (3.31), the sets of possible guidance gains according to the design parameter R in the
proposed results can be expressed as follows:






3 − 2g t2
g0 t3go − g1 t2go
g
t
+
g
t
2
go
0
1
go
go
−1
−1
R (t), k2 =
R (t), (3.44)
U1 = k1 =
g2 g0 − g12
g2 g0 − g12
where R(τ ) > 0.
In [24], the authors have suggested a kind of generalized optimal impact angle guidance law
with arbitrary constant gains. The constant guidance gains for impact angle control as founded
in [24] are given by three sets as follows:
U2 = U21 ∪ U22 ∪ U23

(3.45)
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where





'
k2 + 1 2
+'
= k1 , k2 ∈ R 2(k2 − 1) ≤ k1 ≤
and k2 > 3
(3.46)
2




'
k2 + 1 2
2
+'
U 2 = k1 , k 2 ∈ R k1 =
and k2 > 3
(3.47)
2




'
k2 + 1 2
3
+'
U 2 = k1 , k 2 ∈ R k1 =
and k2 ≥ 3
(3.48)
2
The authors have also determined the performance index that can introduce the above guidance gains using the inverse problem of linear optimal control methodology [25, 26]. Pursuant
to [24], the performance index for the above solutions is expressed as


1 tf  T
x Q(τ )x + R(τ )u2 (τ ) dτ
J=
(3.49)
2 t0
U21

In this equation, the weighting parameter of state variables is given by
⎡
⎤
k12 −3k12 /k2
k12 /k2
k1 k2 −k12 /k2 −2k1
k1
Ṙ(τ
)
Ṙ(τ
)
R(τ
)
−
R(τ
)
−
4
(tf −τ )3
(tf −τ )3
(tf −τ )2
f −τ )
⎦
Q(τ ) = ⎣ k1 k2 −k(t2 /k
k22 −k2 −2k1
2 −2k1
k1
k2
1
R(τ
)
−
R(τ
)
−
Ṙ(τ
)
−
q
Ṙ(τ
)
(tf −τ )
(tf −τ )3
(tf −τ )2
(tf −τ )2
(3.50)
where q is an arbitrary value. From Eq. (3.50), we can easily observe that Q(τ ) is given by the
function of the guidance gains (k1 and k2 ), the weighting function of the control input R(τ ),
and the slack variable q, respectively.
As shown in Eq. (3.49), the generalized impact angle guidance laws in [24] have been
determined based on the different performance index compared with our choice in the performance index as shown in Eq. (2.12). In the above equation, if there exists R(τ ) that introduces
Q(τ ) = 02×2 with arbitrary selections of guidance gains in the set of U2 , then we can show
that the proposed results can contain the results of [24]. If not, there are some intersections
of the guidance gains between the results of [24] and our ﬁndings. Therefore, in the remaining of this section, we try to ﬁnd the existence of the weighting function R∗ (τ ) that makes
Q(τ ) = 02×2 . Since Q(τ ) = Q(τ )T , imposing the condition of Q(τ ) = 02×2 introduces the
following equations.
k12 − 3k12 /k2 ∗
k12 /k2
R
(τ
)
−
Ṙ∗ (τ ) − q̇ ∗ = 0
(tf − τ )4
(tf − τ )3

(3.51)

k1
k1 k2 − k12 /k2 − 2k1 ∗
Ṙ∗ (τ ) − q ∗ = 0
R (τ ) −
(tf − τ )3
(tf − τ )2

(3.52)

k2
k22 − k2 − 2k1 ∗
Ṙ∗ (τ ) = 0
R (τ ) −
2
(tf − τ )
(tf − τ )

(3.53)

For R∗ (τ ), all equations as shown in Eqs. (3.51), (3.52), and (3.53) should be satisﬁed simultaneously. Note that Eq. (3.53) is given by Cauchy–Euler equation with respect to Ṙ(τ ).
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Therefore, we can guess the solution of this equation as follows:
R∗ (τ ) = (tf − τ )p

(3.54)

where p is some constant value. Substituting Eq. (3.54) into Eq. (3.53) gives
p=−

k22 − k2 − 2k1
k2

(3.55)

Substituting Eq. (3.55) into Eq. (3.54) yields the solution of Eq. (3.53) as
R∗ (τ ) = (tf − τ )

−

2 −k −2k
k2
2
1
k2

(3.56)

Since this R∗ (τ ) should satisfy the other two equations, R∗ (τ ) is substituted into Eq. (3.52).
Then, the slack variable is determined as:
q∗ =

2

k −k −2k1
k1 (k1 − k2 )
− 2 k2
−3
2
(tf − τ )
k2

(3.57)

Finally, to achieve the result of Q(τ ) = 02×2 , the remaining equation as given in Eq. (3.51)
is also satisﬁed under the selections of R∗ (τ ) and q ∗ (τ ). Therefore, substituting Eq. (3.56) and
(3.57) into Eq. (3.51) leads to:



2
k2 +1
1
4k1 (k1 − k2 ) k1 −
−4
k2 −k −2k1
2
− 2 k2
−4
2
(t
−
τ
)
=0
(3.58)
f
k22
Note that this condition should be satisﬁed with arbitrary selections of guidance gains in the set
of U2 to guarantee the existence of R∗ (τ ) as we want. However, this condition is only satisﬁed
with the speciﬁed guidance gains as follows:


k2 + 1 2 1
k1 = 0, k1 = k2 , or k1 =
(3.59)
−
2
4
It means we cannot ﬁnd R∗ (τ ) that makes Q(τ ) = 02×2 with arbitrary selections of guidance gains in the set of U2 . Only conﬁned set of guidance gains as given in Eq. (3.59) can
introduce the result of Q(τ ) = 02×2 . Since ﬁrst two conditions (i.e., k1 = 0, k1 = k2 ) are infeasible solutions for impact angle control from above results, we can obtain the set of guidance
gains that introduces Q(τ ) = 02×2 as follows:




k2 + 1 2 1
U3 = k1 , k2 ∈ |k1 =
−
(3.60)
2
4
Therefore, the set of Eq. (3.60) can be regarded as the intersections of guidance gains
between the proposed results and the results of [24] as
U3 = U1 ∩ U2
It is also noted that the guidance gains in U3 are identical to the ﬁndings in [12].

(3.61)
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3.5. Illustrative Examples of Proposed Guidance Law. In this section, an illustrative example of the proposed results is provided. We ﬁrst discuss the considering guidance objective,
and then a new guidance law that accomplishes that objective is derived through an appropriate
selection of weighting functions in the proposed framework.
During the guidance handover from the midcourse guidance to the terminal homing guidance, the presence of the initial heading error is unavoidable. And, the magnitude of the guidance command in the beginning of the terminal homing is generally proportional to this initial heading error. If the initial guidance command caused by the initial heading error is too
huge, the sudden change of the guidance command during the guidance handover is expected.
Accordingly, such an abrupt guidance command causes an unwanted missile motion, and an
onboard seeker feels that a target is maneuvering. Namely, the seeker may provide incorrect
measurements of target. Such incorrect measurements can generate incorrect guidance commands, and these mismatched commands can lead to unwanted missile motions and incorrect
measurements of seeker in return. As a result, this parasitic loop effect caused by the missile
motion coupling may lead to the instability of the homing loop. Therefore, a guidance law
providing the insensitive against the initial heading error is needed to avoid the problem as
mentioned above. In the case of well-known the terminal homing guidance law such as PNG,
the initial guidance command due to the initial heading error is given by
aM (t0 ) ≈ −N

VM ε θ
tf

(3.62)

where εθ represents the initial heading error. As shown in Eq. (3.62), the initial guidance
command is proportional to the navigation constant N and the missile velocity VM . For a
ﬁxed VM , we can predict that the sensitivity with respect to the initial heading error is mainly
affected by the selection of the navigation constant N . To reduce the sensitivity, the small
value of the navigation constant should be used. However, according to reference [27], the
navigation constant ranging from 3 to 5 is suitable value in practice to guarantee the acceptable
homing performance. Therefore, since the guidance properties of PNG, a severe sensitivity
against the initial heading error is unavoidable in the implementation of PNG with N ≥ 3
Hereafter, as a remedy, we try to derive a new guidance law which can overcome this problem by using the proposed results. In order to shape the guidance command providing a small
value at the initial phase, we suggest a rational weighting function as follows:
R(τ ) =

1
+ a2 (tf − τ ),
tf − τ

for

a>0

(3.63)

where the variable a represents the design parameter of this weighting function. In the beginning of the homing phase (i.e. tf
τ ), the second term in Eq. (3.63) is dominant. Therefore,
the cost value around the initial time is expensive. Therefore, we can expect that the obtained
guidance law will provide a small magnitude of guidance command. If τ → τf , then the ﬁrst
term of Eq. (76) is more dominant than the second term. It also introduces a large value of
R(τ ) . Hence the cost value is also expensive at the ﬁnal time. From Eq. (3.63), we can expect
that the proposed guidance law can generate a small guidance command at the initial and the
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ﬁnal time. These properties are desirable for alleviating the sensitivity against the initial heading error and improving the terminal guidance performance. From Eq. (3.63), it is also noted
that the minimum value is achieved in the proposed weighting function at τmin = tf − 1/a as
R(τmin ) = 2a

(3.64)

Next, the equivalent navigation constant and the equivalent guidance gains are determined
using this weighting function. First, substituting Eq. (3.63) into Eq. (3.23) gives
N =

2μ4
(μ2 + 1)(μ2 − ln(μ2 + 1))

(3.65)

where μ = atgo . In a similar way, the equivalent guidance gains can be obtained by substituting Eq. (3.63) into Eq. (3.30) and (3.31) as follows:
k1 =

2μ3 [μ ln(μ2 + 1) − 2(μ − tan−1 (μ))]
(μ2 + 1)[μ2 ln(μ2 + 1) − ln(μ2 + 1)2 − 4(μ − tan−1 (μ))2 ]

(3.66)

k2 =

2μ2 [μ2 ln(μ2 + 1) − ln(μ2 + 1) − 3μ2 + 4μ tan−1 (μ)]
(μ2 + 1)[μ2 ln(μ2 + 1) − ln(μ2 + 1)2 − 4(μ − tan−1 (μ))2 ]

(3.67)

These values are given by the combinations of the polynomial function, the logarithm function, and the tangent function of time-to-go. From these results, we can observe some interesting features. If the design parameter a approaches zero, then these guidance gains converge to
following values.
lim N  = 4,

a→0

lim k1 = 12,

a→0

lim k2 = 6

a→0

(3.68)

Conversely, if a → ∞, the following values are obtained as
lim N  = 2,

a→∞

lim k1 = 2,

a→∞

lim k2 = 2

a→∞

(3.69)

According to the selections of the design parameter a, the value of the equivalent navigation
constant is changed from 2 to 4. In the case of the impact angle control, the equivalent guidance
gains are laid on the values ranging from 2 to 12 for k1 and 2 to 6 for k2 . As the design
parameter increases, the values of guidance gains decrease. Therefore, small values of guidance
gains can be achieved through an appropriate choice in design parameters, and these values
can be helpful to reduce the sensitivity to the initial heading error. In addition, as the missile
approaches a target (i.e., tgo → 0), the following results are obtained under the proposed
guidance law.
lim N  = 4,

tgo →0

lim k1 = 12,

tgo →0

lim k2 = 6

tgo →0

(3.70)

It is noted that these values are always achieved under the proposed guidance law, regardless
of the design parameter a. These large values of guidance gains in the terminal homing phase
are desirable for ensuring the terminal homing performance. Therefore, through the guidance
command shaping, the proposed guidance law can simultaneously achieve two guidance objectives: alleviating the sensitivity against the initial heading error and improving the terminal
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guidance performance. In the next section, the performance of the proposed guidance law will
be determined.
4. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we investigate the basic characteristics and the performance of the devised
guidance law in Section 3.5. First, the basic properties of the proposed guidance law for various
design parameters are determined. In the second simulation, the proposed guidance law is
compared with the other guidance laws as studied in [21] and [11] to show the superiority of
the proposed guidance law. The considering engagement conditions are given by Table 1.
TABLE 1. Initial conditions for nonlinear simulations
Parameters
Values
Vehicle position, XM (0), YM (0)
(0, 2000)m
(8000, 0)m
Target position, XT (0), YT (0)
300m/s
Vehicle velocity, VM
0◦
Initial ﬂight path angle, γM (0)
Desired impact angle, γf
−70◦
Design Parameters, a
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4
4.1. Basic Properties of Proposed Guidance Law. Figures 2 (a), (b), and (c) provide the
ﬂight trajectory, the guidance command, and the behavior of equivalent navigation constant
for various design parameters in the interception case. As shown in Fig. 2 (a), in all cases,
the proposed guidance law can successfully satisfy the terminal interception condition as well.
From Fig. 2 (b), we can observe that the guidance commands at the initial phase are reduced
as the design parameters increase. As mentioned before, this characteristic can be useful for
reducing the sensitivity with respect to the initial heading error. In addition, we can observe
an interesting result that the guidance commands under the proposed guidance law keep near
constant values over the engagement. Namely, the proposed guidance law can evenly distribute
the guidance effort during the entire ﬂight. This property is also important to prevent the
command saturation. As shown in Fig. 2 (c), the equivalent navigation constants approach the
speciﬁc value as 4 regardless of selections in the design parameter. This result is well matched
with the analytic result as studied in previous section. And, this result implies that the proposed
guidance law can provide similar performance of PNG with N = 4 in the vicinity of a target.
Namely, the proposed guidance law can ensure the terminal performance.
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(b) Guidance Commands

(c) Equivalent Navigation Constants
F IGURE 2. Simulation results of proposed homing guidance laws for various
design parameters
Figures 3 (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) describe the ﬂight trajectory, the guidance command, the
guidance gain k1 , the guidance gain k2 , and the ﬂight path angle, respectively. As shown in
Fig. 3 (a) and (e), the proposed guidance law can successfully achieve the perfect interception
and the satisfaction of the desired terminal impact angle. Additionally, from Fig. 3 (b), we
can observe that the level of the initial guidance command can be handled by choosing an
appropriate value of design parameter under the proposed guidance law. As shown in Fig. 3 (c)
and (d), the guidance gains approach 12 for k1 and 6 for k2 , respectively. These results agree
with the investigation in Section 3.5.
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(a) Flight Trajectories

(b) Guidance Commands

(c) Equivalent Guidance Gain of k1

(d) Equivalent Guidance Gain of k2

(e) Flight Path Angles
F IGURE 3. Simulation results of proposed impact angle control laws for various design parameters
4.2. Comparisons of Other Guidance Laws. In this section, we perform comparative studies
between the proposed guidance laws and the existing guidance laws. The proposed guidance
law in consideration the homing is compared with well-known PNG [21] with N = 3 . The
proposed guidance law for impact angle control is compared with optimal guidance law (OGL)
[11]. In all simulations in this section, the design parameter of the proposed guidance law is
chosen as a = 0.2 .
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Figures 4 (a), (b), and (c) provide the ﬂight trajectory, the guidance command, and the
time history of the navigation constant under PNG and the proposed guidance law for the
interception case. As shown in Fig. (c), the navigation constant at the initial phase under the
proposed guidance law is smaller than the value of PNG. Therefore, we can predict that the
proposed guidance law can reduce the magnitude of initial guidance command. This feature
is desirable for reducing the command sensitivity against the initial heading error. In addition,
the navigation constant of the proposed guidance law approaches N = 4 as tgo → 0 , therefore
it implies that the proposed guidance law can provide a similar guidance performance of PNG
in the terminal homing phase. Accordingly, the proposed guidance law can simultaneously
accomplish the alleviation of the command sensitivity in the initial time and the interception of
target with acceptable accuracy.

(a) Flight Trajectories

(b) Guidance Commands

(c) Equivalent Navigation Constants
F IGURE 4. Simulation results under PNG and the proposed guidance law in
the case of interception
Figures 5 (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) represent the simulation results under the circumstance
of the impact angle control. From these results, we can see that the interesting features of
the proposed guidance law as obtained in the interception case are also observed in the case
of the impact angle control, compared with the previous guidance law as OGL. Additionally,
the proposed guidance law can introduce a small guidance command in the vicinity of a target,
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unlike OGL. In practice, such characteristic of the proposed guidance law is desirable for saving
the control effort to cope with the uncertainties or changes of engagement situations in the
terminal phase.

(a) Flight Trajectories

(b) Guidance Commands

(c) Equivalent Guidance Gain of k1

(d) Equivalent Guidance Gain of k2

(e) Equivalent Guidance Gain of
F IGURE 5. Simulation results under PNG and the proposed guidance law in
the case of impact angle control
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5. C ONCLUSION
This paper dedicates the development of a new approach to guidance law design using the
linear quadratic optimal control with arbitrary weighting functions. In order to provide an additional degree of freedom in designing a new guidance law, we consider the performance index
which is given by the control effort weighted by arbitrary functions and determine the general
solutions of optimal guidance problems in conjunction with that kind of performance index.
Therefore, according to selections of arbitrary weighting functions, a lot of useful guidance
laws can newly be derived based on the proposed results. In this paper, the proposed results are
compared with other results from a view of generalization.
Additionally, a new guidance law providing the speciﬁc command shape is suggested as an
illustrative example of our ﬁndings. Under the new guidance law, a small magnitude of the
guidance command is generated in the beginning of the homing phase. Hence the sensitivity
problem with respect to the initial heading error is alleviated under the new guidance law. The
nonlinear simulations are also taken to investigate the characteristic of the new guidance law.
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